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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Braidwood Cooling Pond Is part of the Braldwood Nuclear
Generating Station complex being constructed by Commonwealth Edison
Company In Will County, Illinois near the town of Braidwood.
Studies of phytoplankton, zooplankton, benthic macrol nvertebrates
and fishes of Braidwood Cooling Pond In 1983 marked the third
consecutive year of investigations by the Illinois Natural History
Survey detailing the biological maturation of this unique, 1,069-
hectare pond which Incorporates both farmland areas and an old
strip-mine. A study of aquatic macrophytes was Included in 1983 to
study the colonization of both emergent and submergent plants in
the pond. Each study documents the status and success ional changes
in its respective aquatic assemblages during the third growing
season after pond-fl I.
Braidwood Cooling Pond was sampled during May, July, and
September of 1981, 1982, and 1983 to determine successional patterns
and relationships between physical-chemical parameters and
phytoplankton abundance; another objective was the establishment of
preoperational data for the newly formed pond. The dominant taxon
was a chrysophyte, Chrysochromullna parvum Lackey, which was the
most abundant taxon during 1983 and other study years; other
important phy4oplankton taxa Included Monoraihldlum spp., Synedra
spp., Nlttzschia spp., and Chromonas spp. The most important algal
divisions were the Chlorophyta and the Chrysophyta during all
sampling periods; the Cyanophyta became most abundant during
September of all study years. Spatial differences were similar in
all study years; phytoplankton densities, chlorophyll A,
conductivity, and hardness were greatest at Station 1 and decreased
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consistently around the proposed cooling loop to significantly
lesser values at Station 4. Phytoplankton diversity, as indicated
by number of taxa, was also greatest at Station 1 and decreased to
the least diversity at Station 4. Apparently, one or more
components of hardness and conductivity contributed to Increased
algal abundance and diversity at Station 1; algal densities and
chlorophyll A were significantly correlated with conductivity and
hardness throughout the study. Phytoplankton densities were greater
at all stations in 1981 than in 1982 and 1983 which may reflect
nutrient availability in river water used to fill the pond or from
sediments after Initial filling of the pond. There was a moderate
Increase in the total number of taxa recorded for each station In
1983 when compared to 1981 and 1982; the presence of a few "lake"
species new to this pond may indicate the establishment of a more
diverse algal flora in Braldwood Cooling Pond. The values recorded
for physical, chemical, and algal parameters were generally within
the range of values recorded from other Illinois lakes and ponds;
conductivity and hardness were nearer the "high" end of the range
and algal abundance was nearer the "low" end of the range for lakes
and greater than In the pond cited.
The objective of zooplankton studies conducted during the third
year after pond fill (1983) was to compare and document specific
characteristics of zooplankton communities, such as composition,
community structure, abundance, and biomass. Four new crustaceans
and two new rotifers were collected In Braldwood cooling pond in
1983. As was observed In 1982, there were no sudden replacements of
taxa by new forms. Year-to-year differences are Indicative of
maturation of the gooplankton fauna and these changes will probably
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continue as the pond matures and predator populations Increase and
change. A new cyclopold copepod, Ergasi1 us chautauguaensls, a
parasitic form, was widely distributed in Braldwood cooling pond in
July and September collections In 1983. The composition of the
microcrustacean group as a whole was typical of pelagic waters of
lakes and reservoirs In this region. Several taxa usually associated
with littoral habitats were noticeably absent, probably due to the
paucity of aquatic macrophytes in the near shoreline of much of
Braidwood cooling pond. The most obvious characteristic of the
zooplankton communities from spring through autumn In 1983 was the
abundance of small-bodied forms. With the exception of several
cladoceran and rotiferan taxa, which were never very abundant,
virtually all zooplankton species were small (<0.4 mm), probably
reflecting a high degree of predation on zooplankton communities by
planktivorous fishes and invertebrates. In terms of overall
zooplankton abundance, the observed Increase of approximately 25%
from 1981 to 1982 was nullified by a sharp decrease of 36% from 1982
to 1983. Although immature forms of Copepoda were more prevalent,
the net decrease in total abundance was due to declines in the
numbers of rotifers, cladocerans, and adult copepods. Total
zooplankton biomass in 1983 was less than that In 1982 for 9 of 12
occasions, but these differences were not significant. Although
this year-to-year variation might reflect the natural cycling of
zooplankton populations, probably size-selective predation by
planktivorous fishes has reduced the zooplankton populations in
1983.
The benthic fauna of Braldwood Cooling Pond was sampled twice
a year from 1981 through 1983 In an effort to ascertain the quality
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of pre-existing and pioneer communities and to monitor these
communities temporally. Of particular Interest was the composition
and structure of the assemblage initially colonizing the pond's
previously uninundated areas, and the successional chunges occurring
In this community through time. Dominants of the overall pond
community were typical of temperate latitude In.poundments and
Included Oligochaeta and dipterans of the families Chironomldae,
Chaoborldae, and Ceratopogonidae. The overall mean of total
organisms/m2 was substantial ly greater than those of other lakes
discussed, but taxa numbers and community diversity were relatively
low, an indication of strong dominance by only a few taxa. The
taxonomic compositions of the communities of the two basin types
within the pond were strikingly different; depth, and parameters
directly related to depth, were the cause of the dissimilarity. The
basins of the former stripmine ponds were typically profundal In
nature and supported benthic communities commonly associated with
the hypolimnion In mesotrophic lakes. These assemblages were
relatively temporal ly stable and dominated by Chaborus punctlpennis,
Paranals fricl, Pa.lpomyiLa complex, Paratendipes, and ProcLadius.
Cladotanytarsus predominated most collections from the recently
flooded areas, but the taxonomic composition of the other shallow
basin dominants changed annually. Shallow basin means of total
organ sms/m2 and the number of axa per sample site Increased with
each study year. Niche overlap analysis reflected the early stage
of development of the communities of both basin types, and in
particular, the yearly fluctuation and instability of the community
of the more recently flooded areas.
The fishes of Braldwood Cooling Pond were sampled in
August/September 1983 by electrofishing, seine, and gill nets at
four stations. Three standing crop surveys were also conducted in
coves at the study site. Twenty-four species and two hybrid fishes
representing 10 families were collected from the pond in 1983,
compared to 23 species collected each of the 2 previous years. The
Inland sIlverside (Menldia beryllina) is a new accidentally
Introduced species in the pond. By biomass the predominant species
were largemouth bass (31.9%), carp (23.5%), gizzard shad (12.7%),
tiger muskellunge (6.7%), walleye (5.5%), and channel catfish (3.3%)
together accounting for 83.6% of the total biomass collected by unit
effort sampling. Numerically, bluegill (28.1%), gizzard shad
(15.4%), sand shiner (13.3%), carp (11.3%), largemouth bass (10.4%),
and brook silverside (7.7%) accounted for 86.2% of all fish
collected. Stations 1 and 4 were shown to yield significantly more
fish than Station 2 in 1983. No differences in biomass were
evident. Abundance of fishes was significantly lower in 1983 than
in 1981 or 1982. Over the 3 years, Stations 1 and 4 yielded
significantly more fish than Stations 2 and 3. No biomass effects
were noted between years. Twenty-two species and one hybrid fish
were collected in standing crop surveys. White sucker and golden
shiner were unique to this method while walleye and tiger
muskellunge were collected only in unit effort sampling. In the
standing crop surveys the most numerous fish were bluegill and
gizzard shad, accounting for over 70 percent of the lake-wide
averages, followed by carp, sand shiner, largemouth bass, and green
sunfish. Carp and gizzard shad accounted for almost 70 percent of
the blomass In coves with an additional 20 percent contributed by
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largemouth bass, Dluegill, and white crapple. Biomass in coves
decreased 22 percent from 1982 to 1983 while abundance increased 20
percent. Much of this change Is due to a decrease in number and
biomass of carp and gizzard shad along with greater recruitment of
blueglll. Total biomass per hectare of Braldwood Cooling Pond coves
was below that for other Illinois lakes and midwestern reservoirs,
but higher than that of another Illinois surface mine lake. The
percent contribution of largemouth bass to total standing crop was
high for Illinois waters, while contributions of bluegill, green
sunfish, and bullheads were low. A mark-and-recapture study showed
a 68.1 percent recovery rate during the standing crop surveys. The
greatest lake-wide recovery efficiency was noted for adult gizzard
shad (83%) and carp (82.7%), while young-of-the-year bluegill were
least efficiently recovered (33.3%). Differences in recovery rates
between coves were attributed to differences in cove morphology.
The development of the largemouth bass fishery continued, but has
slowed from the rapid pace noted in 1982. The other major sport
fishes In the pond, tiger muskellunge and channel catfish, appear to
be maturing gradually, while walleye Is showing excellent growth.
The bluegill and gizzard shad populations have declined since 1982.
The cropping of large zooplankton and a low diversity of benthic
macroinvertebrates are evident in Braidwood Cooling Pond. Continued
development of the fishery will be greatly Influenced by the
production of these lower trophic levels and their response to
exploitation.
The aquatic plant populations of Braldwood Cooling Pond were
hand-mapped and sampled for biomass in July and October 1983.
Eleven species were found and seven were sampled for biomass. ypha
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spp., Phraqmites communls, Potaaogeton nodogus, and PEolylonum
flultans produced the highest standding crop and were most abundant
in number of stands. The standing crop for Braldwood Cooling Pond
ranged from 5.58 kg dry weight of plant material In July to 3.66 kg
in October. The mean macrophyte standing crop for the pond was
15.39 g dry weight m"2 in July and 13.23 g m- 2 In October; the peak
mean standing crop was 17.01 g dry weight mn2 . Mean standing crop
estimates were low primarily due to low percent cover in the pond.
Actual plant stand blomass estimates were substantially higher than
the mean standing crop estimates and ranged from 59.96 to 1,487.34 g
dry weight m"2 . Plant populations documented through infrared
photography were examined for determination of yearly changes. The
percent cover of aquatic macrophytes has decreased steadily from
9.1% cover in 1981 to 6.6% In 1982 and 4.2% In 1983. This decrease
can be partially attributed to the decline of emergents. Aquatic
plant populations are not regarded as problematic at present but
there Is a potential for them to develop to nuisance levels,
especially the submergents. To obtain the most complete account of
the status of aquatic plant populations in Braidwood Cooling Pond,
Information from both types of mapping and biomass estimates should
be combined.
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Section 1
I NTRODUCTION
by
Thcmas M. Skelly
INTRODUCTION
This report is a presentation of results from studies
concucied in 1983 by the Illinois Natural History Survey concerning
the biological maturation of Braidwood Cooling Pond. Commonwealth
Edison Company is currently constructing the Braldwood Nuclear
Generating Station, a power complex that covers approximately 18
square kilometers In the southwest corner of Wi I I County In north
central Illinois, approximately 80 kilometers southwest of Chicago
and 32 kilometers south southwest of Joliet, near the town of
Braidwood (Figure 1-1). One of the unique features of this power
plant Is the use of an old strip mine as part of a 1,069-hectare
cooling pond.
Braidwood Cooling Pond was formed by the construction of dikes
which, in association with existing spoil banks, were designed to
contain and guide water flow. The new basin, composed of both
farmland and strip mine pits, was completely filled with water
pumped from the Kankakee River during 1 December 1980 to 18 February
1981. Approximately 40 separate bodies of water were present In the
strip-mine area prior to dike construction and pond filling.
Average depth is 2.9 meters, but the pond has a variety of habitats
ranging from extremely Ashallow regions to pits 30 meters deep.
Circulation time, when the plant goes on line, will be approximately
4 days. Pumping from the Kankakee River now occurs once per week
for a 3 - 4 hour period to maintain levels In the 1-acre freshwater
holding pond. Some of this water does enter the lake proper.
Quantitative and qualitative sampling of phytoplankton,
zooplankton, benthos, and fish were conducted at four stations In
Braidwood Cooling Pond (Figure 1-2) In 1983. Station 1 represents
the Immediate area of the future discharge of heated water.
Stations 2 and 3 represent intermediate distances around the
cooling loop, and Station 4 Is the Intake arm of the cooling pond.
In addition to these aquatic investigations an aquatic macrophyte
survey was Initiated in 1983 to evaluate colonization of both
submergent and emergent plants in the pond.
The aquatic communities of Braldwood Cooling Pond are being
studied to examine the successional changes in community structure
that are likely to occur during the pond's initial years. The
results of the environmental studies for Braidwood Cooling Pond
during the third year after pond-fill are contained herein.
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Figure 1-1. Location of Braidwood Cooling Pond in reference to
the western segment of the Kankakee River.
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Figure 1-2. Sampling stations in Braidwood Cooling Pond.
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ABSTRACT
Braidwood Cooling Pond was sampled during May, July, and
September of 1981, 1982, and 1983 to determine successional
patterns and relationships between physical-chemical parameters
and phytoplankton abundance; another objective was the
establishment of preoperational data for the newly formed pond.
The dominant taxon was a chrysophyte, ChrysochromulLna paryum
Lackey, which was the most abundant taxon during 1983 and other
study years; other important phytoplankton taxa Included
Monreaphidium spp., Synedra spp., Nitzschia spp., and Chroomonas
spp. The most important algal divisions were the Chlorophyta and
the Chrysophyta during all sampling periods; the Cyanophyta became
most abundant during September of all study years. Spatial
differences were similar in all study years; phytoplankton
densities, chlorophyll A, conductivity, and hardness were greatest
at Station 1 and decreased consistently around the proposed cool ing
loop to significantly lesser values at Station 4. Phytop ankton
diversity, as Indicated by number of taxa, was also greatest at
Station 1 and decreased to the least diversity at Station 4.
Apparently, one or more components of hardness and conductivity
contributed to Increased algal abundance and diversity at Station
1; algal densities and chlorophyll were significantly correlated
with conductivity and hardness throughout the study. Phytoplankton
densities were greater at all stations in 1981 than in 1982 and
1983 which may reflect nutrient availability in river water used to
fill the pond or from sediments after Initial filling of the pond.
There was a moderate Increase In the total number of taxa recorded
for each station in 1983 when compared to 1981 and 1982; the
presence of a few "lake" species new to this pond may indicate the
establishment of a more diverse algal flora in Braidwood Cooling
Pond. The values recorded for physical, chemical, and algal
parameters were generally within the range of values recorded from
other Illinois lakes and ponds; conductivity and hardness were
nearer the "high" end of the range and algal abundance was nearer
the "low" end of the range for lakes and greater than in the pond
cited.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to determine the phytoplankton
abundance and composition In Braidwood Cooling Pond, a newly formed
body of water near Wilmington, Illinois. Because Braidwood Cooling
Pond will be used for cooling purposes for the Braidwood Nuclear
Generating Station in Will County, Illinois, the objectives of the
study Included the establishment of baseline data for chlorophyll
a., phytoplankton densities, and dominant taxa in the pond for later
comparisons of those parameters after the generating station
becomes operational. Other objectives included the .determination
of successional patterns In the newly formed pond as well as
determination of the relationships between various physical and
chemical -parameters and phytoplankton density and composition.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Duplicate 1-liter samples of depth-integrated water (surface to
euphotic zone bottom) were collected using a column sampler (i.e.,
3-inch diameter plastic pipe with auto-closing bottom valve) at four
stations in Braidwood Pond (Figure 2-1) during May, July, and
September 1981, 1982, and 1983 for phytoplankton composition and
abundance analyses. Duplicate 4-1iter samples were collected using
the column sampler concurrently with phytoplankton samples for
determination of chlorophyll a concentrations. Samples for
phytoplankton were preserved in the field with acidified Lugol's
solution in a ratio of one part Lugol's to 99 parts sample. Samples
for phytopigment determination were returned to the lab where they
were flltered through glass fiber filters and then frozen until
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analyses were performed according to methods of APHA et al. (1976).
Phytoplankton were settled by sedimentation and final concentrations
were 20 times the original densities after removal of the
supernatant from sampling bottles.
Visual fields of the concentrated phytoplankton samples were
examined at 400X using Palmer-Maloney nannoplankton chambers.
Non-dlatoms were identified to the lowest possible taxon using
appropriate references; diatoms were identified as pennate, centric
or more specifically when possible. Final concentrations were
given in algal units per liter (appendices) and algal units per
millimeter (tables and text, abbreviated as AU) and quantification
of phytoplankton was according to a unit counting system with an
algal unit defined as follows:
Alal rm Quantity/A I gal Unit
Unicellular Each cell or diatom
frustule
Colonial 4 cells (except minute
bluegreen algae < 2u in
diameter in 50 cell units)
Filamentous 10Ou lengths
Taxonomic keys used for identification included Smith (1950),
Prescott (1962), and Tiffany and Britton (1971).
Ancillary measurements, taken concurrently with phytoplankton
and chlorophyll samplings, included conductivity, pH, light
Intensity, turbidity, SecchI transparency, alkalinity, and vertical
measurements of dissolved oxygen and temperature at 0.5-m intervals.
One sample at each location during each collection was also taken
for determination of hardness, orthophosphate, total phosphorus,
nitrate, nitrilte, and ammonia.
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A two-way analysis of variance and Duncan's multiple range
test were used to test for differences between stations and
sampling periods for major algal groups, total phytoplankton
abundance by density, for chlorophyll a concentrations and for
selected physical and chemical parameters using 1983 data. A
three-way analysis of variance was used to test for differences
between stations, sampling periods, and years for the same
parameters using data from 1981, 1982, and 1983. These tests were
run according to a program on the Statistical Analysis System at
the University of Illinois.
The Duncan's test was used if significant differences were
detected according to the two-way and three-way analyses of
variance. These Duncan tests were used to reveal which stations,
sampling periods, and years were significantly different from each
other; all references to "significantly different" were at the 0.05
level unless otherwise specified.
Regression analyses were computed to determine which chemical
and physical factors were best correlated with biological
parameters using 1983 data, 1982 data, 1981 data, and combined
data. These analyses were performed using SPSS (Statistical
Package for Social Sciences) at the University of Illinois.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Phytoplankton raw data for 1983 are contained in Appendix 2A-1
and Appendix 2A-2. Dissolved oxygen and temperature profi les are
contained In Appendix 2A-3. Summary tables for phytoplankton
densities, chlorophyll a concentrations, results of analysis of
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variance and Duncan's tests, and regressions of physical and
chemical data with algal abundance, and diversity of taxa are
Included In Tables 2-1 through 2-14.
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL TRENDS IN 1983
Iaa
Numerous algal taxa were found In the phytoplankton of
Bra dwood Cool ing Pond during 1983 (Table 2-1). Those taxa that
were found in a majority of samples taken during 1983 included green
coccolds, Monoraphidium spp., ChrysochromuInat paryum Lackey,
Synedra spp., NItzschIa spp., unidentifled cryptomonads
(probably Cr.yptomonas spp.), and Chroomonas spp. (Table 2-1).
The predominant alga, both numerically and in frequency of
occurrence, was ChrysochromulLna parvum, a member of the
Chrysophyta (Appendix 2A-1). This taxon Is seldom reported but has
been found frequently in Illinois lentic systems, particularly small
ponds, by the author. . parvum was the most abundant taxon
found in Braidwood Cooling Pond In 1983 as well as in other study
years (Coutant 1982).
Monoraphidlum spp., another common taxon in the study pond, is
a taxon found commonly in many Illinois lakes and ponds. Other
members of the Chlorophyta common In samples taken in 1983 Included
green coccoids, which comprise a morphologically similar group of
algae that probably represents several genera.
Members of the Cyanophyta (bluegreen algae) are typically most
abundant In July, August, and September in most Illinois lakes.
Even though members of this group were not frequently found In
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Braidwood Pond, they were the predominant division of algae in the
September collection (Appendix 2A-1 and Table 2-2). The taxa most
abundant from this division In September 1983 Included Aphanocapsa
de l icatissima West and West, MerIsmopedia tenuisslma Lemm.,
QscilLatoria Ilmnetica Lemm., and Lyngbva contorta Lemm.
Diatoms (Bacillarlophyta) were not a predominant algal division
numerically in Braldwood Cooling Pond although Nitzschia spp. and
Synedra spp., were found frequently in 1983 (Table 2-1).
Rhizosolenia eriensis H.L. Smith was not particularly abundant but
Is generally an uncommon alga In many lakes; the fact that this
taxon was found with some regularity In the study pond was of some
Interest. This taxon has also been found frequently In Coffeen
Lake, a cooling lake for an operational power plant near Coffeen,
Illinois. The only obvious environmental similarity between the two
lakes that Is dissimilar to many other lakes Is the conductivity
which was typically 1000 umhos or greater. The relationship between
high conductivities and enhanced growth of R. ear ens s Is not clear
but one or more Ionic components contributing to the conductivity
may be limiting to the growth of J. aerInsis in most lakes.
Other taxa common to Braldwood Cooling Pond included
Chroomonas spp. and other unidentified members of the Cryptophyta,
a group of naked flagellates (Table 2-1). These taxa were not
dominant members of the phytoplankton flora, but were present In
many samples; these algal taxa are common inhabitants of many
SIllinois lakes.
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Predominant Algal Groups
The most abundant major groups of phytoplankton included the
Chlorophyta and Chrysophyta (Table 2-2). During September 1983,
the Cyanophyta was the predominant algal division (Table 2-2); as
mentioned previously, this group commonly has greatest abundance In
late summer and early fall months In Illinois lakes and ponds.
Phytoplankton Abundance
The densities of phytoplankton ranged from 16,498 AU at Station
1 In May 1983 to 4,150 AU at Station 4 In May 1983. There was a
gradual decrease in phytoplankton densities from Station 1 (16,498
AU) around the proposed cooling loop to Station 4 (4,150 AU) in May
1983 (Table 2-3). This trend was not apparent In July or September
1983 although Station 4 had the lowest phytoplankton densities in
September (Table 2-3). Station 1 did have greater densities than
Station 4 during all three collections In 1983 which was similar to
the trend noted in other sampling years (Coutant 1982).
Phytoplg ament Concentrations
Concentrations of chlorophyll a ranged from 2.73 mg/m3 at
Station 3 in September 1983 to 6.17 mg/m3 at Station 1 In September
1983 (Table 2.4). Concentrations of chlorophyll a during May and
July were similar at all sampling stations, ranging from 2.98 mg/m3
to 4.55 mg/m3. As noted for phytoplankton densities, chlorophyll
concentrations were consistently greater at Station 1 than at
Station 4 (Table 2-4).
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Phys I ca I -Chem I ~a I Parameters
NItrogen and phosphorus, sainp ;d In July and September 1983,
were generally similarly abundant at all sampling stations (Table
2-5). The possible exception was Station 4 In September, where
levels of ammonia, orthophospha t e, and total phosphorus were
somewhat greater than at other sampling stations.
Conductivity was greatest at Station 1 during the May 1983
collection and conductivity gradually decreased at stations around
the proposed cooling loop (Table 2-5). This trend, though observed
in previous years, was not found In other sampling periods in 1983
(Table 2-5).
Values for pH were generally greatest at Station 1 and
decreased at stations further away from the proposed discharge areas
(Table 2-5). Values from July 1983 did not fit this trend, although
pH at Station 1 was greater than at Station 4 (Table 2-5).
Alkalinity values followed a trend similar to that noted for pH on
two of three sampling dates (Table 2-5).
Secchi transparency, a measure of water clarity, was
consistently less at Station 3 in 1983 (Table 2-5). Turbidity,
another measure of water clarity, was also greatest at Station 3 on
most sampling occasions (Table 2-5). One possible explanation for
the greater turbidity at Station 3 could be related to the
macrophyte populations, which were most abundant at and around
Station 3 (see Section 6 of this report). Macrophyte stems from the
previous year were decomposing at or near the bottom at Station 3;
pieces of partially decomposing macrophytes could have been
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dislodged and collected as the water sample for phytoplankton and
physical and chemical parameters were taken.
Oxygen concentrations were similar at most stations sampled.
Concentrations ranged from 7.7 parts per million (ppm) to 8.2 ppm
during July and September 1983 (Table 2-5).
AOV-.Duncan' s Results
Most algal groups, and physical and chemical parameters, did
not vary significantly by station In 1983 according to a two-way
analysis of variance (Table 2-6). The abundance of Cyanophyta,
temperature, conductivity, hardness, and pH varied significantly
between stations (0.05 significance level) (Table 2-6).
Although pH was significantly lower at Station 4 than at
Stations 1, 2, and 3 during 1983 (Table 2-7), it Is doubtful that a
mean difference of approximately 0.1 pH unit between Station 4 and
other sampling stations would have important biological
significance.
The Increase In abundance of Cyanophyta during September 1983
(Table 2-7) at all stations was highly significant (P j 0.002) and
merely reflects the well known seasonality of this algal group.
Water temperature, conductivity, hardness, and pH were also
significantly different between months according to Duncan's
group'ngs. As expected, significantly greater (0.05 level) water
temperatures occurred during July and the lowest water temperatures
occurred in May 1983 (Table 2-7). Conductivity was significantly
greatest in July, normally a period of peak algal growth due to
greatest solar radiation and warmest water temperatures. The
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greater conductivity In July may have contributed to and/or been a
result of greater algal activity at that time.
Correlations Between Parameters 1983
Biological and physical-chemical parameters were not well
correlated in 1983 (Table 2-8). Total algal densities and the
Cyanophyta were significantly correlated with dissolved oxygen, the
Cryptophyta was positively correlated with ammonia (p = .018) and
total phosphorus (p = .021), and the Chrysophyta was positively
correlated with pH (p = .005) (Table 2-8). Nitrite and nitrate
concentrations were the same at all stations on all dates; thus no
correlations could be computed for those parameters.
COMPARISONS BETWEEN YEARS
Similar trends were observed for all 3 study years based on the
number of taxa present (Table 2-9). Station 1 consistently had the
greatest diversity and Station 4 had the least diversity during most
sampling months (Table 2-9).
A total of 92 taxa were Identified from phytoplankton
collections from Braidwood Cooling Pond during 1981, 1982, and 1983
(Table 2-1). The algal division containing the predominant number
of taxa was the Chlorophyta, represented by 49 taxa; the second
most diverse group was the Cyanophyta, represented by 20 taxa.
The most diverse algal flora was always found at Station 1 and
diversity of taxa gradually, but consistently, decreased around the
proposed cooling loop to Station 4 (Table 2-1). The total numbers
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of taxa Identified in 1981 at stations 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 43, 36,
26, and 26, respectively; the numbers of taxa in 1982 at those
respective stations were 42, 31, 34, and 22; and the numbers of taxa
In 1983 at those respective stations were 54, 42, 39, and 34 (Table
2-1). It Is not apparent which factors are most Important in
controlling phytoplankton diversity in Braldwood Cooling Pond, but
possibly those factors which have generally allowed a greater
abundance of algae at Station 1 have also allowed the growth of a
greater variety of algae at that location.
Since more taxa were identified from all four sampling stations
in 1983 than In 1982 and 1981 (Table 2-10), more algal species
probably are becoming establ ished in Braidwood Cooling Pond.
Although the differences in numbers of taxa between 1983 and other
study years is not overwhelming, certain of the taxa identified In
1983 are typical 'lake' species and probably would not have been
abundant in the river water that was used to fill the pond. Those
'lake' taxa found for the first time in 1983 include Mlcractlnlium
pusllumn Fresenius, Golenklnia spp., Pedlastrum tetrai (Ehr.) Ralfs,
Anklstrodesmus spp., and SchCoederia spp. It should also be noted,
however, that other typical 'lake' species of phytoplankton found in
1981 (e.g., Tetrastrum elegans Playfair) and 1982 (e.g., ITtrastrum
staurogeniaeforme [Schroder] Lemm.) were not found in 1983.
Phytoplankton Densities
As noted for numbers of taxa, phytoplankton densities were
generally greatest at Station 1 and least at Station 4 during the 3
study years (Table 2-11). Another apparent trend is that the
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standing crop of phytoplankton (e.g., densities) during 1981 was
consistently greater than during 1982 and 1983 (Table 2-10). The
greater densities found In 1981 may reflect a response of the
phytoplankton to Increased nutrients from river water used to fill
the pond or from sediments after the initial flooding of the lake
area.
Phytop gment Concentrations
Chlorophyll a concentrations were consistently greater at
Station 1 than at Station 4 during the 3 study years (Table 2-11).
The standing crop of chlorophyll a. at Stations 2 and 3 was generally
lower than that at Station 1 and greater than values for Station 4
(Table 2-11). Stations 1 and 2 generally had greatest chlorophyll a
concentrations during September of each year while Station 3
chlorophyll A concentrations were generally greatest during May and
decreased gradually during the sampling season (Table 2-11). The
reason for the gradual but consistent decrease In chlorophyll a
concentrations at Station 3 could be due to competition with
macrophytes for nutrients and light at that location since
macrophytes and phytoplankton are known to compete for nutrients and
light (Wetzel 1975). This theory would seem especially plausible
since the macrophytes emerged in early summer and had peak abundance
In late summer or early fall, thus the effects of competition
between macrophytes and phytoplankton would be expected to gradually
increase throughout the sampling season. Other possible
explanations for decreased phytopigment concentrations at Station 3
Include greater zooplankton populations (which are known to occur in
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areas of high macrophyte density) and a resultant Increased grazing
on phytoplankton in that lake area. Also, increased turbidity in
that lake area (Table 2-5) could have slightly reduced
photosynthetic activity of phytoplankton and the standing crop.
AQY-Duncan' s Resu Its
Total phytoplankton densities, Chlorophyta densities,
Cyanophyta densities, and chlorophyll I concentrations were
significantly greater (0.05 level) at Station I than at Station 4
during the study (Table 2-12). There was also a tendency for these
three parameters to decrease gradually from Station 1 through
subsequent stations around the proposed cooling loop to Station 4
(Table 2-12). A similar trend could be seen for hardness and
conductivity, which were significantly greater at Station 1 than at
Station 4 (0.05 level) and seemed to gradually decline around the
proposed cooling loop (Table 2-12).
Total phy-toplankton densities and Cryptophyta densities were
significantly greater (0.05 level) in 1981 than in 1982; these two
groups as well as Chlorophyta densities were significantly greater
in 1981 than in 1983 (Table 2-12). These trends could have been
due to greater nitrogen availability In 1981 when nitrate, nitrite,
and ammonia concentrations were significantly greater (0.05 level)
than in both other study years although densities of several algal
groups and chlorophyll A concentrations were not greater in 1981
when nitroger was more abundant (Table 2-12). Total phosphorus
concentrations were significantly greater in 1983 than In 1981, but
orthophosphate, the form of phosphorus readily assimilated by
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phytoplankton, was similarly abundant during all 3 study years
(Table 2-12)..
Correlations Between Parameters 1981. 1982. and 1983
Total phytoplankton densities were not correlated well with
most nutrients (only nitrite) but were correlated with conductivity
and hardness; Chlorophyta densities and chlorophyll A
concentrations were also significantly correlated with hardness but
not with any other parameters (Table 2-13). Other significant
correlations Included the Bacillarlophyta with dissolved oxygen;
the Cyanophyta with conductivity and hardness; the Cryptophyta with
all three inorganic nitrogen compounds, dissolved oxygen, and
hardness; and the Chrysophyta with nitrite and total phosphorus
(Table 2-13). Any of the correlations between algal parameters and
inorganic nitrogen or phosphorus must be Interpreted with caution
due to such minor variations in concentrations of those nutrients
but the strong correlations between hardness and conductivity and
algal parameters would seem to indicate important real
relationships. As has been noted by Coutant (1982), abundance of
phytoplankton In Braldwood Cooling Pond seems to be related to and
probably dependent on the concentrations of ions in the water, but
apparently not to concentrations of Inorganic nitrogen or
phosphorus compounds. Other factors, including incident solar
radiation, zooplankton abundance, macrophyte competition, and
concentrations of other unmeasured inorganic compounds could also
be a considerable Influence on phytoplankton abundance and activity
in Braldwood Cooling Pond.
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STATUS OF BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND
Chemical and physical factors studied In Braldwood Cooling
Pond are within ranges commonly recorded from other lakes and ponds
in Illinois. Conductivity and hardness values were greater than
most other Illinois waters. All nutrient levels In Braidwood
Cooling Pond were lower than in Lake Shelbyville but were generally
within the range of ponds sampled (Table 2-14).
Phytoplankton abundance and chlorophyll a concentrations are
well within ranges of abundance-* n other lakes and ponds (Table
2-14). The densities of algae recorded from Braldwood Cooling Pond
tended to be nearer the lower end of the ranges of other lakes;
chlorophyll a values followed the same pattern. The lower standing
crops noted for this pond are probably related to the low nutrient
Input into the pond which would be related to lack of Inflow and
the relatively small watershed.
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SUMMARY
1. The predominant taxon in Braldwood Cooling Pond during 1983 was
ChrysochromulIna parvium Lackey, a chrysophyte; MonoraphldiJum
spp., Synedra spp., Nitzschia spp., and ChloQomonas spp.
were other common members of the algal flora.
2. Aphanocapsa delicatissima West and West, Merismopedia
tenulssima Lemm., Qsc1llato±ra llmnatica Lemm., and Lyngbva
contorta Lemm., all members of the Cyanophyta, were abundant
during the September 1983 collection.
3. The abundant divisions of algae Included the Chlorophyta and
Chrysophyta; the Cyanophyta was the predominant algal division
during the September 1983 collection.
4. Phytoplankton densities ranged from 16,498 AU at Station 1 In
May 1983 to 4,150 AU at Station 4 In May 1983; there was a
gradual and significant decrease In phytoplankton abundance
from Station 1 around the proposed cooling loop to Station 4.
5. Concentrations of chlorophyll a ranged from 2.73 mg/m3 to 6.17
mg/m3 In the study pond during 1983; chlorophyll a
concentrations were significantly greater at Station 1 than at
Station 4 during 1983.
6. Inorganic nitrogen and phosphorus compounds were generally
similarly abundant at all sampling stations.
7. Conductivity and hardness were significantly greater at Station
1 than at Station 4 during 1983; values for these parameters
generally decreased gradually around the proposed cooling loop
from Station 1 to Station 4.
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8. Secchi transparency during 1983 was least at Station 3 where,
as expected, turbidity was the greatest; these facts may be
related to the presence of much decomposing macroohyte material
at Station 3 where macrophyte abundance was greatest.
9. There was a significant increase In the abundance of the
Cyanophyta during the September 1983 collection, a period when
bluegreen algae abundance is greatest in temperate lakes and
ponds.
10. Only a few algal parameters were correlated (0.05 level) with
physical-chemical parameters using 1983 data; nitrite and
nitrate concentrations were the same for all collections In
1983 and thus no correlations could be made using those
parameters.
11. Station 1 consistently had the greatest diversity of taxa and
the number of taxa identified decreased at locations further
away from Station 1 around the proposed cooling loop; this
trend was present in 1983 and both other study years.
12. The total number of species identified from all stations
increased In 1983 In comparison to 1981 and 1982; It is
possible that a greater number of algal taxa are becoming
established in Braidwood Cooling Pond.
13. Phytoplankton densities In 1981 were significantly greater
(0.05 level) th:n in 1982 and 1983; this trend may have been
due to an initial response of the phytoplankton to increased
nutrients after *he flooding of the lake prior to 1981.
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14. As was found in 1983, mean phytoplankton densities for all 3
study years in Braidwood Cooling Pond were greatest at Station
1 and consistently decreased at stations further around the
cooling loop to Station 4; differences were statistically
significant (0.05 level).
15. Phytoplankton densities were greater in 1981 than In 1982 and
1983 which may reflect increased nutrient availability from
river water used for pond filling or from sediment after
Initial flooding of sediments.
16. Mean chlorophyll a concentrations during the 3 year study were
consistently greater at Station 1 and decreased around the
proposed cooling loop to significantly lower (0.05 level)
concentrations at Station 4.
17. Conductivity and hardness also were greatest at Station 1 and
decreased to significantly lower levels at Station 4, based on
data from all 3 sampling years.
18. Total phytoplankton densities were not correlated
significantly with most nutrients but were correlated with
conductivity and hardness; Chlorophyta densities and
chlorophyll a concentrations were also significantly
correlated with hardness. Cyanophyta abundance was well
correlated with conductivity and hardness. The abundance of
phytoplankton in Braldwood Cooling Pond seems to be related to
and probably limited by the concentrations of Ions in the
water, but not necessarily by the concentrations of Inorganic
nitrogen or phosphorus.
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19. Chemical and physical factors studied in this pond were within
the ranges commonly found in other lakes and ponds in
Illinois; conductivity and hardness values were greater than
values for most other lakes and ponds. Nutrient levels In
Braidwood Cooling Pond were lower than In Lake Shelbyville but
generally within ranges of ponds sampled.
20. Phytoplankton abundance and chlorophyll a concentrations in
the study pond were within the ranges found by the author in
other Illinois bodies of water, although nearer the lower end
of the range for lakes, probably due to a small watershed and
relatively limited inflow of nutrients into this pond.
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Figure 2-1. Phytoplankton sampling stations in Braidwood Cooling Pond.
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Table 2-2. Mean euphotic zone densities (algal units per milllliter) of
phytoplankton major groups collected from four sampling stations in Braidwood
Cooling Fond on 25 May, 27 July, and 14 September 1983.
STATIONS
DATE TAXA 1 2 3 4
May Chlorophyta 3,378 1,673 1,560 547
Bacillariophyta 772 161 643 579
Cyanophyta 106 29 117 0
Cryptophyta 322 434 450 322
Chrysophyta 11,566 8,655 3,732 2,638
July Chlorophyta 3,282 2,027 965 1,946
Bacillarlophyta 965 386 450 869
Cyanophyta 1,042 154 257 772
Cryptophyta 322 515 193 97
Chrysophyta 1,544 4,182 2,703 2,807
September Chlorophyta 2,381 2,477 2,156 2,429
Bactilarlophyta 708 515 579 708
Cyanophyta 4,897 5,320 4,031 1,880
Cryptophyta 515 193 64 708
Chrysophyta 2,156 4,343 2,896 1,609
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Table 2-3. Mean euphotic zone densities (algal units per
milliliter) of phytoplankton collected from four sampling stations in
Braldwood Cooling Pond on 25 May, 27 July, and 14 September 1983.
MONTH
STATION May July September
1 16,498 7,477 10,720
2 11,129 7,393 12,913
3 6,656 4,569 11,463
4 4 ,150 6,587 7,655
9,608 6,506 10,688
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Table 2-4. Mean euphotic zone concentrations (mg/m3) of chlorophyll
a collected from four sampling stations in Braidwood Cooling Pond on 25
May, 27 July, and 14 September 1983.
MONTH
STATION May July September
1 4.27 4.55 6.17
2 3.20 2.98 4.73
3 4.43 3.80 2.73
4 3.10 3.32 3.17
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Table 2-6. F values and significance levels (In parentheses) for
biological, physical, and chemical parameters tested using a two-way
analysis ot variance for differences by station and month on data
collected at four sampling stations In Braidwood Cooling Pond on 25
May, 27 July, and 14 September 1983.
Total algae
Chl Iorophyta
Bac Il I arophyta
Chrysophyta
Cyanophyta
Cryptophyta
Chlorophyll a
Nitrate
NItr Ite
Ammonia
Orthophosphate
Total phosphorus
Temperature
Conductivity
Hardness
pH
Oxygen
+Indicates no variation, statistics
STATIONS
2.67(0.142)
2.77(0.134)
5.78(0.033)
1.22(0.380)
0.84(0.520)
0.29(0.829)
2.30(.177)
+
1.00(0.500)
1.00(0.500)
0.53(0.691)
0.46(0.721)
0.37(0.777)
5.44(0.099)
7.37(0.020)
1.61(0.352)
not computable.
MONTHS
2.26(0.186)
0.68(0.543)
0.82(0.484)
3.19(0.114)
21.03(0.002)
0.22(0.811)
0.42(0.675)
+
1.59(0.297)
1.00(0.391)
0.35(0.595)
29.62(0.008)
54.85(0.0001)
25.58(0.015)
44.69(0.0002)
6.00(0.092)
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Table 2-9. Number of taxa recorded from four sampling
stations In Braldwood Cooling Pond on 25 May, 27 July, and 14
September 1983.
STATION
DATE 1 2 3 4
1981 May 24 21 17 11
July 18 14 15 12
September 36 31 17 24
2 26 22 16 16
1982 May 27 15 20 11
July 25 24 20 15
September 25 21 19 15
2 26 20 20 14
1983 May 31 16 18 12
July 33 18 19 23
September 27 30 28 23
30 21 22 19
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Table 2-10. Mean euphotic zone densities (algal units
per millilliter) of phytoplankton collected from four sampling
stations In Braidwood Cooling Po.d during May, July, and
September of 1981, 1)82, and 1983.
STATION
DATE 1 2 3 4
1981 May 12,161 10,717 8,601 8,883
July 31,439 22,842 10,755 8,772
September 26,248 19,285 10,869 6,189
1982 May 7,542 7,106 11,928 3,712
July 13,880 9,288 11,484 6,313
September 14,510 8,136 6,872 5,290
1983 May 16,498 11,129 6,656 4,150
July 7,477 7,393 4,569 6,587
September 10,720 12,913 11,463 7,655
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Table 2-11. Mean euphotic zone concentrations (mg/m3 )
of chlorophyll ja collected from four sampling stations in
Braidwood Cooling Pond during May, July, and September 1981,
1982, and 1983.
STATION
DATE 1 2 3 4
1981 May 4.78 3.53 3.90 4.04
July 3.14 11.30 0.00 1.32
September 11.41 5.44 2.94 1.99
1982 May 7.75 4.28 6.15 0.82
July 6.40 4.95 5.66 4.04
September 11.64 7.65 4.58 2.57
1983 May 4.27 3.20 4.43 3.10
July 4.55 2.98 3.80 3.32
September 6.17 4.73 2.73 3.17
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SECTION 3
ZOOPLANKTON INVESTIGATIONS OF
THE BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND
by
Stephen W. Waite and Robert Davis
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ABSTRACT
The objective of zooplankton studies conducted during the
third year after pond fill (1983) was to compare and document
specific characteristics of zooplankton communities, such as
composition, community structure, abundance, and biomass. Four new
crustaceans and two new rotifers were collected In Braidwood
cooling pond in 1983. As was observed in 1982, there were no
sudden replacements of taxa by new forms. Year-to-year
differences are Indicative of maturation of the zooplankton fauna
and these changes will probably continue as the pond matures and
predator populations Increase and change. A new cyclopoid
copepod, Ergasllus chautauguaensis, a parasitic form, was widely
distributed In Braldwood cooling pond In July and September
collections in 1983. The composition of the microcrustacean group
as a whole was typical of pelagic waters of lakes and reservoirs
in this region. Several taxa usually associated with littoral
habitats were noticeably absent, probably due to the paucity of
aquatic macrophytes in the near shoreline of much of Braidwood
cooling pond. The most obvious characteristic of the zooplankton
communities from spring through autumn In 1983 was the abundance
of small -bodied forms. With the exception of several cladoceran
and rotiferan taxa, which were never very abundant, virtually all
3-iv
zooplankton species were small (<0.4 mm), probably reflecting a
high degree of predation on zooplankton communities by
planktivorous fishes and invertebrates. In terms of overall
zooplankton abundance, the observed Increase of approximately 25%
from 1981 to 1982 was nullified by a sharp decrease of 36% from
1982 to 1983. Although Immature forms of Copepoda were more
prevalent, the net decrease In total abundance was due to declines
in the numbers of rotifers, cladocerans, and adult copepods. Total
zooplankton biomass In 1983 was less than that in 1982 for 9 of 12
occasions, but these differences were not significant. Although
this year-to-year variation might reflect the natural cycling of
zooplankton populations, probably size-selective predation by
planktivorous fishes has reduced the zooplankton populations in
1983.
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INTRODUCTION
During the last 3 years, Ilimnobiological studies of the newly
impounded cooling pond at the Braldwood Generating Station.
Illinois, have provided unique data bases for the characterization
of both blotic and abiotic transformations during the pond's early
limnologlcal maturation. The purpose of this study was to document
and analyze characteristics of and changes In zooplankton
communities, i.e., composition, community structure, abundance, and
standing crop, during this period. It is anticipated that this
data base, integrated with those of algal, benthic
macroinvertebrate and fish communities and with physicochemical
constituents, will be useful for comparisons.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Zooplankton samples were taken from four representative
locations (Stations 1 through 4) (Figure 3-1) In May, July and
September 1983; each sampl i ng date was virtually the same as the
one for the previous 2 years. Collections at each station
consisted of three separate replicates around one anchor location.
For each replicate. the water column extending from surface to
3-1
bottom was sampled with a submersible fil ter-pump apparatus (Walte
and O'Grady 1980). Water volumes filtered for each sample were
determined with a remote flow-meter sensor and ranged from 40 to
100 liters each. Collections were concurrent with those for algal
communities and field measurements of water qual ity.
Zooplankters were identified and enumerated using
stereo-dissecting (10-50x) and compound l ight microscopes
(4-600x). Keys and other publ Ished liIterature used In the
analyses included: Ahlstrom (1940, 1943), Brooks (1957, 1959),
Chengolath (1977), Edmondson (1959), Goulden (1968), Grothe and
Grothe (1977), Pennak (1978), Smirnov (1974), Wilson (1959),
Wilson and Yeatman (1959), and Yeatman (1959).
Standing crop biomass was determined according to procedures
outlined in APHA et al. (1980). Student's t-test (P < 0.05) was
used to determine significant differences between samples.
All methods of sample collection, Identification,
enumeration, and data analyses were Identical for all study years.
RESULTS AND DISCUSS ION
ZOOPLANKTON COMMUNITY STRUCTURE
The zooplankton community of the Braidwood cool ing pond in
1983 consisted of 16 rotifer and 15 microcrustacean taxa (Table
3-1). These numbers are a net decrease over those of 1982 when
21 species of rotifers and 15 microcrustaceans were Identified.
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Although +he apparent decrease In total taxa might be Interpreted
as a simple subtraction of several species from the former group,
such was not the case.
Table 3-2 shows the composition as well as temporal and
spatial distribution of zooplankton collected In 1983. Four
new crustaceans and two new rotifers were collected In Braldwood
cooling pond In 1983 (marked with an asterisk In Table 3-2). As
was observed In 1982. there were no sudden replacements of taxa
by new forms; differences from one year to the next are indicative
of maturation of the fauna (Table 3-1). As the pond continues to
mature and predator populations Increase and change, additional
changes In zooplankton composition should be expected during the
next several years.
For 10 of 12 station-dates shown in Table 3-3, the total
numbers of taxa In 1983 were greater than the total numbers In
1982. In addition, on a pond-wide basis, total numbers increased
20-50% over those of 1982. Indicating that the zooplankton fauna
In Braldwood cooling pond is slowly becoming more diverse. Both
rotifers and microcrustaceans contributed to this diversity.
The characterization of aquatic communities or populations
are often linked to basin morphology, unique microhabitat
characteristics, or developing groups of predator or prey species,
etc. One of the more obvious (and expected) examples of specific
habitat development was the effect of aquatic macrophyte beds on
zooplankton community structure in the immediate vicinity of
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Station 3. Whereas Chydorus sphaericus, Lean, Dlaptomus
siclloldes, CerIodaphn1a, BrachIonus havanaensis, Monostyla
quadrldentata, and Caphalobdella were found exclusively at Station
3 in 1982, only Monostyla, Platylas quadrIcornas, and a new
cladoceran species LLyocryptus were linked to this habitat In
1983. 11yocryptus generally lives within or on the substrate and
Is rarely collected in zooplankton samples. Previous work
(Gorden et al. 1981) has shown that the greatest diversity, as
well as abundance, of zooplankton in macrophyte-rlch areas Is
found at the fringe, which is analogous to population dynamics of
mammals, birds, etc., at the meadow-forest interface. Aquatic
macrophytes in Braidwood Cooling Pond appear to provide an
important dimension for microhabItat development for certain forms
of zooplankton.
The new occurrence of the cyclopold copepod, Ergals1us
chautauquaensis is of interest. Ergasi lus was widely distributed
in Braidwood cooling pond in July and September collections. All
males and immature females of this taxa are free-living, but the
adult females are parasitic on fish. This cyclopold is widely
distributed In several large reservoirs in Illinois (Walte 1976).
The copepod DIaptomus pal jldus, which was common in the
strip-mine pools before pond fill, was virtually replaced by IL
slclIIdes. Few lakes In this region contain more than two
species of this calanold order simultaneously; if two are
present, one is usual ly much more abundant.
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Dominant cladocerans included Bosmlna longlrostrls, which has
been the most common and widespread taxa throughout this study,
Daphnaa sp. (c.f. pu .ex), . etrocurva, and Dlaphanosoma
leuchtenberglanum. With the exception of i.da crystalIna,
I Iyocryptus sp. (c.f. sordidus), Simocephalus Yetulus, and Daphna
sp., a large fraction of the cladocerans present at any particular
sampling period were small-bodled forms.
The composition of the microcrustacean group as a whole was
typical of pel-agic waters of lakes and reservoirs In thrs region,
although several taxa usually associated with littoral habitats
were noticeably absent. It is theorized that, with the exception
of large populations of aquatic plants near Station 3 (see Section
6 of this report), the paucity of rooted aquatic macrophytes in
the near shoreline of much of the reservoir is responsible for the
lack of these zooplankton forms.
Dominant rotifers represented a variety of families throughout
the study period. Brachionus angularls. Keratalia cochlearIs.
Polyarthra vulgarIs, and FELLnra longaseta were found at virtually
all the stations during each of the sampling periods. These taxa
are among the most common zooplankton forms In Illinois.
The most obvious characteristic of the zooplankton
communities from spring through autumn in 1983 was the abundance
of small-bodied forms. With the exception of several cladoceran
and rotiferan taxa, which were never very abundant, virtual ly all
species were small (<0.4 mm), probably reflecting a high degree of
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predation on zooplankton communities by planktivorous fishes
(Mills and Schiavone 1982).
ZOOPLANKTON ABUNDANCE
A familiar characteristic of freshwater zooplankton
populations is the high variability in abundance seasonally,
spatially, and from year to year. Zooplankton densities in the
Braidwood Cool-ing Pond have followed trends that are typical of
reservoirs of its size, i.e., populations of certain species
exhibit their highest densities In spring following peaks of
phytoplankton and other autotrophic producers (Waite 1979). These
peaks are then followed by very low densities In mid-summer with a
smaller peak in population numbers In early autumn.
The pond-wide mean density of total zooplankton in May
(183,550 organisms m-3 ) was higher by multiples of 6 and 2 than
those in mid-summer and early autumn, respectively (Table 3-4).
There were no trends of Increasing or decreasing abundance around
the anticipated cool ing loop for any sample date.
Rotifer densities ranged from 19,390 organisms mn3 in July at
Station 2 to 89,130 organisms m- 3 in September at the same
location (Table 3-4). Pondwide, mean rotifer densities were
lowest In July (24,990 organisms m- 3 ), but highest in autumn
(63,740 organisms m-3 ). The mean relative abundance of rotifers
pondwide ranged from 16 to 92% of the total community (Table 3-5).
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Relative to other zooplankton constituents, cladoce-an
densities in 1983 were greatly depressed In mid-summer with values
ranging from 1,4.0 organisms m- 3 at Station 3 to 3,150 organisms
m-3 at Station 1 (Table 3-4). Pondwide means for cladocerans
ranged from 2,130 organisms m-3 to 38,060 organisms m"3 . As In
1981 and 1982, the cladoceran fraction In 1983 was highest in May
with nearly one-third of the total organisms (Table 3-5).
Seasonal means of cladocerans were virtually identical for all
stations.
With the exception of Station 2 in May (22,260 organisms
m-3 ), adult copepod densities were extremely low at all stations
during each of the three sampling periods (Table 3-4); fractions
ranged from 0 to 13% (Table 3-5). In fact, relative abundance of
adults were virtually 0 in 8 of 12 total observations for 1983.
In 1983, copepods were dominant at Stations 1 and 2 in May but
constituted less than 25% of the total zooplankton community in
July and September. The density of both adult and immature forms,
however, constituted nearly half of the total community at each
station in May, but only 4-12% in July and 9-38% in September
(Table 3-5).
In terms of overall zooplankton abundance, the observed
increase of approximately 25% from 1981 to 1982 was nullified by a
sharp decrease of 36% from 1982 to 1983. Although immature forms
of Copepoda were more prevalent, the net decrease in total
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abundance was due to declines In the numbers of rotifers,
cladocerans, and adult copepods.
ZOOPLANKTON BIOMASS
Biomass, or standing crop, is a general Index reflecting the
sum total of biotic and abiot-c relationships acting within the
system. The biomass trends reported for zooplankton below reflect
only the mass (dry weight, mg m"3 ) present at a particular time
and not the total production accrued through the study period.
In 1983, the biomasses of Copepoda, Cladocera, and Rotifera
were, with one exception (Rotifera at Station 1), highest in May
(Table 3-6, Figure 3-2). Although copepods (all forms)
constituted the largest fraction of total zooplankton mass for
sampling periods in 1981 (range: 17-88%), their contribution In
1982 never exceeded 56%; in 1983, the upper value rose to 72%..
In addition, copepod blomass in the 1983 ranged from 137 to 182 mg
m-3 In May but was 97% lower in July and 78% lower In September.
The seasonal pondwide mean for copepods In 1983 was 63 mg m"3
compared to 54 mg m"3 In 1982.
The biomass attributed to cladocerans In 1983 ranged from 44
to 61 mg m-3 In May (which was a 50-60% decline from 1982), then
declined sharply to a pondwide average of 5 mg m"3 in July (7 mg
m-3 In 1982), and then rose slightly again in September (Table 3-6,
Figure 3-2). Pondwlde, cladocerans constituted 23, 29, and 14% of
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the total zooplankton biomass for May, July, and September,
respective i y.
The highest rotifer biomass values were in September for
Stations 1 and 2 and In May for Stations 3 and 4. Pondwide means
ranged from 9 mg m"3 in July to 22 mg m"3 In September (Table 3-6,
Figure 3-2). Although rotifer biomass was lowest in July at all
stations, It constituted the largest fraction (53%) of the three
major zooplankton groups for that date.
As shown In Figure 3-2, total zooplankton biomass In 1983 was
less than that of 1982 for 9 of 12 occasions, but these
differences were not significant (E < 0.05). Conversely,
zooplankton blomass In 1982 was equivalent to or greater than the
1981 values (these differences also were not significant at E <
0.05). Although this year-to-year variation might reflect the
natural cycling of zooplankton populations, we suspect that
size-selective predation by planktivorous fishes was effective in
reducing the 1983 populations. Planktivorous fish are
Intermediate between zooplankton and tertiary fish consumers in
the food chain, and their predatory activities strongly affect the
structure of lower trophic levels (Mills and Schiavone 1982).
Our primary conclusion of this 1983 study Is that the
zooplankton community in Braidwood Cooling Pond is still an
immature fauna, which corresponds with the growing maturity of the
system. Also there is preliminary evidence of over-predation by
planktivorous fishes or invertebrates on large-bodied zooplankton
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taxa, whIch may be alleviated In the future by Increased
production of piscivorous fishes.
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SUMMARY
1. The objective of zooplankton studies conducted during the
third year after pond fill (1983) was to compare and document
specific characteristics of zooplankton communities, such as
composition, community structure, abundance, and biomass.
2. Four new crustaceans and two new rotifters were col l ected In
Braidwood cooli ng pond In 1983. As was observed In 1982, there
were no sudden replacements of taxa by new forms. Year-to-year
differences are Indicative of maturation of the zooplankton fauna
and these changes will probably continue as the pond matures and
predator populations increase and change.
3. The new occurrence of the cyclopold copepod, ErgasI us
chautauquaenss., a parasitic form, Is of interest. Ergas.lLus
was widely distributed In Braidwood cooling pond In July and
September collections In 1983.
4. The composition of the microcrustacean group as a whole was
typical of pelagic waters of lakes and reservoirs In this region.
Several taxa usual ly associated with I ttoral habitats were
noticeably absent, probably due to the paucity of rooted aquatic
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macrophytes in the near shoreline of much of Braidwood cooling
pond.
5. The most obvious characteristic of the zooplankton communities
from spring through autumn In 1983 was the abundance of
smal 1-bodied forms. With the exception of several cladoceran and
rotiferan taxa, which were never very abundant, virtually all
zooplankton species were small (<0.4 mm), probably reflecting a
high degree of predation on zooplankton communities by
planktivorous fishes and Invertebrates.
6. In terms of overall zooplankton abundance, the observed
Increase of approximately 25% from 1981 to 1982 was nullified by a
sharp decrease of 36% from 1982 to 1983. Although Immature forms
of Copepoda were more prevalent, the net decrease in total
abundance was due to decl ines in the numbers of rotifers,
cladocerans, and adult copepods.
7. Total zooplankton biomass In 1983 was less than that in 1982
for 9 of 12 occasions, but these differences were not significant.
Although this year-to-year variation might reflect the natural
cycling of zooplankton populations, probably size-selective
predation by planktivorous fishes has reduced the zooplankton
populations in 1983.
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Figure 3-1. Zooplankton sampling sites in the Braidwood Cooling Pond basin.
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Table 3-1. Annual and spatial changes of zooplankton community
composition before and after pond fill at Braldwood cooling pond. Data
for 1980 were obtained only in the autumn. The numbers represent the
sampling stations.
Pre-
fill Post-fill
1980 1981 1982 1983
ARTHROPOOA
Subclass Copepoda
Order Cyclopolda
Cyclops blcuspidatus thomas
^ vernalIs
Tropocyclops pras I nus
MacrocycIops albidus
Mesocyclops da
Family Ergasilidae
Ergas1 lus chautauguaensis
Order Calanoida
DIaptomus pal IIdus
IL sic!loldes
Subclass Branch lopoda
Order Cladocera
Family Bosminidae
Bosmina lonlQostrls s
Family Daphnidae
CerlodaphnLa sp.
, raeticulata
L quadrangula
Daphnla sp.
Sambigua
DL retrocurva
. sp. (c.f. laevis)
D. parvulex
SImocephalus vetuI us
Family Chydoridae
Chydorus sphaercusi
Alona sp.
Plueroxus sp.
P_ denticulatus
Family Sididae
Dlaghanosoma leuchtenberglanum
iL brachyurum
Fadi crystal Iina
Family Macrothr tc Idae
Ilyocryptus sp. (c.f. sordidus)
1234 1234
3 1 3 1234
1
3
2 4 12
1234 2
1234
4 1
234 1234
1234 1234 1234 1234
1234 123
123
2 4
3
1 4
1 31
1 3
1234 123
3
1234 1234
1 3
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1 34
1234
1234
3
1234
1234
1234
1234
123
123
Table 3-1 (continued).
Pre-
fill Post-fill
1980 1981 1982 1983
ROTIFERA
Family Brachlonidae
Brachionus angularis
5c calyclflorus
&. quadr Identata
fi patulus
I havanaeLnsis
Ji urceolaris
L. bidentata
fi caudatus
Keraeol la sp.
&& cochIeards
JL Auadrata
PL atyilas quadrLcornts
Trichotria spp.,
ManfredIum eudactyIota
Family Synchaeta
Polyarthra spp.
P. remaal
Synchaeta spp.
FamilIy Testud inel I I dae
F11.1nia Ionliseta
FamIl y LecanIdae
Lec.aD spp.
L,. quadridentata
MonostyIla quadrIdentant
c Iosterocerca
Fam I I y Asplanchn Idae
Asplanchna spp.
Ax priodonta
Family TrIchocercIdae
TrIchocerca spp.
Family Notammati dae
Cephalobdell a sp.
2 1234
12 4
2 1234
3
12 1234
1 34
2
3
1 3
1234
1234
1234 1234
123
4 1234
1234 234
3
1
1234
1234
34
1234
12
1234
23
1234
1234
3
1234
1234 1234
2 1234 234 1234
4 1 4
1234
1
1
1234 1234
1234
12
3
1234 1234
123
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Table 3-3. Summary of numbers of crustacean (Cladocera and Copepoda)
and rotiferan taxa collected from the Braidwood cooling pond In May, July,
and September In 1981, 1982, and 1983.
May Jul Sep
1981 1982 1983 1981 1982 1983 1981 1982 1983
SationI 1
Crustacea
Rotifera
Total
Station 2
Crustacea
Rotifera
Total
Station 3
Crustacea
Rot If era
Total
Station 4
Crustacea
Roti f era
Total
Total Number of
Taxa Pondwide
Crustacea
Rotifera
Total
Mean Number of
Taxa Pond wide
Crustacea
RotI f era
Total
5
6
11
4
4
8
5
4
9
4
6
10
6
7
13
4
4
8
3
4
7
3
8
11
4
7
11
6
10
16
8
8
16
5
7
12
5
8
13
4
6
10
10
9
19
4.5 3.5 5.5
5.0 5.8 7.3
9.5 9.3 12.8
6
6
12
3
6
9
7
7
14
2
8
10
8
9
17
9
9
18
8
7
15
8
9
17
5
8
13
11
11
22
7
8
15
4
6
10
2
7
9
3
6
9
7
10
17
9
8
17
4
6
10
6
8
14
3
7
10
12
15
27
4.5 5.5
5.0 7.3
9.5 12.8
6
9
15
9
10
19
9
9
18
6
6
12
11
14
25
7.5
8.5
16.0
2
2
4
7
6
13
7.5
8.3
15.8
3.3 4.0
3.3 6.8
6.6 10.8
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Table 3-4. Density (number m-3) of Copepoda, Cladocera, and Rotifera
collected at Braidwood cooling pond during 1983. Nauplll and Copepodida
are Immature life histry stages of Copepoda.
25 May 27 Jul 14 Sep Mean
Station 1
Rotifera 63,190 22,440 78,460 54,700
Cladocera 36,590 3,150 2,190 13,980
Copepoda 1,950 20 160 710
Naupllt 36,750 470 11,040 16,090
Copepodida 64,730 160 3,680 22,860
Total 203,210 26,240 95,530 108,340
Staf Ion 2
Rotifera 26,430 19,390 89,130 44,980
Cladocera 43,740 1,990 2,980 16,240
Copepoda 22,260 20 790 7,690
Nauplil 40,810 720 3,810 15,110
Copepodida 36,460 180 3,770 13,470
Total 169,700 22,300 100,480 97,490
Station 3
Rotifera 64,960 34,810 48,960 49,580
Cladocera 32,180 1,450 7,460 13,700
Copepoda 690 30 170 300
Nauplif 41,090 1,520 12,210 18,270
Copepodida 48,380 80 3,800 17,420
Total 187,300 37,890 72,600 99,270
Station 4
Rotifera 49,910 23,310 38,400 37,210
Cladocera 39,710 1,920 2,700 14,780
Copepoda 680 10 800 500
Nauplit 42,410 3,020 15,100 20,180
Copepodida 41,230 670 9,670 17,190
Total 173,940 28,930 66,670 89,860
Pond Mean
Rotifera 51,120 24,990 63,740 46,620
Cladocera 38,060 2,130 3,830 14,680
Copepoda 6,400 20 480 2,300
Naupll 40,270 1,430 10,540 17,410
Copepodida 47,700 270 5,230 17,740
Total Mean 183,550 28,840 83,820 98,750
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Table 3-5. A comparison of the relative abundance (expressed as
percent) of Copepoda, Cladocera, and Rotifera collected from the Braldwood
cooling pond during 1981, 1982 and 1983.
May Jul Sep
1981 1982 1983 1981 1982 1983 1981 1982 1983
Statlon 1
Rotifera 26 65 31 81 92 85 72 50 82
Cladocera 24 19 18 2 3 12 11 40 2
*Copepoda 50* 12 1 17 1 0 17 1 0
Naupll 3 18 3 2 8 12
Copepodida 1 32 1 1 1 4
StatLon 2
Rotifera 25 42 16 85 92 87 53 43 88
Cladocera 18 22 26 1 2 9 34 29 3
Copepoda 57 16 13 14 1 0 13 8 1
Nauplill 17 24 5 3 17 4
Copepodida 3 21 0 1 3 4
Station 3
Rotifera 60 60 35 71 83 92 33 70 68
Cladocera 14 22 17 8 8 4 56 13 10
Copepoda 26 9 0 21 2 0 11 5 0
Naupll 7 22 7 4 11 17
Copepodida 2 26 0 0 1 5
Station 4
Rotifera 45 40 29 81 89 81 73 51 58
Cladocera 25 41 23 3 3 7 17 29 4
Copepoda 30 10 0 16 1 0 10 4 1
Nauplli 8 24 7 10 16 23
Copepodida 1 24 0 2 0 14
Pond Mean
Rotifera 42 53 27 81 90 86 59 53 74
Cladocera 20 25 21 3 4 8 28 28 5
Copepoda 38 12 4 16 1 0 13 4 0
Naupll 8 22 5 5 14 14
Copepodida 2 26 0 1 T 7
*ln 1981, nauplli and copepodida were included with adult Copepoda for a
single relative abundance value.
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Table 3-6. Absolute (dry weight,
(as percent) of zooplankton collected
1983.
mg m-3 ) and relative bionass
from Braldwood cooling pond during
May Jul Sep
mg % mg % mg %
Stlat Ion 1
Rotifera 22 ( 9) 7 (39) 29 (47)
Cladocera 49 (20) 10 (56) 9 (15)
*Copepoda 174 (71) 1 ( 5) 23 (38)
Station 2
Rotifera 9 (4) 7 (64) 34 (65)
Cladocera 61 (24) 3 (27) 4 ( 8)
Copepoda 182 (72) 1 ( 9) 14 (27)
Station 3
Rotifera 22 (10) 13 (72) 17 (29)
Cladocera 44 (21) 3 (17) 16 (28)
Copepoda 147 (69) 2 (11) 25 (43)
Station 4
Rotifera 17 ( 8) 9 (50) 9 (17)
Cladocera 56 (27) 3 (17) 4 ( 7)
Copepoda 137 (65) 6 (33) 41 (76)
Pond Mean
Rotifera 18 ( 8) 9 (53) 22 (39)
Cladocera 53 (23) 5 (29) 8 (14)
Copepoda 160 (69) 3 (18) 26 (47)
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*Copepoda Includes both adult and immature stages.
SECTION 4
BENTHIC MACRO INVERTEBRATE COMMUNITIES
OF BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND
by
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ABSTRACT
The benthic fauna of Braldwood Cooling Pond was sampled
twice a year from 1981 through 1983 In an effort to ascertain the
quality of pre-existing and pioneer communities and to monitor
these communities temporally. Of particular Interest was the
compos It ton and structure of the assemblage Initially colonizing
the pond's previously uninundated areas, and the successional
changes occurring in this community through time. Dominants of
the overall pond community were typical of temperate latitude
impoundments and Included Oligochaeta and dipterans of the
families Chironomidae. Chaoboridae, and Ceratopogonidae. The
overall mean of total organisms/m2 was substantially greater than
those of other lakes discussed, but taxa numbers and community
diversity were relatively low, an Indication of strong dominance
by only a few taxa. The taxonomic compositions of the communities
of the two basin types within the pond were strikingly different;
depth, and parameters directly related to depth, were the cause of
the dissimilarity. The basins of the former stripmine ponds were
typically profundal In nature and supported benthic communities
commonly associated with the hypolimn on in mesotrophic lakes.
These assemblages were relatively temporally stable and dominated
by Chaborus punactiennIs, ,ParanaIs fricL, Palpomyla complex.
Paratendlpes, and Procladlus. Cladotanytarsus predominated most
collections from the recently flooded areas, but the taxonomic
composition of the other shallow basin dominants changed annually.
Shallow basin means of total organisms/m2 and the number of taxa
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per sample site Increased with each study year. Niche overlap
analysis reIlected the early stage of development of the
ccmmunities of both basin types, and In particular, the yearly
fluctuation and Instability of the community of the more recently
l coded areas.
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INTRODUCTION
Benthic macroinvertebrate communities are important components
of freshwater ecosystems due to their role In the processing and
cycling of large amounts of organic material and as a food resource
to animals higher in the food chain. The elements of benthic
community structure (taxonomic composition, trophic relationships,
density, and b omass) reflect environmental Influences, both past
and present; hence, knowledge of these elements is instrumental in
the assessment of the biological condition of lakes and streams.
The filling of the Braidwood Cooling Pond basin offered an
opportunity to observe the development of a bottom fauna from its
initial stages. Of particular interest was the composition of the
pioneer community occupying the shallow, previously uninundated
areas of the pond and the successional changes that occurred in
this community through time. Competition for the previously
uncolonized space was expected to occur among animals from three
sources: those emigrating from the old stripmine lakes, those
diverted from the Kankakee River during pond fill, and those from
other aquatic habitats in the area surrounding the pond (via
ov pos iton).
The specific objectives of the 3-year study were: (1) to
determine the initial taxonomic compositions, densities, and
distributions of the benthic communities and add to this data base
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yearly; and (2) to Identify differences existing between i'he
communities of the older, deep stripmine basins and the community
of the more recently flooded, shallow areas, and monitor these
differences through time.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
The benthic fauna of the Braldwood Cooling Pond was sampled
twice per year, once in April and once in July, from 1981 through
1983. Samples were taken from sites along transect stations 1, 2,
3, and 4 (Figure 4-1). Transects 1-3 extended from old stripmlne
basins onto newly flooded (December 1980) areas. At these
locations, two replicate samples were obtained at each of sites A,
B, C, (old stripmine basin), while one sample was taken at each of
sites D, E, F, and G (more recently flooded basin); this strategy
of site placement along the transects enabled the monitoring of
expansion by populations from old stripmine basins to newly
flooded areas. Transect 4 was located along a recently flooded
area (with the exception of site D); two replicates were taken
from each of sites A-E during each collection.
Samples were obtained with a petite pt.7ar dredge (area sampled
= 0.024 m2 ), elutriated (mesh size = 600 um), and preserved with
80% ethanol In quart Jars. At the time cf col lection, substrate
composition of each sample was visually characterized
(qualitatively) and noted; substrate categories employed were:
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gravel, sand, silt, clay, and detritus. In the laboratory, each
sample was examined separately under a stereo-dissecting microscope
with magnification to 40x. Organisms were hand-picked from
detritus and inorganic material, Identified to the lowest positive
taxonomic level using the literature in Appendix 4A, and counted.
Raw data were converted to number of organisms per square meter.
Organisms that required slide mounting for identification,
such as O1igochaeta and Chironomidae, were cleared In 10% KOH
solution or Amman's lactophenol and mounted In polyvinyl
lactophenol or Hydramount. Identif icatIons were then made using a
compound microscope with magnification to 100x.
Ancillary measurements taken concurrently with each
collection are recorded in Appendix 4B and included bottom depth,
water temperature, and dissolved oxygen at each sampling site.
Statistical analyses included Student's t-tests between
dominant taxa density means of the 2 collection months by study
year and t-tests between dominant taxa density means of the two
basin types by sample year-month. A three-way analysis of
variance of selected dominant taxa density means, diversity means,
and mean numbers of taxa per sample, using sample year, month, and
basin type as Independent variables, was used to test for
significant effects. When such effects were found, one-way
analyses of variance by year, month, or basin type, followed by
Duncan's multiple range test (Kirk .1968), were performed to
i dentify significant differences. In cases where homogeneity of
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sample variances was found to be lacking (by Cochran's C and
Bartlett-Box F tests), Kruskal-Wal I Is' test (non-parametric
analysis of variance by ranks; Kruskal and Wallis 1952) was
substituted to test for Intergroup differences. All analyses of
variance and t-tests were conducted at the 0.05 alpha level.
Diversity Indices were calculated for transect-basin type means
according to Shannon (1948). A niche overlap analysis was
performed on ollgochaete and chironomid taxa using the equation of
Col well and Futuyma (1971).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
OVERALL POND COMMUNITY
Eighty-seven macro Invertebrate taxa were collected from
Braldwood Cool ing Pond during the 3-year study (Table 4-1). Taxa
numbers collected from other Illinois reservoirs constructed
within the last 20 years, but at a more advanced stage of
development at the time of benthic sampling, were general lly
greater than the Braidwood Cooling Pond total (Table 4-2). The
number of taxa collected from the pond per year Increased annually
and ranged from 53 in 1981 to 64 In 1983 (Table 4-1). In 1982,
eight benthic taxa were collected for the first time from the
pond, while three taxa present during the Initial year of the
study were lost (Warren et al. 1982). In 1983, seven new taxa
were collected, but seven taxa present In 1982 were absent. The
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mean yearly densities of those taxa gained or lost were so low
(usually less than 2/m2 ) as to make them Inconsequential. The
naidid Ophldonals serpentIna and the chironomid StampellIna
were the most abundant of the new taxa (4±3 and 3±2 m2 ,
respect vely) of 1983. Other taxa collected for the first time In
1983 were present In mean yearly densities of only I/m 2 and
Included the olIgochaete N±al alitLanus, the limpet Ferrlssla,.
Immature crayfish (Astacidae), caddisflies of the genus
Cheumatopsyche, and the midge Microtend1pes. All previously
uncollected taxa of 1983 were collected at only one site during a
single collection, with the exception of StempellLna, which
occurred at two sites. Taxa lost In the final year of the study
had mean yearly densities of 2/m 2 or less in 1982 and included
LImnodrll us cervix, HyaliUla =±t=a, Hydropt Ila, 0rtho±rIcha.,
DaseyhelIba, CuIllQCo.Ide and Corynoneura.
The overall pond community was numerically dominated by
aquatic Olgochaeta (freshwater worms) and dipterans (true files)
of the families ChIronomidae, ChaoborIdae, and Ceratopogonidae
(Table 4-3). These same groups are the typical dominants of other
Illinois lakes (Clevenger 1982, Warren and Buckler 1981, Swadener
and Buckler 1979). The single most abundant taxon was the
ep faunal chironomid Cladotanytarsus (284± 53/m 2 ) , fol lowed
closely by the ol Igochaete Paranals fric.L (274±61/m 2) and the
phantom midge Chaoborus punctiapnnis (239±39/m 2 ). Of these three
taxa, Cladotanytarsus and Chaoborus punctipennLs populations
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hicreased annual ly (CIadotanytarsus populations significantly from
1981 to 1983), while the •& L population peaked In 1982
(Table 4-1). JP. frc.i strongly dominated April collections
(526+119/m 2 ) (all years combined), but its population density
decreased significantly to only 26±6/m2 in the Cladotanytarsus-
Chaoborus puncriennLis dominated collections of July. Although the
latter two taxa were strongly dominant In July, their densities
during this month were approximately one-hal f of their April
population levels (Table 4-4). The pelecypod Corb lcula,
occasionally a nuisance species in cool ing reservoirs, was not
collected from the pond during the study.
Mean total invertebrates per sample site ranged from 42/m 2
at Station 2F during July 1981 to 18,000/m2 at Station 3F during
April 1983, with an overall mean of 2,177±143/m2 . This mean is
nearly double that of the older lakes Coffeen, Sangchris, and
Shelbyville in similar studies (Table 4-2). Yearly means of total
Invertebrates/m2 collected from Braldwood Cooling Pond Increased
significantly fram 1981 to 1982 and remained at essentially the
1982 level during the final study year (Table 4-1). Seasonally,
mean total organisms were significantly greater In April
(2,903±250/m2 than In July (1,462±111/m 2 ) (al I years combined).
Yearly means of the number of taxa present per sample
exhibited a trend similar to that of mean total organisms,
Increasing significantly from 5 in 1981 to 10 In both 1982 and
1983. The range of taxa per sample extended fron 1 at several
stations and dates to 24 at both sites IG in April 1982 and 3F in
April 1983. The seasonal mean (all years combined) of taxa per
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sample decreased significantly from 10 In April to 7 In July.
Mean yearly diversity values ranged from 1.85 (1982) to 2.07
(1981) with no significant differences found between years.
Similarly, monthly diversity means (all years combined) did not
differ significantly (Table 4-6). Diversity at Braldwood Cooling
Pond Is quite low compared to lakes Coffeen, Sangchris, and
Shelbyvillle where values typically ranged from 2.0 to 3.0 (Warren
and Buckler 1981, Swadener and Buckler 1979).
The overall benthic community of Braidwood Cooling Pond
appears to still be In an early stage of development. The pond
supports a much greater mean total density, yet has fewer taxa and
consistently lower diversity values than the older lakes
mentioned; this situation reflects a strong dominance by a few
taxa with large numbers of individuals (Cladotanytarsus. Chaoborus
punctlpennis, and Paranal s fri••.) and lack of habitat variety.
The fact that the number of taxa are generally Increasing and mean
yearly densities are leveling off indicates a change toward a more
mature state.
COMMUNITIES OF OLD VERSUS MORE RECENTLY FLOODED BASINS
Results of the Initial 2 years of the study demonstrated the
existence of two distinct benthic community types in Braidwood
Cooling Pond. The striking dissmil arites between the taxonomic
compositions of these communities were attributed to basin depth
and, specifically, to physical and chemical parameters directly
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related to depth, such as dissolved oxygen, primary production,
and habitat structure (Warren et al. 1982, Wiley and Warren 1981).
The basins of the former strlpmine ponds were typically
profundal in nature and supported benthic communities commonly
associated with the hypollmnlon in mesotrophic lakes. These
communities were numerically dominated by Chaoborus punctlpennasA
Earanals rir.L, biting midges of the PalSooala complex, and the
ch I ronom ds PEaratend I as., Proclad I us. PolypedIum, and
Mierochlronomus. The burrowing mayfly Hexag-enia and the
oligochaetes Tublfex tub Ifx and Qer dtlitata were among the
1981 dominants but were replaced by Paranals ri t L, Aulodrl lus
plauetl, and Microchlronomus In subsequent years.
The more recent ly fl ooded. (December T980), sha llow areas of
Braidwood Cooling Pond supported a littoral community quite
different from the communities of the stripmine basins. The
character of the substrate in these shallower areas was initially
sand/gravel/clay, but evolved in the final study year to one with
an abundant amount of organic detritus, especially at transects 1
and 2. These areas were former agricultural lands overgrown with
scrub vegetation Immediately prior to pond filling. At many
sampling sites, this substrate continuously supported a mat of
filamentous algae, a prime food source for many herbivorous bottom
dwelling taxa. Dominants of the stripmine basins, such as
Chaoborus punctlpennIs. Palpomyla complex, and Procladfus. were
nearly always present In significantly fewer numbers in these
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shallower basins; conversely, many dominants of the newly flooded
areas were present in very small numbers or absent from most
collections from the strIpmine basins. Three taxa, Paranals
fricl. Microchlronomus. and Paratendlpes, were consistently among
the dominants of both basin types (Table 4-5) and usually occurred
in similar (not significantly different) densities In both.
Paranaals frL. and Par±endipes always occurred in their greatest
densities during the spring months, while Microchironomus was most
abundant during the summer, perhaps filling the niche vacated by
Paratend I pes.
Although the taxonomic compositions of the communities of the
two basin types differed substantial ly, both usual ly supported
similar total organisms per square meter (Table 4-5). Only during
April 1983 did mean total organisms per square meter differ
significantly between the two. Mean diversity values of the two
basin types (Table 4-6) differed significantly when all sample
years and months were combined; however, when analyzed by
collection, only In July 1983 was there a significant difference
between basin diversity means. Similarly, only in July 1983 was
there a significant difference between the two basin type means
with respect to number of taxa per sample. Both species diversity
and number of taxa per sample were significantly negatively
correlated with depth (Pearson correlation; o(<0.05).
Former Stripmne Basins. Larvae of Chaoborus common ly
predominate the profundal benthic communities of temperate
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latitude lakes; their habit of diel vertical migration and
predatory nature are well documented (Wetzel 1975, Stahl 1966.
Teraguchl and Northcote 1966) and probably are responsible for
their success in the often stressful profundal zone. - .4
punctlpennis was the most abundant stripmine basin taxon of all
col lectons from Bra dwood Cooling Pond except one (Apr11 1982);
in these deeper basins it was present In densities approximating
those In other Illinois lakes with similar profundal
characteristics (Clevenger 1982. Warren and Buckler 1981. Swadener
and Buckler 1979).
As previously suggested, the taxonomic composition of the
terminal (1983) communities of the stripmine basins were not
substantially changed from the initial year of study (Table 4-5).
Additionally, densities of only a very few of the basins'
dominants Increased significantly during the latter 2 years of the
study, Including April densities of Palpomyla complex and
Microchironomus and July populations of Chaoborus punctlopennL s.
No densities of the important dominants decreased significantly.
April means of total organisms and total taxa per sample were
sIgnificantly higher In 1982 and 1983 than in 1981. July means,
however, did not reflect this trend and yearly stripmine basin
diversity values were not significantly different in either month.
More Recent y Flooded B.asn Chironomldae of the genus
Cladotanytarsus predominated the communities of four of the six
collections obtained from the more recently flooded areas of the
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pond, including both collections of the final study year (Table
4-5). Cladotanytarsus was always the most abundant summer (July)
taxon of these areas; even in April collections where it was not
predominant, it occurred In large numbers. Due to Its
multivoltinism (Mundle 1957), food habits (Armitage 1968), Darby
1962), and tolerances to a wide range of habitats. (Beck 1977),
this tubiculus, epIfaunal midge Is able to dominate pioneer
communities by rapidly spreading throughout previously
uncol on Ized, li ttoral areas. The Increase In density from 88/m2
in April 1981 to 708/m 2 in April 1982 provides ample evidence of this
capability. Cladotanytarsus was always more abundant In April
than July. SprIng(April) populations Increased annually (Table
4-5); this Increase was statistically significant from 1981 to
1982. July populations peaked in 1982 and rematned unchanged in
1983.
Apart from the great abundance of Cladotanytarsus, the
taxonomic composition of the dominants of the April shallow basin
collections changed dramatically from year to year (Table 4-5).
The three most abundant taxa of 1981 (PseudochIronomus,
DQIcrotendpes, and Palomiyla complex) were never again among the
dominants. Pseudochironomus are algivore-detritivores which
commonly Inhabit firm gravel substrates in littoral areas of
mesotrophic lakes (Simpson and Bode 1980, Saether 1977). These
larvae occurred In very large numbers at only one site (4E) and in
only negligible numbers at other sites in the more recently
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flooded areas (Appendix 4C-1). The Transect 4 substrate always
contained the largest percentage of gravel of all stations
throughout the study, perhaps offering the best habitat In the
pond for PsEudoch.ronomus. If not for Its great abundance at site
4E, Pseudochlronomus would not have been among the April 1981
dominants. All other April 1981 dominants were more ubiquitously
distributed throughout the shallower basins.
The disappearance of Dierptendipes and the Paigomyta
complex from among the dominant taxa of the more recently f ooded
areas during the final 2 study years Is somewhat puzzling. Both
are common residents of the shallow margins of lakes and streams
and thrive In the blanket algae habitat type present In the shallow
basins of Braidwood Cooling Pond. As mature larvae, both are large
relative to Cladotanytarsus, Paratendl pes, and Earanais
friLL, so It seems that In simple competition for space the larger
taxa should prevail, unless the smaller taxa were able to
displace the larger by shear numbers.
The spring 1982 shallow basin community was characterized by a
large Increase over the previous spring In the abundance of
oligochaetes. ParanaIs friciL predominated the collection
(788±279/m2 ) and NaL communis and Aulodrius o p uet t were among
the most abundant taxa. The reduction In abundance of larvae of
the predatory Palpomyla complex, coupled with the release of
nutrients from decaying plant material on the basin floor, may
have allowed ollgochaete densities to rapidly expand-populations
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of Paranal s Ifr.Lr Increased significantly from 1981 to 1982. Not
a single predatory taxon was among the 10 most abundant organisms
collected from the shallow basins in the spring of 1982 (Table
4-5).
Predators reappeared among the April shallow basin dominants
in 1983 in the form of two taxa--Jiydra and Erodiadius.
Cl adotanytarsus, EParana i frJcL, and Parat.nddites were the
three most abundant taxa of this collection, each occurring in
densities greater than any previous collection.
Summer benthic communities of the more recently flooded areas
were similar to the spring communities in that densities of the
more dominant taxa substantially Increased annually; however, the
summer commun itIes were more taxonom Ical I y stab Ie from year to
year. Cladotanytarsus and PEoypedilIu were the two most
abundant taxa of each collection. Chabor.us punctlpennJs. the
tubif cid iag d±ltatiag and the chironomid Paratanytarsus were
among the July 1981 dominants, but were replaced by
MicrochIronomus, ProcladlLus, and Aulodrilus plguet'L in the
succeeding years (Table 4-5). Summer dominants Increasing
significantly from year to year Included Procladius (In all years)
and Microchironomus (from 1981 to 1982). When compared
seasonally, spring means of several dominant taxa, Including the
PalQomyla complex, PaCanals fri..L., Microchironomus, and
Paratendlopes. were signifi cantl y greater than summer means duri ng
the final 2 study years.
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Both spring and summer means of total organisms per square
meter and total Iaxa per sample Increased with each coll ection from
the more recently flooded areas; these increases were
statistically significant from 1981 to 1982. In contrast, mean
total organisms per square meter within the stripmine basins
declined from 1982 peaks In both seasons and mean taxa per sample
increased yearly in the spring collection only, although there was
a significant Increase from 1981 to 1982 in both sample months.
Mean stripmine basin community diversity values ranged from 1.64
in July 1983 to 2.06 In April 1983. Shallow basin values
exhibited a range of 1.88 (April 1982) to 2.56 (July 1981). No
yearly trend toward Increase or decrease in diversity was apparent
In either basin type; values for all years were statistically the
same.
These results, along with previously discussed trends of
taxonomic dominance, Indicate that the communities of the
stripmine basins are slightly more stable (mature) than
communities of areas most recently inundated. Although the
taxonomic dominants of the communities of both basins are typical
of temperate, mesotrophic lakes, the relatively large year-to-year
Increases In abundance of the dominant taxa and total organisms
per square meter within the more recently flooded areas are
Indicative of an especially high productivity. High sediment
nutrient levels resulting from past agricultural practices and the
decay of macrophytes (present In the shallow basin both prior to
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and after pond fill) may be the primary cause of the high rate of
production. Such an enriched environment would also promote rapid
growth of the filamentous algal blanket which serves as a food
source and cover for many of the shallow basins' taxa. The
emergent and submergent vegetation present In large areas of the
littoral zone during the summer offer additional substrate, food,
and cover for many benthic taxa. As the sediment chemistry of the
shallow basin stabilizes, these large yearly Increases In
abundance of the dominant taxa should level off. The dominant
taxa of the final study year (Cladotanytarsus, ParanalIs fricl,
Plyped.lLum, Paratendiles. and MicrochIronomus) will probably
continue to dominate the shallow basin community for some time to
come. As Indicated by their large population Increases, these are
the taxa best able to utilize the resources offered by the
physical and chemical characteristics of the basin.
NICHE OVERLAP ANALYSIS
A niche overlap analysis (Colwell and Futuyma 1971) was
performed, by basin type, on all chironomid and ollgochaete taxa
across two resource states (sample year-month and transect).
Values calculated by this analysis range from 0 to 1, with 0 being
the measure when two species share no resource states and 1 being
the measure when two species have exactly the same distribution
over the resource states. This examination emphasized strictly
di str i butional parameters since data on other resource d imens ions,
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such as food habits and microhabitat type, were not obtained.
Results of the analysis further support the contention that the
benthic community of the more recently flooded area is in a
greater state of fluctuation than the former stripmine basin
communities, although communities of both basin types still
exhibit fluctuations Indicative of early stages of development.
Figure 4-2 Illustrates chironomid overlap. As the number of
taxa within the stripmine basins Increased with each succeeding
year. the mean over Iap valIues remaIned near Iy equaI. However, In
the more recently flooded areas, mean overlap increased as the
number of taxa increased, as would be expected in a newly
colonized basin. In the final year, taxa pairs with higher
overlaps decreased, presumably as a result of competition. Such
year-to-year var ab I lity in resource utilization patterns reflects
the unstable condition of the community as it moves toward Its
ultimate species composition. As this community matures we would
expect a further reduction in the frequency of high overlap
va I ues.
The analysis of oligochaete overlap Is also informative
(Figure 4-3). Overlaps in the stripmine basins during the initial
study year were quite low. An Increase In species during the
following 2 years caused the mean overlap to increase
substantially. Oligochaetes within the more recently flooded
basin exhibited a broader range of overlap in the initial study
year. fluctuated during the succeeding 2 years, but overall, had a
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greater proportion of high overlaps than did the stripmine bas n
olIgochaetes. As in the ch ronomid community, high overlaps (and
in the mean overlap) declined In the final year of our study.
Both analyses suggest that the opportunities for competitive
Interactions are higher in the newer basin areas. A stabilization
and reduction in overlap distributions are likely over the next
several years for both the ol gochaete and chironomid communities.
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SUMMARY
1. A total of 87 macroinvertebrate taxa were collected from
Braidwood Cooling Pond over the course of the 3-year study. The
number of taxa collected from the pond Increased annually and
ranged from 53 In 1981 to 64 In 1983. Taxa numbers obtained from
other, older Illinois Impoundments were generally greater than the
Braldwood Cool ing Pond total.
2. The benthic communities of the pond were dominated by
Oligochaeta and dipterans of the families Chironomidae,
Chaoborldae. and Ceratopogonidae. These groups are the typical
dominants of temperate latitude lakes and ponds.
3. Benthic population densities per sample site ranged from 42
organ sms/m 2 (site 2F, July 1981) to 18,000 organ sms/m 2 (site 3F,
April 1983), with an overall study mean of 2,177+143/m2 . This
mean Is nearly double those of the other Illinois impoundments
discussed. Yearly means of total organ isms/m 2 collected from
BraIdwood Pond Increased significantly from 1981 to 1982, and
remained at essentially the 1982 level In the final study year.
4. Two distinct community types were present In the pond--a
profundal community present In the former stripmine basins and a
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l ittoral community within the more recently flooded basin. The
dissimilarities between the taxonomic compositions of the two
communities were related to depth, and parameters directly
Influenced by depth, such as dissolved oxygen, primary production,
and habitat structure.
5. Communities of the former str pmIne basins were dom I nated by.
Chaoborus punctlpenansJ , Eranals i.L.., Pal pomy la compl ex,
Paratendlpes, and Procladfus throughout the study. Population
levels of these basin dominants remained relatively stable
throughout the study; densities of only three dominants Increased
significantly during the final 2 study years. Total organlsms/m2
and the mean nunber of taxa per sample slte Increased significantly
from 1981 to 1982 In both col lection months. Over the 3-year
period, community diversity exhibited no yearly statistical trend;
diversity values calculated for the two basin types were
consistently low and statistically the same In every collection
except April 1983.
6. The taxonomic composition of the dominants of the more recently
flooded basin changed yearly; however, the chironomid
Cladotanytarsus was usual ly dominant and was always among the four
most abundant taxa. Seasonal density means of the basin's
dominant taxa and total organisms, along with the mean number of
taxa per sample site, Increased annually. The high production
within the basin may be attributable to high sediment nutrient
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levels resulting from past agricultural practices and the
decomposition of macrophytes present both before and after the
Inundating of the basin.
7. Results of niche overlap analysis were reflective of the early
stage of development of the community of both basins. The
communities within the more recently flooded areas appear to be
less stable than those In the older strIpmIne basins and are more
likely to be affected by interspecific interactions.
4-20.
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Figure 4-1. Benthic sampling locations at Braidwood Cooling Pond.
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Figure 4-2. Frequency distribution of Chironomidae niche overlap
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Table 4-1. Benthlc macrolnvertebrates collected from Braldvood cooling pond during Aprfl and July 1981-1983.
Percent
composition
Mean density Basin Month Station
1983 All
Ta7x 1981 1962 1983 only years Old Now April July 1 2 3 4
HydrlIdel
HdrJ SP.
?metode
Bryosos
Annel Ida
Olfgochaeta (totel)
Tubi f cdae
Au iMdrIf i u s
LaCed.Lia so.
L lanaredeanus
L. hofafmistl^
NeldidaeChantaas-tr sp.
pa. sp.f" ArlaU.a
MUaSO.
. s !au IIs
QBhldoanlU arnontlna
rjuCfIAa ri.st! tatia nit1"
Enchytraeldae
Mol lusca
Pe ecypoda
Gastropoda
Ancyl Idae
arrrc I ss a sp.
P1 anorb dee
GyraVI us
Physidae
Phyam
Arthropoda
AmphIpoda
Tailltrfdae
Decapoda
Astac I de
Aquatic Acarl
Insecta
Ephemroptera
Caenidae
CaenIs sp.
Ephemer dae
HaeagaLnA spp.
Odoneta
Anisoptera
Gmph I dae
Gomahu sp.
Zygoptera
Coenagr foni dae
ArCga sp.
g.ALM1a spO
Tr Ichoptera
Hydropsych dae
Cheumatoanveh sp.
Hydroptl Iidae
rfggatirLa sp.Qithattlchia sp.
Leptocerfdae
Ooeat.s sp.
Pol ycentropod I dae
Megalopt•ra
Sial idaeStal spo.
Col optera
Elmidae
DQubLraoha sp.
Gyr lndae
rftnus spu.
0
0
0
111
0
00
2
5
13
17
0
0
20
1
0
0
3
0
0
10
1
3
141
10 76 2.8 1.3
249 74 2.7 5.0
16 24 0.9 0.6
954 699 25.6 27.2
59 58 2.1 1.8
0 2 * *
1 0 - *
10 6 0.2 0.3
6 3 0.1 0.2
2 1 * 0.2
66 50 1.8 2.1
0 1 * a
1 2 * a
1 0 -
8 8 0.3 0.6
5 17 0.6 0.4
81 53 1.9 2.1
0 1 * *
33 32 1.2 1.1
3 6 0.2 0.1
0 4 0.1 a
488 318 11.6 12.6
0 0 * *
3 2 * 0.
5 2 * 0.3
0 0 - *
0 0
0 2
1 0
2 0
1 2
0 0
1 0
13 67
11 17
x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x
x
x x x x
x x x x x
x x x
x x x x x
x
x x
x x
x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x x
x
x x x x
x x x x x
x x
x x x x x
x
x x x xX X X Xx x x x x
x
x x
x x
x
0
0
0
0 x
x
31 1.1 1.7
22 0.8 0.8
0 - a
0 - a
0 - a
6 0.2 0.1
K K
K K
K
K
K
X K
K
K
K K
K K
x x
x x x x x x
x x x x x xK K X XX X
x
x x
x x
x x
XX X
X X XX
* * x
- *
* a
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Table 4-1 (continued).
Percent
compos Iti on
Mean density _asin Month Station
1983 A ll
Teaxe 1981 1982 1983 only years Old New April July 1 2 3 4
1 0 0 x x x
1 0 0 - * x
O1 ptera
Tabanldae
ChrYasaa sp.
Chaobor I dse
h ou nact annia
Ceratop• on i da
• CiLaM sp.
"ahae la sp.
sti A co<laex
ChIronocldse (total)
TanypodInee"
AhbILa*bMVa sp.
Cotanon sp.r eIoanau sp.
TanvMus sp.
Orthocad I I naeeCarganaur sp.
Cr-IeCatoau sp.
S s I vaestr I a groupF08ociLadtW sp.
Hdrobamnus' sp.
.NanCfladLfu sp.
ParaklefferflUla sp.
Psagudosmitt/!a sp.
Ch ironomneea
Ch ironoefni
ChI.rpon mua sp.
Clardaaima sp.
Crptohironngas sp.
Crvonttend!eM sp.
01crotendies sp.
EndohGbramiusa sp.
f,. niagrcans
Givatatmendi s sp.
Harp•Lh3ia sp.
MIcrehIronous sp.
MicrotMdiles sp.
Parac t ronoanM sp.
ParalanutrtornIe i. sp.
sParatdtin sp.
PimtddlIa sI * p.
Pseudechironomus sp.
Stictochitaronomus sp.
Tanytarsinf
Cladotanvtarsus sp.
Paratanytarsus sp.
Stemoa 1t na sp.
TanXtarAMA sp.
9.7
0.3
3.7
52.0
0.3
0.1
0.3
4.9
0.4
0.2
*
0.3
1 .
0.1
1.7
0.1
2.1
0.3
1.1
*
0.3
0.4
3.4
0.1
6.7
6.6
0.3
0.3
0.4
14.6
0.3
3.4
3.4
11.0
0.1
*
2.6
48.5
0.2
0.2
4.3
0.4
0.1
*
*
0.1
1.0
2.6
0.4
1.6
0.3
1.7
0.1
0.2
0.3
2.5
0.2
5.2
5.6
1.2
0.2
0.2
13.0
0.6
2.2
Total organisms 934 2834 2730 100 100
Total taxa 53 60 64
* denotes taxon accounted for less then 0.1% composition
x denotes taxon present
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x x x x x
x
x
X X X X
x x x x x
x x x x x
x
x x x x xX X X X
X X X X
x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x x
x
S X X X X
X X XXX
X X X
x x x
x x x x
x x
X X X
x x x x x
X X X X
x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x
x    
x x x x x
x x x x x    
x
x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x x
x x
x x x x xK X X XX
197 255 265
0 0 8
0 1 0
0 2 0
73 42 101
524 1214 1419
0 0 2
1 4 9
1 0 3
! 7 8
10 135 134
0 11 12
1 3 6
0 1 0
3 3 1
2 0 0
1 1 2
1 0 9
2 0 0
0 35 29
8 0 0
0 1  0
0 1 4
19 101 46
1 21 3
12 33 58
4 6 7
52 26 30
7 1 1
0 1 0
1 5 7
1 8 10
3 68 93
0 0 1
9 3 3
0 1 0
20 133 184
42 142 179
71 3 9
3 3 9
1 2 12
105 343 399
16 12 8
0 0 1
14 36 93
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Table 4-4. Ranking of the ten most abundant benthic taxa of Braldwood Cooling Ponu, overall, by month and
by basin type.
Dominants rn Overall Abundance
(all years, months, basin types combined)
no./m2 % total
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.
10.
C Iadotanytarsus
PacanaLs frfgf
wPo I Q•ua I IuI
Paratendlpas
Procladfus
Pal ooa la complex
Chironomus
Mi croch irnomus
Ianytamsus
284
274
239
122
113
94
72
55
55
48
13.0
12.6
11.0
5.6
5.2
4.3
3.3
2.5
2.5
2.2
Dominants In Abundance by Month
Apri I
no./m2 % total
Par.anals fr.1e.
CladotanytarsusChaobrus ouncticannis
Paratdd Ines
PaLDomy If complex
ProcI ad I us&aginadl i
PoivQalum
No's i munDII
ChI ronnmus
Tanvtarsus
526
346
303
228
136
124
97
89
87
710
18.1
11.9
10.4
7.9
4.7
4.3
3.3
3.1
3.0
2.4
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.
10.
July
Cladotanytarsus
Chaoborus PunctIpAna I
MierodhIronomus
Cryptoch ironomus
Aulodrilus LfguAnti
.aranAA fricl
Tanvtarsus
Chironomu
no./m2
223
177
146
89
64
38
33
26
26
24
$ total
15.3
12.1
10.0
6.1
4.4
2.6
2.3
1.8
1.8
1.6
Dominants in Abundance by Basin Type
StrIpamne basins Newly flooded basins
no./m 2  % total no./m 2  % total
1. Chaah ounctlnn 439 22.9 1. Cladotanvtarsus 506 20.7
2. ParancaIS it.J. 238 12.4 2. PacanaJL fritl 311 12.73. ProcladlIUjs 115 6.0 3. Polyedl lum 175 7.24. ParataOndilal 112 5.9 4. ParatendIIes 115 4.75. Palpo2i2a complex 104 5.4 5. Microchironomus 72 2.9
6. Pol vedflum 69 3.6 5. Prctalajus 72 2.97. Chlironmus 66 3.5 7. ALa s CIomIun 70 2.9
8. CladotanYtarsus 65 3.4 8. Aulodrus p.L. ut.i 60 2.59. Tanvtarsus 40 2.1 9. Tanvtarsus 57 2.310. MIcrochirgonomus 38 2.0 10. DgrattendIgps 54 2.2
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ABSTRACT
The fishes of Braldwood Cooling Pond were sampled In
August/September 1983 by electrofishing, seine, and gill nets at
four stations. Three standing crop surveys were also conducted in
coves at the study site. Twenty-four species and two hybrid fishes
representing 10 families were collected from the pond in 1983,
compared to 23 species collected each of the 2 previous years. The
Inland silverside (MenldLa beryLL na) Is a new accidentally
introduced species in the pond. By biomass the predominant species
were largemouth bass (31.9%), carp (23.5%), gizzard shad (12.7%),
tiger muskellunge (6.7%), walleye (5.5%), and channel catfish (3.3%)
together accounting for 83.6% of the total biomass collected by unit
effort sampl ing. Numerical ly, bluegill (28.1%), gizzard shad
(15.4%), sand shiner (13.3%), carp (11.3%), largemouth bass (10.4%),
and brook sIlverside (7.7%) accounted for 86.2% of all fish
collected. Stations 1 and 4 were shown to yield significantly more
fish than Station 2 in 1983. No differences in biomass were
evident. Abundance of fishes was significantly lower in 1983 than
in 1981 or 1982. Over the 3 years, Stations 1 and 4 yielded
significantly more fish than Stations 2 and 3. No biomass effects
were noted between years. Twenty-two species and one hybrid fish
were collected In standing crop surveys. White sucker and golden
shiner were unique to this method while walleye and tiger
muskellunge were collected only In unit effort sampling. In the
standing crop surveys the most numerous fish were bluegill and
gizzard shad, accounting for over 70 percent of the lake-wide
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averages, followed by carp, sand shiner, largemouth bass, and green
sunfish. Carp and gizzard shad accounted for almost 70 percent of
the biomass In coves with an additional 20 percent contributed by
largemouth bass, bluegill, and white crapple. Biomass in zoves
decreased 22 percent from 1982 to 1983 while abundance Increased 20
percent. Much of this change is due to a decrease in number and
biomass of carp and gizzard shad along with greater recruitment of
bluegill. Total biomass per hectare of Braidwood Cooling Pond coves
was below that for other Illinois lakes and midwestern reservoirs,
but higher than that of another Illinois surface mine lake. The
percent contribution of largemouth bass to total standing crop was
high for Illinois waters, while contributions of blueglll, green
sunfish, and bullheads were low. A mark-and-recapture study showed
a 68.1 percent recovery rate during the standing crop surveys. The
greatest lake-wide recovery efficiency was noted for adult gizzard
shad (83%) and carp (82.7%), while young-of-the-year bluegill were
least efficiently recovered (33.3%). Differences in recovery rates
between coves were attributed to differences in cove morphology.
The development of the largemouth bass fishery continued, but has
slowed from the rapid pace noted in 1982. The other major
sport fishes In the pond, tiger muskellunge and channel catfish,
appear to be maturing gradually, while walleye is showing excellent
growth. The bluegill and gizzard shad populations have declined
since 1982. The cropping of large zooplankton and a low diversity
of benthic macrol nvertebrates are evident In Braidwood Cool Ing Pond.
Continued development of the fishery will be greatly influenced by
the production of these lower trophic levels and their response to
exploitation.
INTRODUCTION
The fishes of Braidwood Cooling Pond were studied In
August/September 1983 to characterize and assess the development of
the fishery In Its third full year after pond-fill. Species
composition and abundance are used to compare the 1983 results with
those obtained In 1981 and 1982 to determine the progress of
Individual species In this relatively young water body.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Braidwood Cool ing Pond was sampled in September 1983 at four
stations (Figure 5-1) with three methods to determine the species
composition, relative abundance, and distribution of the fish
community. These stations were divided Into four substations
designated A-0, where A was the northwest area, B the northeast
area, C the southwest area, and D the southeast area within a
station. One unit of sampl ing effort was conducted at each
substation where a unit of effort equalled the summed catch of 15
minutes of daytime shoreline electroffshing, one seine haul, and
one 24-hour gill net set. These methods were selected to
effectively sample different habitats within each station, and were
Identical to those used In 1981 and 1982 (Skelly and Pescltelli
1981, Skelly and Epifanio 1982).
Shoreline electroffshing was conducted for 15 minutes at each
substation using a boat-mounted, boom-type electrofisher which
employed a 230-volt, 3,000 watt, 3-phase AC generator as a power
source. The boat driver and two other persons captured stunned fish
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with 2.7 mm (0.5 In) mesh dip nets. Upon the completion of each
15-mlnute electrofishing period, fish were Identified, measured,
weighed, and released within the particular substation. Small fish
were preserved and returned to the laboratory for measurement.
stations 1, 2, 3, and 4 were electroffshed on 6, 7, 8, and 9
September 1983, respectively. Ancillary measurements taken at the
time of electroflshing Included surface temperature, dissolved
oxygen, pH, and conductivity (Appendix 5A).
Seine samples were collected within each substation where
habitat permitted. For substations that were physically
unseineable, seine stations were displaced to the nearest suitable
natural shoreline not Included within another substation. Those
substations composed entirely of riprap (1A, 18, 1C, 4A, and 4C) and
the one substation too deep to effectively seine (3C) were displaced
(Figure 5-1). Station 3D was displaced in 1983 due to the
encroachment of the macrophyte, Potamogeton nodQsus, in the former
seining area of this substation. A shoreline distance of 15 meters
(49 ft) was seined using a 7.65 x 1.22 m (25 x 4 ft) nylon seine
with a 1.22 x 1.22 x 1.22 m (4 x 4 x 4 ft) bag. The seine was
constructed from King 4.76-mm (3/16 in) square mesh. All small fish
collected by seine were preserved In 10 percent formalin and
returned to the laboratory for analysIs. Large fish were processed
in the field and released. All stations were seined on 12 September
1983.
Experimental gill nets were set perpendicular to the shoreline
within each substation and allowed to fish for 24 hours. Nets
consisted of a series of six 7.6 m (25 ft) panels of 12.7, 25.4,
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31.8, 38.1, 50.8, and 63.5 mm bar measure mesh. All fish collected
were measured and weighed at the site. Gill nets were set at
stations 1 and 2 on 14 September and collected on 15 September 1983.
Stations 3 and 4 were gill netted on 13-14 September 1983.
Each fish collected by electroflshing, seine, and gill net and
its K factor is listed in Appendix 5B. Distribution, blomass, and
abundance of the total catch of fishes were analyzed statistically
by a one-way analysis of variance with station as the main effect.
Comparisons were made on a catch-per-unit-effort basis using In(X+1)
transformations of weights and densities. Data were transformed to
stab I ize" the varlances of treatment means. Two-way analysis of
variance was used to analyze catches between 1981 and 1982 data
having year and station as the main effects and Including the
year/station interaction. Results are considered significant at the
P .0.05 level.
Fish were aged by examining scales taken from the left side of
the fish below the lateral line at the posterior extent of the
pectoral fin. Scales were viewed either directly under a
dissecting microscope or from scale impressions on acetate slides.
Standing crop estimates were gathered from three coves in
Braldwood Cooling Pond. The coves varied in size, shape, cover,
and habitat. Cove 1 (0.79 ha), located near Station 4 (Figure
5-1), had a sandy substrate with little aquatic vegetation or
structure. It had no surrounding riparian vegetation and little
cover from wind effects. Cove 2 (0.50 ha), located near Station 3,
offered the greatest amount of aquatic vegetation and habitat, as
well as surrounding foliage, of the the three coves examined. Cove
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1 (0.33 ha), located near Station 2, was characterized by a
steep-sloping shoreline and had little aquatic vegetation, but did
hold some submerged structure in the form of dead trees. This
cove t s narrowness and high surrounding spoilbanks provided
windbreak protection. Cove 1 was sampled 30 August through 1
September 1983; Cove 2, 23-25 August; and Cove 3, 31 August to 2
September 1983.
A block seine was secured across the mouth of each cove to act
as a barrier to the movement of fish once the toxicant was
administered. Fish were collected by electroffshing both inside the
cove and in the Immediate surrounding area to obtain fish for a mark
and recapture analysis. These fish were marked with an upper caudal
fin clip for later identification during recapture, and released in
the cove. Circular lift nets with a diameter of 3.0 m were set on
the cove bottom prior to rotenone application to collect fish not
recovered in the normal sampling process. Potassium permanganate
was applied to the outside perimeter of the block seine to prevent
the migration of the active toxicant from the study area. Rotenone
was applied and mixed at an approximate concentration of 1 ppm
within Cove 2. Upon examination of the mark-and-recovery data from
Cove 2, Coves 1 and 3 were dosed with 2 ppm rotenone. Collection of
stressed fish followed. These fish were Identified, measured,
weighed, and examined for fin clips. Small specimens were preserved
for laboratory processing. The rotenone was detoxifled 4 hours
after application with potassium permanganate. Collections of
fishes continued for 2-3 days to insure thorough recovery of
specimens. After sampling was completed, lift nets were retrieved
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and resulting fish were processed. Biomass of fishes collected
after the first day of sampling was calculated from length-weight
relationships determined for fresh (Day 1) specimens.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
General Catch Characteristics
Twenty-four species of fish and two hybrid fishes together
representing 10 families were collected from Braidwood Cooling Pond
in August/September 1983 compared to 23 species collected each of
the 2 previous years. A new addition to the species list from
Braidwood Cooling Pond Is an Introduced species, the inland
silverside (Men Idla beryllIna) which accounted for 11 percent of the
silversides collected.
Total biomass of fishes collected by unit effort of sampling
was 187 kg (Table 5-1). The 1981 and 1982 blomasses were 189 and
206 kg, respectively. Numerically, 2,203 fish were collected In
1983 versus 4,343 and 3,300 from 1981 and 1982, respectively,
showing that fewer, but larger fish were present in the cooling
pond. The most substantial- changes from 1982 In total number and
biomass of fishes were the losses of total abundance and biomass of
gizzard shad (Dorosoma cepedanum), bluegill (Lepomis macrochlrus)
and green sunfish (L. cyanellus), and the gains in number and/or
biomass of tiger muskellunge (i masaqunongy X E. iug i s), carp
(Cyprinus Ca.al), walleye (StizostedIon vitreum), largemouth bass
(Micropterus salmoldes), and channel catfish (IctaluJrus p.unctatus).
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The predominant species by biomass were largemouth bass
(31.9%), carp (23.5%), gizzard shad (12.7%), tiger muskel lunge
(6.7%), walleye (5.5%), end channel catfish (3.3%), together
accounting for 83.6 percent of the total biomass of fishes.
Numerically the major species were bluegill (28.1%), gizzard shad
(15.4%), sand shiner (Notropis stramlneus, 13.3%), carp (11.3%),
largemouth bass (10.4%), and brook silvers de (Lab I desthes sIcu us,
7.7%), together accounting for 86.2 percent of all the fishes
col lected.
The one-way analysis of variance of 1983 catch-per-unit-effort
data was a nonsignificant model for biomass data; however, the
abundance model was significant showing station effects (Table 5-2).
Duncan's mulfiple range test showed that significant differences
were evident between the similar stations of 1 and 4 versus Station
2 with Station 3 being similar to all other stations (Table 5-3).
The two-way analysis of variance of fish biomass and abundance by
year and station similarly showed no difference In blomass between
years or stations; however, abundance values were significantly
different between years and stations (Table 5-4). Abundance of
fishes in 1983 was significantly lower than the similar abundances
of 1981 and 1982. Also, Stations 1 and 4 have been segregated as
having more fish than Stations 2 and 3 (Table 5-5). These tests
confirm an inspection of raw data that although fewer fish were
caught, total biomass remained essential ly the same. These biomass
values, however, have shifted between species over the years
studied. Stations 1 and 4 hold more fish than Stations 2 and 3
primarily due to the uniformity of good quality shoreline habitat In
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these areas. The riprap provides shelter for the fish and serves as
a suitable substrate for algal growth and other Invertebrate foods.
Standing Crop Surveys
Twenty-two species and one hybrid sunfish representing 10
families were Identified in the standing crop surveys of 1983. The
lake-wide average for total biomass of fishes was 124.0 kg/ha (Table
5-6), while abundance numbered 5,989 fish/ha (Table 5-7). Bluegill
and gizzard shad were the most numerous species collected comprising
over 70 percent of the lake-wide average (Table 5-7). Other
numerically important species were carp, sand shiner, largemouth
bass, and green sunfish. Carp and gizzard shad dominated the catch
by weight accounting for almost 70 percent of the lake-wide biomass
(Table 5-6). An additional 20 percent of the total biomass was
composed of largemouth bass, bluegill, and white crappie. Twenty
species were represented In both cove rotenone and collections by
other methods (electroffshing, gill nets, and seine), while two
species, white sucker and golden shiner, were unique to standing
crop samples. In addition, walleye and tiger muskellunge were
collected only during unit effort sampling.
Variability In numerical abundance existed between coves for
most species; however, catches of minnow species were much greater
In Cove 1 than in other coves, while the abundances of sunfish were
lower there. Carlander (1955) suggested that such exclusion may
Indicate competition, but may also be due to differences in habitat.
Minnow species may be more adapted to the smooth, sandy substrate
found in Cove 1, whereas sunfish require submerged structure, as in
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Coves 2 and 3, for implementation of effective feeding strategies
and survival of early life stages. Carp and threadfin shad were
also less abundant In Cove 1.
Variations in blomass percentages reflected the numerical
differences noted for Cove 1. Cove 1 yielded fewer fish and less
biomass per hectare than Coves 2 and 3. Weights of carp, gizzard
shad, and all sunfish species except white crapple were lower In
Cove 1, but all minnow species excluding carp were higher.
Relative biomass percentages from the standing crop surveys
were similar to relative weights from other quantitative sampling
methods (electrofishing, gill nets, and seine); however, several
exceptions occurred. Largemouth bass percent blomass In coves
(9.7%) was far below that of unit effort totals (31.9%). Tiger
muskellunge formed 6.7 percent of the total weight by other samples
combined, but did not occur In cove rotenone samples. Conversely,
carp (36.2%) and gizzard shad (32.7%) biomass percentages in coves
were substantially higher than percent weights by other methods
(23.5% carp and 12.7% gizzard shad). Similar trends were observed
In previous years' sampling. The resulting patterns are most likely
due to differences in habitats sampled and the biases associated
with each collection method.
Blomass has decreased 22 percent from 1982 to 1983, while
abundance has Increased 20 percent. Much of this overall change is
due to a decrease both in number and biomass of carp and gizzard
shad, along with greater recruitment of blueglll (as Indicated by a
decrease in biomass with an increase in abudance) (Table 5-8). In
1983, over 65 percent of the total bluegill collected were young-of-
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the-year fish. Shifts in size class structure for several species
are represented by opposing changes In abundance and biomass;
however, this varied In each cove.
Results of a mark and recapture study performed in conjunction
with each rotenone application revealed an overall recovery rate of
68.1 percent of marked fish (Table 5-9). An adjusted average
standing crop estimate of 182.1 kg/ha was obtained using this
percentage recovery value. Differences In recovery rates were
observed between both species and coves (Table 5-9). Considering
only those species for which numerous fish were tagged, the
greatest lake-wide sampling efficiency was noted for adult gizzard
shad (83%) and carp (82.7%), while young-of-the-year bluegill
showed the lowest percent recovery (33%). Cove 1 showed a higher
percent recovery than either of the other coves, even though the
rotenone concentration of Cove 1 was double that of Cove 2, yet
equal to Cove 3. This high recapture rate in Cove 1 may be
attributed to the shallow, gradually-sloping basin, a large surface
area (versus the narrowness of Cove 3), and limited structure,
thereby permitting excellent mixing of the toxicant. Specimens in
Cove 1 could easily wash ashore due to the gradual slopes of the
cove as opposed to the steep sides of Coves 2 and 3.
Young-of-the-year gizzard shad and threadfin shad were
collected In lift net samples following cove rotenone sampling
(Table 5-10). Gizzard shad were found in all coves, while threadfin
shad were collected exclusively in Cove 2. The addition of this
blomass (1.05 kg/ha) to an adjusted standing crop estimate would be
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negligible, however, an addition of 1,180 fish/ha would Increase
lake-wide total abundance by nearly 20 percent.
The total standing crop of an 'average" mid-south reservoir is
comprised of approximately one-third sport fish (predators,
omnivorous sunfish, catfish, small crappie, and yellow perch)
(Jenkins 1975). In 1981, 21.9 percent of the standing crop were
sport fish, Increasing to 24.3 percent In 1982 and 28.3 percent in
1983. A consistent, positive trend of increasing proportions of
sport fish Is evident, with proportions approaching the average
value.
Total standing crop by weight for coves in Braldwood Cooling
Pond In 1983 was lower than that of the 2 previous years sampled,
and substantially lower than other Illinois lakes and midwestern
reservoirs (Table 5-11). Previous studies have indicated that the
standing crop of surface-mine lakes is considerably less than
biomass of farm ponds, man-made lakes, and reservoirs (Burner and
Leist 1953, Gash and Bass 1974, Jones et al. 1983). In comparison
with another large surface-mine lake, the total crop by weight of
Braldwood Cooling Pond was higher that that of Red Barrel Lake (212
acres), while adjusted standing crop estimates were essentially the
same. Species-spec ific comparisons show carp biomass to be well
within the wide range noted for Illinois waters, above that of Red
Barrel Lake and below the midwest average (Table 5-11). Gizzard
shad biomass in Braidwood Pond coves was similar to that of Red
Barrel Lake, yet substantially below other Illinois Lakes and the
midwest average. Bluegill, green sunfish, and bullhead blomass
values were all below the midwest average, and rated below or
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comparable to those of Illinois waters. Largemouth bass, which has
continually increased In biomass since 1981, was high compared to
other Illinois lakes, yet still below the midwest average.
Individual Species Examinations
Largemouth Bass
The contribution of largemouth bass to the total biomass of
fishes collected increased sl lghtly again In 1983. The
length-frequency (Figure 5-2) Is similar to that from 1982 In the
documentation of the size distribution of young-of-the-year fish in
the 60-160 mm size classes. Age 2+ (Table 5-12) and older fish were
also similarly clustered at the modal length of 280-380 mm. There
was a decline in the presence of age 1+ fish as indicated by both
the length frequency and age data. The proportional stock density
(PSD) Index was 35 percent, a slight increase over the 1982 value
(32%). This value, however, still lies below the 40 to 70 percent
range recommended for balanced populations (Anderson 1980).
One would have expected the PSD value (one determinant of
which is the number of fish greater than 300 mm) to increase
substantially In 1983 due to the presence of many age 2+ fish (mean
length - 227 mm) In 1982. The mean length of these (now age 3+)
fish In 1983 averaged 318 mm and yet only two more fish greater
than 300 mm in total length were collected in 1983 versus 1982.
The 240-340 mm modal grouping (Figure 5-2) did not shift
substantially to the right as one might have suspected. The slight
Increase In the PSD value for largemouth bass was more a factor of
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fewer fish beirg collected from the >200 mm category than an
increase in numbers of fish in the Z300 mm size range. The mean
condition factor (KTL) for largemouth bass j150 mm was 1.14;
whereas the condition of fish >150 mm was 1.29. The mean condition
factor for all sizes together was 1.24, a decrease from the 1.30
value of 1982, but Identical to that from 1981 and typical for
Illinois largemouth bass (Carlander 1977).
Bluegill
Bluegill was less abundant and provided less total biomass in
1983 than in 1982 or 1981. A large percentage of young-of-the-year
fish was found In the 1983 unit effort samples (Figure 5-3), a
factor also noted In the standing crop data. The decrease In the
number of stock-size fish (Z80 mm), not an increase in quality-size
(Z150 mm) bluegills, Is responsible for a slight Increase in the PSD
value (5% vs 4% in 1982). A decrease in the amount of suitable
forage possibly attributable, in part, to a decrease in both
zooplankton (heavy size-selective cropping of the zooplankton Is
evident) and benthic resources (see Sections 3 and 4 of this report)
along with the further development of the piscivore populations In
the pond are probably factors in the lack of development of the
bluegill population. The mean KTL value was 1.42, the same as in
1982 and Is still on the low end of the average range for ilhe
condition of Illinois bl1uegills (Cariander 1977).
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Gizzard shad
The considerable reduction in both abundance and biomass of
gizzard shad in 1983 is explained by the length-frequency diagram
(Figure 5-4) as a near total loss of the large size group having a
modal length of approximately 300 mm In 1982. The fish 2. 260 mm
accounted for over 30 percent of the abundance of gizzard shad
collected in 1982; whereas In 1983 these fish accounted for only 2
percent of all gizzard shad collected In unit effort sampling.
These fish are probably leaving the population due to natural
mortality because a shad this large Is too big to have been used as
forage by the piscivores in the pond. Although not well collected
by unit effort sampling techniques, young-of-the-year shad were
numerous according to the standing crop data. Mean KTL was 0.87, a
relatively low value for Illinois waters.
Threadfin shad
Only two threadfin shad were collected by unit effort sampling;
however, 109 were collected (primarily from Cove 2) during cove
sampling in 1983. These fish add to the suitable sized forage base
for the piscivorous species in the pond, but they were far
outnumbered by the gizzard shad and bluegill present.
Carp
The length-frequency of carp in 1983 (Figure 5-5) remained
nearly identical to that of 1982. The major notable difference is
the addition of fish to the dominant 200-260 mm size class with a
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resultant loss from the smaller 180-200 mm group. The mean weight
per fish declined 11 g to 177 g/carp in 1983 due primarily to the
collection of fewer large fish. Few young-of-the-year carp were
found and these only from the standing crop surveys. The major mode
of fish represents the 1979 yeab- class, and Is marked by extremely
slow growth, influenced probably by a lack of forage (see Section 3
of this report) and possibly by competition for space. The mean
condition factor was 1.21, a low value and similar to that of 1982.
Channel catfish
Channel catfish mean length has increased to 314 mm based on 24
fish collected in gill nets. An additional 14 fish were taken from
cove samples. This growth -represents a good Increment from the
major mode of 220-240 mm in 1981; however, the mean condition factor
of 0.72 is below mean values shown for this species (Carlander
1969).
Walleye
Thirteen walleye, all collected by gill net, averaged 441 mm,
showing an Increment of 73 mm from the mean size In 1982. This
represents excellent growth compared to data for other Illinois
walleyes (Harry Wight, Illinois Department of Conservation,
personal c'mmunication). Mean condition factor was 0.91.
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Tiger muskellunge
Sixteen tiger muskellunge were collected (14 by gill net, 2 by
electroflshing) from Braldwood Cooling Pond In 1983. These fish
averaged 516 mm and 782 g. This appears to be good growth when
compared to tiger muskellunge from three small central Illinois
lakes where Age 1+ fish in the fall averaged 428 mm (412-456 mm)
(Ted Storck, Illinois Natural History Survey, personal
communication). Tiger muskellunge from Clinton Lake, also in
central IIIinois, showed superior growth with fish averaging 625 mm
and 1,485 g in the summer of their second growing season (James
Smithson, 1lli nols Power Company, personal communication). Average
size for seven groups of tiger muskellunge from four northwestern
Illinois lakes was 531 mm (453-629 mm) and 881 g (481-1556 g)
(Michael Sule, Illinois Department of Conservation, personal
communication) showing that the Braidwood fish were slightly below
average size. Differences in growth rates may be related to the
character of the forage base with gizzard shad-dominated lakes
being better than centrarchid-based lakes (Ted Storck, personal
communication). The condition factor of these fish was 0.53 in
1983 compared to a mean value of 0.54 for fish in other northern
Illnois lakes.
CONCLUS IONS
The fishery of Braidwood Cooling Pond In 1983 was a young,
maturing community. The total complement of top predators
(largemouth bass, walleye, tiger muskellunge and channel catfish)
was not yet establ ished; the large size classes are lacking.
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Declines in minnows and small bluegills collected may be a factor of
both predation by these major sport fishes and a lack of large
zooplankton for forage.
Phytoplankton densities were similar in 1982 and 1983 after
initially high levels in 1981. A stabilizing trend is therefore
evident at this primary level In the food chain; however,
zooplankton populations are exhibiting a cropping of the larger
individuals; a suggestion that this next link in food resources is
limited and under stress. The other secondary food resources level,
benthic macroinvertebrates, has also shown similar total densities
the last 2 years; however, there was a very low diversity of taxa in
samples; a few taxa had high densities while many taxa had low
densities. Only these few taxa were flourishing, a possible result
of the limited diversity In habitat types available. Each year
these trophic levels have shown additions of lentic species to
preceding collection lists and deletions of other taxa suggesting a
maturation of these communities in response to a stabilizing
environment. Each analysis noted that the qualitative composition
of the communities present was not atypical for Illinois; however,
quantitative measurements were usually on the low end of average
ranges for the area.
Truncations In organism sizes and low diversity of taxa are not
exemplary, however, of a stable resource base. The development of
the sportflsh populations, aside from bluegill, has progressed
slowly, but steadily In 3 years. The continued development of this
facet of the aquatic ecosystem will be dependent on the future
production of the other elements In the food chain and the nature of
their exploitation.
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SUMMARY
1. The fishes of Braidwood Cooling Pond were sampled In
August/September 1983 by electroffshing, seine, and gill nets
at four stations. Three standing crop surveys were also
conducted In coves at the study site.
2. Twenty-four species and two hybrid fishes representing 10
families were collected from the pond In 1983, compared to 23
species collected each of the two previous years. The Inland
sllverside (Menldla bervlllna) Is a new accidentally introduced
species In the pond.
3. By biomass the predominant species were largemouth bass
(31.9%), carp (23.5%), gizzard shad (12.7%), tiger muskellunge
(6.7%), walleye (5.5%), and channel catfish (3.3%) together
accounting for 83.6% of the total biomass collected by unit
effort samp I Ing.
4. Numerically, bluegill (28.1%), gizzard shad (15.4%), sand
shiner (13.3%), carp (11.3%), largemouth bass (10.4%), and
brook silverside (7.7%) accounted for 86.2% of all fish
collected.
5. Stations 1 and 4 were shown to yield significantly more fish
than Station 2 in 1983. No differences In biomass were
evident.
6. Abundance of fishes was significantly lower in 1983 than in
1981 or 1982. Over the three years, Stations 1 and 4 had
significantly more fish than Stations 2 and 3. No biomass
effects were noted between years.
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7. Twenty-two species and one hybrid fish were collected In
standing crop surveys. White sucker and golden shiner were
unique to this method while walleye and tiger muskellunge were
collected only In unit effort sampling.
8. In the standing crop surveys the most numerous fish were
bluegill and gizzard shad, accounting for over 70 percent of
the lake-wide averages, fol lowed by carp, sand shiner,
largemouth bass, and green sunflsh. Carp and gizzard shad
accounted for almost 70 percent of the biomass in coves with an
additional 20 percent contributed by largemouth bass, bluegill,
and white crappie.
9. Biomass in coves decreased 22 percent from 1982 to 1983 while
abundance increased 20 percent.- Much of this change is due to
a decrease in number and biomass of carp and gizzard shad along
with greater recruitment of bluegill.
10. Total blomass per hectare of Braldwood Cooling Pond coves was
below that for other Illinois lakes and midwestern reservoirs,
but higher than that of another Illinois surface mine lake.
The percent contribution of largemouth bass to total standing
crop was high for Illinois waters, while contributions of
bluegill, green sunfish, and bullheads were low.
11. A mark-and-recapture study showed a 68.1 percent recovery rate
during the :tanding crop surveys. The greatest lake-wide
recovery efficiency was noted for adult gizzard shad (83 ) and
carp (82.7%). while young-of-the-year blueglll were least
efficiently recovered (33.3%). Differences in recovery rates
between coves were attributed to differences in cove
morphology.
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12. The development of the largemouth bass fishery continued, but
has slowed from the rapid pace noted In 1982. The other major
sportflshes in the pond, tiger muskel lunge and channel
catfish, appear to be maturing gradually, while walleye Is
showing excellent growth. The bluegill and gizzard shad
populations have declined since 1982.
13. The cropping of large zooplankton and a low diversity of
benthic macro Invertebrates are evident In Braidwood Cooling
Pond. Continued development of the fishery will be greatly
Influenced by the production of these lower trophic levels and
their response to exploitation.
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Figure 5-1. Fish sampling stations in Braidwood Cooling Pond. Seine sites
are marked with an X, gill net sites with a circle.
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Figure 5-2. Length-frequency distribution for largemouth bass, Micropterus salmoides,
collected in Braidwood Cooling Pond during September 1983.
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Figure 5-4. Length-frequency distribution for gizzard shad, Dorosoma cepedianum,
collected in Braidwood Cooling Pond during September 1983.
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Figure 5-5. Length-frequency distribution for carp, Cyprinus carpio,
collected in Braidwood Cooling Pond during September 1983.
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Table 5-2. One-way analysis of variance of the In (X + 1) abundance
and blomass of fish captured per unit of sampling effort In Braidwood
Cooling Pond during September 1983. Asterisk denotes significance at
P < 0.05.
Mean Squares By Method
Source of variation df Blomass Abundance
Station 3 0.2734 0.5640*
Error 12 0.3196 0.1425
Coefficient of
Determination (r2 ) 0.18 0.50
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Table 5-3. Duncan's multiple range comparison of the
In (X+1) abundance of fishes collected per unit of sampling
effort at each station from Braidwood Cooling Pond during
September 1983. Means underscored by the same line are not
significantly different.
STATION 1 4 3 2
(N = 4)
MEAN 5.2049 5.0680 4.7015 4.3723
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Table 5-4. Two-way analysis of variance of the In (X + 1) abundance
and blomass of fish captured per unit of sampling effort In Braldwood
Cooling Pond during September 1981-1983. Asterisk indicates significance
at P < 0.001.
...... Mean Squares By Method--
Source of variation df Blomass Abundance
Year 2 0.0747 1.7702*
Station 3 0.7207 1.2584*
Year/Station 6 0.0761 0.0616
Error 36 0.2736 0.1862
Coefficient of
Determination (r2 ) 0.21 0.53
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Table 5-5. Duncan's multiple range comparisons of the
In (X+1) abundance of fishes collected per unit of sampling
effort from Braidwood Cooling Pond during September 1981-
1983. Means underscored by the same line are not
significantly different.
STATION
(N = 16)
MEAN
STATION
(N = 12)
MEAN
1981 1982
5.4981 5.2292
. 4
5.5219 5.4092
1983
4.8367
3
4.9113 4.9094
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Table 5-6. Biomass (kilograms/hectare) of fishes collected In cove rotenone
samples from Braidwood Cooling Pond during late summer 1983 (for location of coves see
Fig. 5-1).
Lake-wide average Cove 1 Cove 2 Cove 3
(N = 3) .(0.79 ha) (0.50 ha) (0.33 hal
Species kg/ha % kg/ha % kg/ha % kg/ha %
Carp
Total Gizzard shad
YOY Gizzard shad
Largemouth bass
Total Bluegill
YOY Bluegill
Total White crapple
YOY White crapple
Total Black crapple
YOY Black crapple
Yellow bullhead
Total Green sunfish
YOY Green sunfish
Qu llback
Freshwater drum
Black bullhead
Yellow perch
Channel catfish
Grass pickerel
White sucker
Threadfin shad
Sand shiner
Hybrid Lepomns
Bluntnose minnow
Golden shiner
Red shiner
Unidentified
SiIvers Ides
Blackstripe
topm I nnow
Unidentified
Cyprinidae
44.88
40.50
0.43
12.07
6.90
0.65
5.76
0.03
4.14
0.01
2.17
1.97
0.03
1.33
1.20
0.97
0.60
0.38
0.25
0.23
0.19
0.18
0.10
0.09
0.03
0.03
0.03
<0.01
<0.01
124.00
36.2
32.7
0.3
9.7
5.6
0.5
4.6
<0.1
3.3
<0.1
1.8
1.6
<0.1
1.1
1.0
0.8
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
30.31
27.27
0.45
6.61
2.82
0.20
3.32
<0.01
0.64
0.45
0.52
0.01
0.02
0.18
0.78
0.63
1.14
0.07
0.51
0.06
0.17
0.09
0.08
40.0
36.0
0.6
8.7
3.7
0.3
4.3
<0.1
0.8
0.6
0.7
<0.1
<0.1
0.2
1.0
0.8
1.5
0.1
0.7
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.05 0.1
65.19
65.58
0.25
11.40
10.02
1.41
2.71
0.07
6.23
0.02
5.51
2.48
0.08
2.13
1.03
0.01
0.67
0.30
0.02
0.06
0.08
0.01
37.5
37.7
0.1
6.6
5.8
0.8
1.6
<0.1
3.6
<0.1
3.2
1.4
<0.1
1.2
0.6
<0.1
0.4
0.2
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
39.14
28.39
0.60
18.19
7.85
0.34
11.25
0.03
5.56
0.55
2.92
0.01
3.96
3.43
0.13
0.68
0.26
0.17
0.02
--- me
awa-u
0.03 <0.1
--- --- <0.01 <0.1
<0.01
75.72
<0.1
173.46 122.50
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32.0
23.1
0.5
14.8
6.4
0.3
9.2
<0.1
4.5
0.4
2.4
<0.1
3.2
2.8
0.1
0.6
0.2
0.1
<0.1
As-fti
ammo-
Table 5-7. Abundance (number/hectare) of fishes collected in cove rotenone
samples from Braldwood Cooling Pond during late summer 1983 (for location of coves see
Fig. 5-1).
Lake-wide average Cove 1 Cove 2 Cove 3
(N = 3) (0.79 ha) (0.50 ha) (0.33 ha)
Species No./ha % No./ha % No./ha % No./ha %
Total Bluegill 2854 47.7 1862 37.9 5130 61.4 1570 33.4
YOY Bluegill 1894 31.6 741 15.1 4132 49.4 809 17.2
Total Gizzard shad 1444 24.1 1199 24.4 1422 17.0 1712 36.4
YOY Gizzard shad 727 12.1 601 12.2 442 5.3 1139 24.2
Carp 287 4.8 197 4.0 386 4.6 279 5.9
Sand shiner 244 4.1 709 14.4 24 0.3 --- ---
Largemouth bass 240 4.0 142 2.9 260 3.1 318 6.8
Total Green sunfish 240 4.0 68 1.4 334 4.0 318 6.8
YOY Green sunfish 71 1.2 34 0.7 164 2.0 15 0.3
Bluntnose minnow 149 2.5 299 6.1 136 1.6 12 0.3
Total White crapple 126 2.1 30 0.6 154 1.8 194 4.1
YOY White crappie 78 1.3 6 0.1 130 1.6 97 2.1
Threadfin shad 87 1.5 -- -- 132 1.6 130 2.8
Unidentified
Silversides 60 1.0 97 2.0 84 1.0 --- -.
Total Black crapple 45 0.8 8 0.2 82 1.0 45 1.0
YOY Black crappie 14 0.2 --- --- 42 0.5 ... ...
Yellow bullhead 42 0.7 8 0.2 96 1.1 21 0.4
Yellow perch 42 0.7 52 1.1 44 0.5 30 0.6
Golden shiner 38 0.6 103 2.1 12 0.1 -- --
Red shiner 35 0.6 104 2.1 - - --- -
Freshwater drum 17 0.3 3 <0.1 - -- 48 1.0
Black bullhead 12 0.2 9 0.2 28 0.3 --- --
Channel catfish 7 0.1 13 0.3 8 <0.1 -... ..
Quillback 6 0.1 6 0.1 --- -- 12 0.3
Hybrid Lagomis 6 0.1 4 <0.1 6 <0.1 9 0.2
Grass pickerel 3 <0.1 1 <0.1 8 <0.1 -. ..
Blackstripe topminnow 3 <0.1 --- -- 10 0.1 -- --
Unidentified
Cyprinidae 1 <0.1 4 <0.1 -- - -- --
White sucker 1 <0.1 -- -- -- -- 3 <0.1
5989 4918 8356 4704
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Taale 5-8. Changes in biomass (kilograms/hectare) and abundance (number/hectare)
of fishas collected In standing crop estimates from Braidwood Cooling Pond from 1982 to
1983.
Lake-wide average Cove 1 Cove 2 Cove 3
(N = 3) (0.79 ha) (0.50 ha) (0.33 ha)
Species kg/ha No./ha kg/ha No./ha kg/ha No./ha kg/ha No./ha
Carp -22.86 -136 +5.25 +55 -43.27 -238 -30.55 -224
Gizzard shad -9.87 -150 -10.15 +131 +3.96 -574 -23.67 -6
Largemouth bass +1.07 +94 +2.03 +34 -5.30 +76 +6.47 +173
Bluegill -3.39 +1216 -1.65- +1077 -4.22 +2944 -4.30 -372
White crapple +3.61 -66 +1.80 NC +1.01 +38 +8.01 -236
Black crapple -2.09 -35 +0.05 -1 -3.01 -8 -3.29 -97
Yellow bull head -0.04 -25 +0.25 +4 +0.05 -74 -0.42 -6
Green sunfish -1.18 -41 -0.23 +9 -0.86 +90 -2.44 -221
Quillback +0.16 +1 -0.64 +1 NC NC +1.11 +3
Freshwater drum +1.20 +15 +0.18 +3 NC NC +3.41 +42
Black bullhead -0.05 -9 +0.55 +4 +0.57 +8 -1.27 -39
Yellow perch +0.23 -52 -0.07 +18 +0.63 -200 +0.13 +27
Channel catfish +0.26 +4 +0.89 +7 +0.01 +8 -0.12 -3
Grass pickerel -0.77 -2 -0.01 -2 -2.23 -16 -0.09 -3
White sucker +0.23 +1 NC NC NC NC +0.68 +3
Threadfin shad +0.18 +79 -<0.01 -1 +0.29 +122 +0.24 +118
Sand shiner -0.11 -5 -0.30 +43 -0.04 -46 -0.01 -12
Hybrid LepomLs -0.59 -14 -0.04 -1 -0.48 -12 -1.25 -27
Bluntnose minnow +0.02 +46 +0.01 +41 +0.04 +92 +0.02 +6
Golden shiner -0.28 +21 +0.08 +85 -0.37 -14 -0.55 -6
Red shiner +0.03 +35 +0.08 +104 NC NC NC NC
SIlversides +0.01 +11 NC -38 +0.03 +76 -<0.01 -3
Blackstripe
topminnow NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC
Tiger muskellunge -0.25 -4 NC NC -0.24 -2 -0.52 -9
Johnny darter -<0.01 -<1 -<0.01 -<1 NC NC NC NC
-34.48 +948 -1.92 +1573 -53.43 +2270 -48.41 -892
NC = No change
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Table 5-12. Ages of largemouth bass collected from Braidwood
Cooling Pond in September 1983.
Year Class Age Group N Mean Length Length Range
1983 0+ 47 .18* 94 - 147
1982 1+ 3 194 189 - 198
1981 11+ 17 282 232 - 325
1980 111+ 21 318 256 - 404
1979 IV+ 11 391 337 - 475
1978 V+ 3 448 385 - 512
*Specimens selected for age analysis were not necessarily representative
of the length-frequency distribution of young-of-the-year fish (see
Figure 5-2), and thus may not represent a true mean length for this age
class.
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SECTION 6
AQUATIC PLANT INVESTIGATIONS
OF BRAIDIOOD COOLING POND
by
Pamela P. Tazik and Michael J. WI ley
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ABSTRACT
The aquatic plant populations of Braidwood Cooling Pond we-'e
hand-mapped and sampled for biomass in July and COctober 1983.
Eleven species were found and seven were sampled for biomass.
pha spp., Phragmt±s communis, Potamogneon nodosus. and Polygonum
fiultans produced the highest standing crop and were most abundant
In number of stands. The standing crop for Braidwood Cooling Pond
ranged from 5.58 kg dry weight of plant material In July to 3.66 kg
In October. The mean macrophyte standing crop for the pond was
15.39 g dry weight m-2 In July and 13.23 g m-2 In October; the peak
mean standing crop was 17.01 g dry weight m"2 . Mean standing crop
estimates were low primarily due to low percent cover in the pond.
Actual plant stand biomass estimates were substantially higher than
the mean standing crop estimates and ranged from 59.96 to 1,487.34
g dry weight m"2 . Plant populations documented through infrared
photography were examined for determination of yearly changes. The
percent cover of aquatic macrophytes has decreased steadily from
9.1% cover in 1981 to 6.6% In 1982 and 4.2% in 1983. This decrease
can be partially attributed to the decline of emergents. Aquatic
plant populations are not regarded as problematic at present but
there Is a potential for them to develop to nuisance levels,
especially the submergents. To obtain the most complete account of
the status of aquatic plant populations in Braidwood Cooling Pond,
Information from both types of mapping and biomass estimates should
be combined.
i i
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this investigation was to survey aquatic plant
populations in Braidwood Cooling Pond durIng 1983. The survey
Included Identification of the dominant and abundant aquatic
macrophytes and standing crop estimates of those species in July
and October. Establishment of baseline data Is important since
power plant operation Is expected to change the temperature regime
of the pond and, in turn, change the plant community composition
pond productivity. In addition to the 1983 survey, we compared
1983 Infrared photographs to those taken In previous years to
document the development of aquatic plant populations since the
Initial filling of the pond In 1981.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Surveys of aquatic macrophytes In Braldwood Cool Ing Pond were
conducted In July and October 1983. These surveys Included
identification of dominant and abundant species and collection of
biomass samples for standing crop and production estimates.
Specimens of each species were collected in July and brought to the
Illinois Natural History Survey (INHS) for identification and
preservation. Identifications were made by INHS taxonomists;
specimens were pressed for the herbarium collection and for
comparison with and verification of future samples.
Plant cover in Braidwood Cooling Pond was mapped in July and
October. Mapping involved inspecting the entire pond and
recording sizes of plant beds and species present. The maps were
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later taken to the INHS, where surface area of the pond and size
of each plant stand was estimated using a microcomputer and
digitizing transect. Vegetation was mapped by designated strata:
high macrophyte concentration (HMC), low macrophyte concentration
(LMC), and no macrophytes (NMC). Biomass samples were collected
from HMC and LMC areas using a stratified random sampling design.
Cover Is recorded as percent surface area covered by plants and
that area is separated into HMC and LMC areas. Percent cover for
each strata Is then used to weight the biomass estimates in each
strata for the entire cooling pond.
Standing crop of abundant macrophytes was measured by quadrat
sampling within each strata and the number of samples collected was
based on relative abundance of the species. A hardware cloth (5-mm
mesh), cylindrical sampler (0.25-m2 area) with sheet metal support
at the bottom was lowered Into the plant bed to be sampled; a rake
was used to collect all plant material (dead or alive) from within
the sampler. Emergent species 'were cut at the sediment level and
no underground parts were measured. The sample was then rinsed in
a plastic sieve (5-mm mesh) and placed in a labeled bag. On shore,
the sample was spun dry in a salad spinner (30 revolutions) to
obtain a fresh weight. All samples collected were homogeneous with
respect to species; therefore, no sorting was necessary.
Subsamples of each species were dried to a constant weight in a
forced air oven at 60°C and weighed (dry weight). Subsamples were
then ashed at 550°C for 1 hour to obtain ash-free dry weights (APHA
et al. 1980). All results are reported In g m"2 and g m"-.
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The mapping and biomass data were computerized and analyzed
at INHS using an Apple II11+ computer and the University of
Illinois' Cyber 175. A modification of Datain and Dataout
programs written by Dr. Michael J. Wiley, were used to computerize
the biomass data and SPSS was used for data manipulation.
Infrared photographs have been taken of Braldwood Cooling Pond
each July since 1979. The pond was filled during winter of
1980-1981, so aquatic plant populations have been documented
through Infrared photography for the three growing seasons since
pond fill. A year-to-year comparison was made of changes In HMC,
LMC, and NMC areas and of total percent cover. No species or
standing crop comparisons could be made between years.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Aquatic Plant Community
The aquatic plant community of Braidwood Cooling Pond
consisted of 11 macrophytes, 7 of which were sampled for biomass
(Tables 6-1 and 6-2). Shoots of Potamogaeon cQrisus and
Ranunculus sp. were found floating in the water but plant stands
were never located. Both .pha L atifol la and 1. angustifolLLa were
present at Braldwood Cooling Pond, but only plants on shore
consistently had spikelets for positive identifications.
Therefore, all 1 Tba collected for standing crop estimates were
grouped as Ty.ha spp. Phragmites communls, Potamogeton nodosus,
and Polygoanum fluLtans produced the highest standing crop and were
most abundant in number of plant beds. Most collections for
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identification and preservation were made In July, slice most
species were mature (i.e., possessed spikelets, flowers, or seeds)
at that time.
Pond Mapping
Total surface area of the pond was calculated from a map
drawn from the 1983 whole-pond Infrared photograph. Macrophyte
beds as shown on 1981-1983 Infrared photographs were Individually
mapped on separate copies of the master map. These maps were then
used to calculate percent cover of aquatic plant populations for
the 3 years since pond fill.
Aquatic plant populations covered approximately 4.2% of the
total pond surface area In 1983; HMC areas covered 0.3% and LMC
areas 3.9%. The two maps for 1983 represent plant cover based on
both hand mapping (Figure 6-1) and the 1983 Infrared photographs
(Figure 6-2). The Infrared photographs show large plant masses
well I, especially If they are emergent species. Unfortunately,
small plant beds and submergent species do not show as clearly on
these photographs and sometimes do not show at all, even on the
lower altitude shots. The cover map produced from hand mapping
shows plant beds that were not visible on the photographs. The
actual percent cover Is similar for both maps. Hand mapping Is
the only way to compile species lists and to Identify species
composition of the beds; with this type of data, yearly changes
in dominance and relative abundance of species, changes In percent
cover of each species, and changes In total cover can be analyzed.
However, In a body of water as large as Braldwood Cooling Pond,
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Infrared photographs greatly improve the size perspective and
exact location of plants beds. Therefore, It is recommended that
results from both types of mapping be combined to obtain the most
complete account of the status of aquatic plant populations.
Standing Crop Estimates
Twenty to 25 samples were collected In both July and October
using the stratified sampling design. Samples of all abundant
species were collected In approximate proportion to their
abundance. Mean standing crop for each species sampled is shown in
Table 6-3. Fresh, dry, and ash-free dry weights were calculated
from conversion factors (Table 6-2) obtained from drying and ashing
plant samples (see Methods). Overall, mean standing crop remains
almost unchanged from July to October, primarily due to the
emergent species which tend to maintain their biomass for the
entire growing season. Blomass of all submergent species declined
in October, which was expected since most had reached maturity in
July. Deterioration of submergent species generally takes place
more rapidly after reaching maturity than does deterioration of
emergent species. Due to the low percent cover of aquatic plants,
the mean standing crop In Braidwood Cooling Pond (51 to 56 g m-2 )
is low compared to values reported for ponds and lakes with similar
species (Westlake 1963, Sculthorpe 1967, Moran 1981). Westlake
(1963) reported seasonal maximum blomass for Sclrpus and IAha of
10 kg m-2 and 4.6 kg m-2, respectively. Sculthorpe (1967) listed
standing crops of hydrophyte communities, including Phragmites
communIs and TIgpha latifolla and mixtures of emergent species, of
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800, 959, and 1,154 g dry weight m" 2 . These estimates include only
aerial organs (no roots or rhizomes). Moran (1981) gave mean
standirng crop biomass estimates for Potamogeton nodosus of 173.9
and 263.3 g dry weight m- 2 for Lake Sangchris in 1974 and 1975,
respectively.
It Is Important to know the amount of biomass In actual plant
stands in Braidwood Cooling Pond because the majority of plant
biomass Is located in discrete stands in the south and east areas
(Figures 6-1 to 6-4). Plant bed standing crop biomass was
calculated for each species using only sampl-es of that species
(Table 6-4). For the species sampled, dry weight m"2 ranged from
60 to 1,487 g in the HMC areas and from 129 to 426 g In LMC areas.
These estimates are comparable to other reported data (Moran 1981,
Schulthorpe 1967). Westlake's (1963) values are higher than those
reported here, but he may have also harvested the underground
organs. Also, the collections were made In swampy areas that
would tend to have higher standing crops than deeper, open waters.
It Is Important to note that plant stand biomass estimates are
much higher than mean standing crop estimates for the whole pond
because of the critical location of some of the stands.
Obstruction of water flow can be expected to be proportional to
macrophyte concentration (g m- 3 ) in these areas.
Peak standing crop has commonly been used to estimate seasonal
net production of aquatic vegetation (Westlake et a l. 1980,
Sculthorpe 1967). The highest blomass estimate found during the
two sample periods (July and October) was considered peak standing
crop for Braldwood Cooling Pond. In all species, except
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Phragmites communis and Tyhab spp., peak mean standing crop
occurred in July, when the total mean standing crop of 15.39 g dry
weight m -2 was attained. E. communis and lypha spp. peaked In
October with a mean total standing crop of 13.23 g dry weight m"2
(Table 6-3). Peak mean standing crop of each species, whether in
July or October, was summed to obtain a production estimate of
17.01 g dry weight m-2 for Braldwood Cooling Pond in 1983.
Productivity was low compared to other lakes for several reasons:
(1) despite the presence of many dense stands, the percent cover
in the pond was relatively low; (2) no biomass estimates were
made of Potamogeton cr.ispus and Ranunculus sp. because beds were
never located. In the case of E. crispus, we may have missed the
beds due to the timing of the samples. E. crIspus flourishes
early in the season and decreases by mid- to late-summer. Those
estimates would have increased the maximum biomass and annual
production estimates for the pond. The same is true for
Ranunculus sp. Sample collections In late May or early June may
alleviate this problem.
Peak standing crop estimated from stand biomass is
substantially higher than that calculated from mean standing crop.
All emergent species have standing crops comparable to those
reported by Sculthorpe (1967). Westlake's (1963) estimates for
the emergents Sclrpus and y are high, again probably due to
the measurements of underground organs and the location of the
collection. The submergent Potamogeton nodosus had a stand
blomass ranging from 129 to 324 g dry weight m"2 in Braldwood
Cooling Pond; those estimates were similar to Moran's (1981)
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estimates of 173.3 to 263.6 g dry weight m"2 . The whole poni
standing crop for Braidwood Cool ing Pond was 5.58 kg dry weight in
July and 3.66 kg dry weight in October, which is a substantial
amount of plant material, especially when located In such discrete
stands and in somewhat critical locations.
Infrared Photographs
Infrared photographs for 3 years (1981-1983) were examined
and compared to determine year-to-year changes In aquatic plant
populations. After examination, Information from the infrared
photographs was transferred to Individual maps (Figures 6-2 to
6-4). From each map, percent cover of each strata was estimated
using methods described earlier. A map without plant stands has
been Included for referencing land masses in Braidwood Cooling
Pond (Figure 6-5).
In 1981, approximately 9.1% (4.5% HMC, 4.6% LMC) of the
surface area of Braldwood Cool ing Pond was covered with
macrophytes; in 1982 and 1983 there were successive decreases in
cover, 6.6% (1.0% HMC, 5.6% LMC) and 4.2% (0.3% HMC, 3.9% LMC),
respectively. In each case, HMC areas constituted less than half
of the total cover and that percentage decreased with each
successive year. Little species-specific plant work or hand
mapping was done prior to this study, so It is difficult to assess
taxonomic changes. General changes can be documented, however.
From conversations with scientists working at Braldwood Cooling
Pond In 1981-1982, It seems apparent that PhEragmL±tes ommnis
populations have decreased steadI ly since 1981. More Importantly,
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there was an unidentified emergent species that dominated the east
and northeast portion of the pond in 1981 but virtually
disappeared by 1982. Probably the decrease in percent cover from
1981 to 1982 is partly due to the demise of that emergent. There
were shoots of Cyperus sp. and Sclrpus sp. found in those areas in
1983, and Spar ganlum sp. was present in autumn 1982 (Alan Perkins
and Steve Havera, personal communication) so some of these species
may have been present In 1981. In any case, pond filling appears
to have caused this unidentified emergent to die off.
The trend emerging In the aquatic plant population In
Braldwood Cooling Pond Is an increase in submergent populations
and a leveling off or decline In emergent species. Pond filling
and maintenance of the water level may have caused the demise of
Phragmltes communIs and emergent species in the deeper waters.
Prior to pond fill, any swampy or wet areas would have encouraged
emergent species to flourish, but when the pond was filled and
water levels maintained, conditions became less favorable for
emergent species. Germination of yb.ha spp. seed requires
specific light and temperature conditions and deeper waters may
permit only limited, If any, germination (Linde et al. 1976,
Sifton 1959). Therefore, it Is possible that emergents may be
limited to shallow water and near-shore areas in the future.
It was also observed that populations of Potaogaeton nodosus
have increased since pond fill, In some areas to the point that
fish sampling locations were altered because of the increase. No
other submergent species has been noted to increase; but, since
little macrophyte work was done In previous years, changes
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probably went unnoticed. Typical ly, development of submargent
macrophyte populations in newly formed ponds and lakes takes a few
years. After formation of populations the trend Is toward
overabundant, even nuisance, amounts of macrophytes (Tazik et al.
1982, Moran 1981).
Braldwood Cooling Pond has been filled for three seasons and
plant populations have not yet reached nuisance proportions.
There are large areas of the pond that are virtual ly plant free
(north and west sections). There are several possible
explanations for these large NMC areas. The west side was
farmland prior to construction of the pond and herbicides were
probably used. There may be herbicide residues that currently
Inhibit the establishment of macrophyte populations. If this Is
the reason for that large NMC area, the res dues will dIminish
with time and plants will Inhabit the area. Strong westerly winds
may also be a factor inhibiting establishment of macrophytes since
wave action makes it difficult for rooted aquatics to become
established (Hutchinson 1975). In some areas of the pond, water
depth may be a limiting factor, since only in rare cases has
aquatic plant growth been recorded below 9 m (Hutchinson 1975).
Based on secchi measurements (0.46 to 1.22 m, see Section 2)
macrophytes can be expected to inhabit waters 1-2 m deep
(Hutchinson 1975). Other factors such as water temperature and
clarity, alkallnity, and pH affect aquatic plant growth and
production, but none of these parameters are I mlting In Braldwood
Cooling Pond at this tIme (Commonwealth Edison Company 1983).
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The aquatic macrophytes in Braidwood Cooling Pond cannot
presently be regarded as problematic. 'There Is, however, the-
potential for them to develop to nuisance proportions. The
current location of the submersed macrophyte stands in Braldwood
Cooling Pond could pose problems if they were to Increase in size
and density. There are numerous stands of Potamogeton nodosus In
at least one area of critical flow in the pond; if the beds
spread, they could reduce the flow of water considerably. New
plant species can be expected to inhabit the pond In the future
(Moran 1981). An increase in submerged macrophytes species and
biomass can be expected In Braldwood Cooling Pond in the next few
years, regardless of a change in temperature regime due to plant
operation. With the increase in water temperature expected after
the plant goes on line, even more dramatic changes may take place.
Moran (1981) found the highest plant biomasses in the discharge
arm of Lake Sangchris. Sudden and dramatic increases In biomass
may be problematic in terms of water flow, evapotranspiration, and
dissolved oxygen stress during decompostion.
Further studies of the macrophyte communities, both
preoperational and after the plant begins operation, will allow
documentation of changes that may aid in circumvention of problems
and/or management of areas with the potential of developing
problematic levels of plant biomass. Since aerial photographs do
not completely document stands of aquatic vegetation, especially
submergent species, It would be beneficial to supplement them with
additional information, such as that obtained from hand mapping.
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SUMMARY
1. Aquatic macrophyte populations in Braldwood Cooling Pond were
surveyed in July and October 1983. The pond vegetation was
mapped and biomass samples were collected of all dominant and
abundant species. Collections were also made for
Identification and preservation In the INHS herbarium.
Infrared photographs of the pond vegetation (1981-1983) were
compared.
2. In 1983, Infrared photographs and hand mapping were used to
obtain the most accurate picture of the aquatic vegetation.
Due to the limitations of each type of mapping, we recommend
that they be used in combination.
3. The aquatic plant community consisted of 11 species, 7 of
which were sampled for biomass. A stratified sampling design
was employed; samples were collected from two strata, high
macrophyte concentration (HMC) and low macrophyte
concentration (LMC) areas. BIomass samples from each strata
were weighted by the percent surface area of the pond the
strata occupied.
4. The mean pond standing crop was 15.39 g dry weight m-2  in
July and 13.23 g dry weight m"2 in October. Maximum standing
crop for 1983 was 17.01 g dry weight m-2 .
5. Plant bed standing crop biomass ranged from 60 to 1,487 g dry
weight m-2 in HMC areas and 129 to 426 g dry weight m,2 in
LMC areas. These estimates are comparable to other reported
estimates. The whole pond standing crop was 5.58 kg dry
weight in July and 3.66 kg In October.
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6. Total surface area covered by macrophytes has decreased each
year since 1981. In 1981, there was 9.1% cover, In 1982
6.6%, and in 1983 4.2%.
7. Reasons for the decrease in plant populations from 1981 to
the present Include the demise of an unidentified emergent
species and the gradual decline in the emergent Phragmltes
commun is,, primarily attributable to pond fill.
8. There has been an observed increase In populations of the
submergent Potamogeton nodosus. This increase is consistent
with the expected trend of decreasing emergent and Increasing
submergent populations.
9. At this time, aquatic plant populations are not at nuisance
levels but there Is a potential for them to reach those
levels.
10. Submergent populations are expected to increase prior to
plant operation and they may Increase even more during
operational periods.
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Figure 6-1. Aquatic vegetation map based on hand mapping done in July 1983.
m HMC
0" LMC
Figure 6-2. Aquatic vegetation map based on infrared photographs
taken in July 1983.
Figure 6-3. Aquatic vegetation map based on infrared photographs
taken in July 1982.
SHMC
E LMC
Figure 6-4. Aquatic vegetation map based on infrared photographs
taken in July 1981.
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Figure 6-5. Braidwood Cooling Pond.
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Table 6-1. Aquatic plant taxa in Braidwood Cooling Pond in
1983.
Scientific Name
Potamoaaton fo losus
A±amgaeton nodosus
Potamogaeton pectinaus
Qotamaagt±an crispus
Ranuncul us spp.lypbha athfoliai
ypha angustifolla
Polygonum flultans
Phragmites communis
Scirpus sp.
RCypuas sp.
Common Name
Leafy pondweed
American pondweed
Sago pondweed
Cur Iyleaf pondweed
Water buttercup
Common catta 1 1
Narrowleaf catta11
Water smartweed
Common reed
Bulrush
Galingale
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Table 6-2. Fresh to dry and fresh to ash-free dry weight
conversion factors for aquatic plant species In Braidwood Cooling
Pond In 1983.
Conversion factor
Fresh to Fresh to ash-free
Species dry weight dry weight
EotamogetQn foi =us 0.152 0.039
Potamoaaton nodosus 0.142 0.046
Potamooeton pec•t0natus 0.130 0.044
Potamoaeton cr * *
Iypha spp. 0.178 0.043
RanuncuI us spp. *
PoIygonum fLuians 0.164 0.044
Phragmltes communis 0.459 0.125
Scirpus sp. 0.245 0.069
CyQmrus sp. * *
*No biomass samples collected
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Table 6-3. Mean standing crop of
Braidwood Cooling Pond In fresh, dry, and
each species sampled in
ash-free dry weights.
Fresh weight Dry weight
Ash-free
dry weight
Phragmitems communLa
July
October
ITyMpha spp.
July
October
Scirpus spp.
July
October
Potamoaeton nodosus
July
October
e.. pectlnatus
July
October
i. follosus
July
October
Po I ygonum futans
July
October
16.79 13.01 7.71 5.98 2.10 1.63
17.43 14.77 7.57 6.77 2.18 1.85
16.58 11.38 2.95 2.02 0.71 0.49
25.28 18.78 4.50 3.34 1.09 0.81
14.06 9.25 3.45 2.27 0.97 0.64
0.46 0.31 0.11 0.08 0.03 0.02
5.11 15.96
6.59 6.23
0.13 0.29
0.10 0.06
0.21 0.51
0.00 0.00
3.10 1.84
0.65 0.64
0.72 2.26 0.23 0.73
0.93 0.98 0.30 0.29
0.02 0.04 0.01 0.01
0.01 0.01 0.004 0.003
0.03 0.08 0.01 0.02
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.51 0.30 0.14 0.08
0.11 0.11 0.03 0.03
55.98 52.24 15.39 12.95
50.51 40.79 13.23 11.29
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Total
July
October
4.17
3.63
3.60
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Appendix 2A-1.
units/li ter) at four
25 May, 27 July, and
Euphotic zone phytoplankton densities (algal
sampling stations In Braidwood Cooling Pond on
14 September 1983.
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Appendix 2A-3. Temperature and dissolved oxygen profiles at
four sampling stations In Braldwood Cooling Pond on 25 May, 27 July,
and 14 September 1983.
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Appendix 2A-3. Temperature and dissolved oxygen profiles at four sampling
stations in Braidwood Cooling Pond on 25 May, 27 July, and 14 September 1983
(-- Indicates missing data).
Temperature Dissolved Oxygen
Month Depth 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
May 0.0 17.2 17.0 18.8 12.0 - -, - --*
26.2
26.2
26.2
26.2
21.0
21.0
20.8
20.3
20.1
20.1
26*.8
26.8
26.8
26.8
26.8
26.7
26.7
26.7
26.6
20.8
20.5
20.2
26,.8
26.8
26.8
26.6
19.5
19.5
19.0
19.0
27.4
27.4
27.4
27.4
27.3
27.0
26.8
26.7
20.8
20.8
20.8
20.8
20.6
20.5
20.2
20.2
7.8
7.7
7.8
7.7
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.2
8.2
8.4
7.4
7.6
7.6
7.6
7.7
7.6
7.6
7.6
7.5
7.7
7.6
7.6
7.6
8.2 8.2
8.3 8.4
8.1 8.3
8.1
7.8
7.7
7.7
7.8
7.7
7.7
7.8
7.7
8.1
8.2
8.1
8.1
8.05
8.0
7.9
7.8
* Instrument problems, no readings for May.
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July
Sept.
0.00
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
Appendix 2A-2. Euphotic zone phytoplankton densities (algal
units/lIter) by major group at four sampling stations In Braidwood
Cooling Pond on 25 May, 27 July, and 14 September 1983.
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Appendix 4A. Taxonomic literature used to identify
benthic macroinvertebrates.
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Appendix 4B. Ancillary measurements obtained concurrently
with benthic collections from Braidwood Cooling Pond.
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Appendix 48-1. Ancillary measurements obtained concurrently with the
15 April 1981 benthic collection on Braidwood cooling pond, Illinois.
Station
lA 18 IC 10 IE 1F 1G
Depth (ft) 8 27 45 7 7 7 6
Temperature (*C) 13.0 12.8 10.1 13.9 12.5 12.9 13.5
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 9.2 8.9 5.5 8.3 8.0 8.9 9.6
2A 28 2C 20 2E
Depth (ft) 9 41 52 14 14
Temperature (*C) 11.5 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 9.2 9.0 9.6 8.6 8.6
3A 38 3C 3D 3E 3F 3G
Depth (ft) 8 25 29 6 5 6 6
Temperature (*C) 14.0 13.0 11.0 13.0 13.5 13.0 14.0
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 10.4 9.4 8.2 11.1 11.1 11.2 11.6
4A 48 4C 4D 4E
Depth (ft) 6 6 6 20 6
Temperature (°C) 14.0 12.2 13.0 12.2 14.0
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 10.8 10.6 11.3 9.7 10.9
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Appendix 48-2. Ancillary measurements obtained concurrently with the
15 July 1981 benthic collection on Braidwood cooling pond Illinois.
Station
1A 18 IC 1D 1E IF 1G
Depth (ft) 10 40 45 5 7 6 6
Temperature (°C) 26.0 25.2 25.2 25.2 25.1 24.8 24.8
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 5.3 6.9 5.1 7.4 6.9 6.5 6.4
2A 2B 2C 2D 2E 2F 2G
Depth (ft) 10 40 55 7 7 15 15
Temperature (°C) 25.5 25.2 25.5 25.4 25.5 25.1 25.1
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 6.6 7.2 5.6 6.4 7.4 5.6 5.8
3A 38 3C 3D 3E 3F 3G
Depth (ft) 10 25 35 10 7 5 6
Temperature (*C) 24.0 13.0 13.5 13.5 24.9 25.0 25.0
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 6.5 0.5 0.3 6.5 4.8 3.2 4.0
4A 48 4C 4D 4E
Depth (ft) 7 8 7 25 10
Temperature (*C) 25.0 24.7 24.8 22.5 25.0
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 6.8 7.3 7..2 2.1 7.0
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Appendix 48-3. Ancillary measurements obtained concurrently with the
15 April 1982 benthic collection on Braidwood cooling pond. Illinois.
Station
LA 1B IC 10 IE IF IG
Depth (ft) 10 45 50 7 7 7 7
Temperature (*C) 6.5" 5.8 6.0 8.2 8.0 8.0 8.2Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 11.7 11.6 11.6 11.4 11.4 11.4 11.5
2A 28 2C 20 2E 2F 2G
Depth (ft) 10 40 60 7 15 15 15
Temperature (*C) 6.0 6.0 7.0 7.0 6.5 7.0 7.0
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 11.6 9.6 9.6 9.6 9.6 9.6 9.5
3A 38 3C 3D 3E 3F 3G
Depth (ft) 10 30 30 6 6 6 6Temperature (*C) 7.5 7.0 7.0 8.0 7.5 7.8 7.9
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 12.1 12.2 11.8 11.5 11.9 11.9 11.9
4A 48 4C 40 4E
Depth (ft) 6 8 7 20 7
Temperature (°C) 9.2 10.0 9.5 8.5 8.5
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 12.0 11.9 12.0 12.2 12.0
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Appendix 48-4. Ancillary measurements obtained concurrently with the
14 July 1982 benthic collection on Braidwood cooling pond Illinois.
Station
1A 18B C 10D E IF IG
Depth (ft) 10 45 45 6 7 7 7
Temperature (*C) 25.8 12.5 19.5 25.8 25.8 25.5 25.8
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 8.4 0.1 0.1 8.3 8.2 8.0 7.4
2A 28 2C 20 2E 2F 2G
Depth (ft) 15 40 55 7 15 15 15Temperature (*C) 26.0 21.0 21.0 25.8 24.0 24.0 24.0
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 7,8 6.3 4.0 9.0 7.8 2.5 7.8
3A 38 3C 3D 3E 3F 3G
Depth (ft) 10 30 32 6 6 6 6
Temperature (*C) 23.2 13.0 12.5 25.5 24.5 25.5 25.5
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 5.2 0.1 0.1 8.3 8.2 7.9 7.5
4A 48 4C 40 4E
Depth (ft) 7 7 7 20 7
Temperature (°C) 25.8 24.5 25.8 24.5 26.1
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 7,9 6.8 8.0 3.1 8.2
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Appendix 4B-5. Ancillary measurements obtained concurrently with the
20 April 1983 benthic collection on Braidwood cooling pond Illinois.
Station
1A 1B 1C ID 1E IF 1G
Depth (ft) 10 45 45 6 6 6 6
Temperature (*C) 7.0 6.5 6.0 6.0 6.5 6.5 7.0
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 11.8 11.9 11.9 12.0 12.3 12.3 12.2
2A 2B 2C 2D 2E 2F 2G
Depth (ft) 10 45 55 14 7 7 7
Temperature (*C) 7.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.5 6.5 6.5
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.3 12.4 12.4
3A 3B 3C 3D 3E 3F 3G
Depth (ft) 15 26 30 6 6 6 6
Temperature (°C) 7.0 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 11.6 11.6 11.2 11.8 11.9 11.9 12.0
4A 4B 4C 4D 4E
Depth (ft) 6 8 7 20 7
Temperature (*C) 6.2 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 11.9
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Appendix 48-6. Ancillary measurements obtained concurrently with the
14 July 1983 benthic collection on Braidwood cooling pond Illinois.
Station
1A 18 IC 1D IE 1F IG
Depth (ft) i2 45 40 6 6 6 6
Temperature (*C) 28.5 12.0 21.0 28.0 28.5 27.5 29.0
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 9.6 0.5 1.5 9.4 8.9 8.8 8.6
2A 28 2C 2D 2E 2F 2G
Depth (ft) 5 45 50 9 14 14 12
Temperature (*C) 28.0 21.5 21.0 26.0 26.0 24.0 25.0
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 9.7 0.5 3.8 8.5 8.6 3.5 7.1
3A 38 3C 3D 3E 3F 3G
Depth (ft) 15 30 30 7 6 4 6
Temperature (*C) 21.0 12.5 12.5 27.0 28.0 27.5 28.0
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 4.8 0.3 0.3 8.0 8.1 7.9 8.3
4A 4B 4C 4D 4E
Depth (ft) 6 6 6 6 6
Temperature (*C) 27.0 27.0 27.0 21.5 27.5
Dissolved oxygen (ppm) 8.3 8.2 8.4 4.6 8.8
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Appendix 4C. Relative abundance (no./m 2) of benthic organisms
collected from Braidwood Cooling Pond from 1981 - 1983.
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. 2ETER
15 APRIL 1981 1A-1
LIINODRILUS HOFFHEI. 125
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 125
CAENIS 83
HEXAGENIA 42
ABLABESMYIA 42
CRIPTOTENDIPES 42
DICROTENDIPES 83
PARATENDIPES 83
POLYPEDILUM 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 83
PARATANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 667
TOTAL ORGANISMS 917
1 A-2
LIaNODRILUS HOFFIEI. 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 125
HYDROBAENUS 42
NANOCLADIUS 42
PARATENDIPES 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 83
TANYTARSUS 125
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 583
TOTAL ORGANISMS 708
1B-1
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
HIXAGENIA 167
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 125
PROCLADIUS 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
STICTOCHIRONOMUS '42
TOTAL CBIRONOiIDAE 208
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND ?ROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON N0. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1981 1B-1 (CONT.)
TOTAL ORGANISAS 542
1B-2
LIMNODRILUS EOFPMEI. '42
NAIDIDAE 42
DERO DIGITATA 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 125
HEXAGENIA 83
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 93
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 167
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 42
TOTAL ORGANISMS 500
IC-1
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
AQUATIC ACARI 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 2542
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 458
PROCLADIUS 125
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 167
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3250
1C-2
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 2000
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 292
TOTAL CHIRONO)IDAE -3
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2375
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABONDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. ?ETER
15 APRIL 1981 (CONT.)
1D-1
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 83
PSEUDOSIITTIA 42
PARATENDIPES 458
POLYPEDILUa 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 583
TOTAL ORGANISMS 708
1E-1
NAIDIDAE 42
ENCHYTRAEIDAE 1083
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1125
DIPTERA 83
PSEUDOS3ITTIA 375
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 375
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1500
1F-1
PALPO6TIA COMPLEX 33
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1750
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1833
1G-1
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 333
CRICOTOPUS SYL. GR. 42
DICROTENDIPES 375
ENDOCHIONORUS 83
PARACHIIONOUJS 42
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISIS
COLLECTED FROM 8RAIDWOOD COOLING POND FRCPM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
.15 APRIL 1981 1G-1 (CONT.)
CLADOTANYTARSUS 167
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 750
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1083
2A-1
HEXAGENIA 42
PALPO3YIA COMPLEX 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
ENDOCHIRONOMUS 42
PARATANYTARSUS 42
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 292
TOTAL ORGANISMS 375
2A-2
HEXAGENIA 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
ENDOCHIRONOMUS 42
PARACHIRONOOUS 42
PARATENDIPES 167
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONONIDAE 625
TOTAL ORGANISMS 667
2B-1
NAIDIDAE 125
NAIS 42
NAIS PAPDALIS 125
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 292
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. ET R
15 APRIL 1981 2B-1 (CONT.)
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 208
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 417
PROCLADIUS 8 3
NANOCLADIUS 33
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
STICTOCHIRONOMUS 42
TANYTARSIS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 333
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1250
2B-2
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
HEXAGENIA 42
CHAOBORUS PONCTIPEN. 42
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 417
PROCLADIUS 83
NANOCLADIUS 42
POLYPEDILUM 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 167
TOTAL ORGANISMS 708
2C-1
LIMNODRILUS CLAPARE. 167
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 250
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 750
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 93
PROCLADIUS 42
CHIRONOIUS 42
PARATENDIPES 125
STICTOCHIRONOMUS 93
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 458
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1981 2C-1 (CONT.)
TOTAL ORGANIS3S 1542
2C-2
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 792
PALPOKYIA COMPLEX 167
PROCLADIUS 83
CHIRONOMUS 42
PARATENDIPES 625
TOTAL CHIRONOM!DAE 833
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1792
2D-1
LIMNODRILUS HOFFMEI. 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
CHIRONOMUS 167
DICROTENDIPES 83
PSEUDOCHIRONOMUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 542
TOTAL ORGANISMS 625
23-1
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
CHIRONN01S .167
CLADOTANYTARSUS 417
TOTAL CHIONOMIDAE 625
TOTAL ORGANISIS 667
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. ,ET2TR
15 APRIL 1981 (CONT.)
3A-1
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
CAENIS 125
HEXAGENIA 42
CHRYSOPS 42
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 250
DICROTENDIPES 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 83
TOTAL ORGANISMS 583
3A-2
NAIDIDAE 83
DERO 42
PARANAIS FRICI 458
PRISTINA 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 625
PELECYPODA 83
GYRAULUS 42
PHYSA 125
HEXAGENIA 42
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 208
CLINOTANYPUS 42
EPOICOCLADIUS 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
POLYPEDILUM 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 208
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1333
3B-1
MAIDIDA2 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHA2TA 83
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 292
PALPO1YIA COMPLEX 417
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISIS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL-1981 38-1 (CONT.)
PROCLADIUS 42
CRYPTOCHIPONOMUS 83
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOaIDAE 167
TOTAL ORGANISIS 958
38-2
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 792
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 125
TOTAL ORGANISMS 917
3C-1
TUBIFEX TUBIFEX 292
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 667
HEXAGENIA 42
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 792
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1583
3C-2
TUBIFEX TUBIFEX 625
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1042
CAENIS 42
ENALLAGMA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 1625
PROCLADIUS 42
CHIRONOMUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 208
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2958
A4-26
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1981 (CONT.)
3D-1
CAENIS 42
HEXAGENIA 42
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 250
DICROTENDIPES 167
PARATENDIPES 42
PSEUDOCHIRONOMUS 42
TANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 417
TOTAL ORGANISaS 750
3E-1
HYALELLA AZTECA 42
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 33
PROCLADIUS 42
PS'EUDOSMITTIA 42
DICROTENDIPES 625
ENDOCHIRONOMUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 792
TOTAL ORGANISMS 917
3F-1
PALPOIYIA COMPLEX 42
PARATENDIPES 42
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 83
TOTAL ORGANISMS 125
3G-1
PALPO.YIA COPLEX 42
A4-27
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1981 3G-1 (CONT.)
PARACHIRONOMUS 42
TANYTARSUS 33
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 167
TOTAL ORGANITSMS 208
4A-1
CAENIS 42
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 42
DICROTENDIPES 292
POLYPEDILUM '42
PSEUDOCHIRONOlUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOUIDAE 417
TOTAL ORGANISIS 500
4A-2
DICROTENDIPES 42
PSEUDOCHIRONOMUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMiDAE 250
TOTAL ORGANISIS 250
4B-1
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 250
POLYPEDILUM 42
PSEUDOCHIRONOMUS 250
CLADOTANYTARSgS 167
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 458
TOTAL ORGANISMS 708
A4-28
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FRO BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND PBOM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1981 (CONT.)
4B-2
CAENIS 83
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 542
TOTAL ORGANISMS 667
4C-1
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 33
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 33
DICROTENDIPES 208
PSEUDOCHIEONOMUS 458
CLADOTANYTARSUS 208
PARATANYTARSUS 42
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1375
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1458
4C-2
CAENIS 83
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
ABLABES3YIA 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 83
DICROTENDIPES 375
POLYPEDILUM 42
PSEUDOCHIRONOU1S 125
CLADOTANYTARSUS 333
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1667
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1792
A4-29
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. I!TER
15 APRIL 1981 . (CONT.)
4D-1
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 208
PSEUDOCHIRONOMUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 42
TOTAL ORGANISMS 250
4D-2
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 208
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 375
PARACHIRONOUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDA. 125
TOTAL OPGANISMS 708
4E- 1
NAIS 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHArTA 42
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 208
DICROTENDIPES 93
PSEUDOCHIRONOMUS 833
TANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1250
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1500
4E-2
PALPOYLTA COMPLEX 125
DICROTENDIPES 1083
PSEUDOCHIRONOMguS 3 167
CLADOTANYTARSUS 167
TANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 4917
A4- 30
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981- 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1981 4E-2 (CONT.)
TOTAL ORGANIS-S 5042
15 JULY 1981 1A-1
167
CAENIS 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
POLYPEDILUd 83
PSEUDOCHIRONOBUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 167
TOTAL C.HIRONOMIDAE 417
TOTAL ORGANISMS 625
1 A-2
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 125
CAENIS 83
HEXAGENIA 83
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 42
PROCLADIUS 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 83
CRYPTOTENDIPES 83
DICROTENDIPES 42
POLYPEDILUM 792
PSEUDOCHIRONOMUS 33
CLADOTANYTARSUS 1042
PARATANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CRIRONOMIDAE 2917
TOTAL ORGANISIS 3250
13-1
NAIDIDAE 83
A4-31
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FRO BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROI 1981 - 1983.
DATE
15 JULY 1981
STATION
13-1
TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
(CONT.)
DERO DIGITATA
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN.
TOTAL ORGANISMS
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN.
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX
TOTAL ORGANISMS
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN.
TOTAL ORGANISMS
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN.
PALPOMYTA COMPLEX
CHIRONOUS
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE
TOTAL ORGANISMS
NAIS PARDALIS
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA
CAENIS
EN ALLA GM A
1B-2
83
167
250
417
1C-1
333
42
375
1C-2
42
583
625
10-1
458
42
42
42
542
A4-32
125
125
250
42
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FRON BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. *ETER
15 JULY 1981 1D-1 (CONT.)
DICOTENDIPES 125
PARACHIRONOMUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 458
PARATANYTARSUS 250
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1333
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1750
1E-1
CHIRONOMUS 42
TANYTARSINI 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 917
TOTAL CHIBONOMIDAE 1167
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1167
1F-1
NAIDIDAE 83
DERO DIGITATA 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
CAENTS 42
CHIRONOMUS 83
GLYPTOTENDIPES 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 42
PARACHIRONOGU S 125
POLYPEDILUM 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
PARATANYTARSUS 83
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 750
TOTAL ORGANISMS 958
A4-33
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROB 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ, METER
15 JULY 1981 (CONT.)
1G-1
CAENIS 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 83
PROCLADIUS 42
CLADOPEL.A 83
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 167
MICROCHIRONOMUS 42
PARACHIRONOMUS 83
POLYPEDILUM 875
CLADOTANYTA.RSUS 208
PARATANYTARSUS 125
TANYTARSUS 142
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 2125
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2250
2A-1
HEXAGENIA 83
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 83
MICROCHIRONOMUS 83
POLYPEDILUM 458
CLADOTANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOaIDAE 833
TOTAL ORGAN`SMS 917
2A-2
HEXAGENIA 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS U 2
HARNISCHIA 42
POLYPEDIL.[ 333
CLADOTANYTARSUTS 125
TOTAL CHIRONOIDAE 667
TOTAL ORGANISMS 708
A4-34
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE
15 JULY 1981
STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
(CONT.)
2B-1
CRAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN.
TOTAL ORGANISMS
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN.
CHIRONOMUS
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE
TOTAL ORGANISMS
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA
CHAOSORUS PUNCTIPEN.
CHIPONOMUS
PSEUDOCHIRONOMUS
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE
TOTAL ORGANISMS
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN.
CHIRONOM US
TOTAL CHIPONOMIDAE
TOTAL ORGANISMS
PARANAIS FRICI
23-2
125
125
2C-1
125
250
42
42
417
2C-2
42
250
83
42
125
417
2D-1
125
42
42
167
A4-35
83
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED F3O BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983,
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. *ETER
15 JULY 1981 2D-1 (CONT.)
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
CAENIS 42
CHAOBORUrS PUNCTIPEN. 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
POLYPEDILUM 93
CLADOTANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 208
TOTAL ORGANISMS 458
2E-1
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 125
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 292
POLYPEDILUM 42
PSEUDOCHIRONOJuS '42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 500
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 667
TOTAL ORGAN!SMS 1083
2F-1
TOTAL OLIGOCHAFTA 42
TOTAL ORGANISMS 42
2G-1
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA '42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
TOTAL ORGANISMS 83
A4-36
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANSIS
COLLECTED FRO BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FRO? 1981 - 1983.
STATION
15 JULY 1981
TA XO N NO. PER
SQ. METER
(CO NT.)
3A-1
CHAOBORUS PUNCTTPEN.
TOTAL ORGANISMS
PARANAIS FRICI
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA
DUBIR APHIA
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN.
TOTAL CHIRONo1DAZ
TOTAL ORGANISNS
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN.
TOTAL ORGANISMS
NAIDIDAE
DERO DIGITATA
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN.
TOTAL ORGANISMS
LIMNODRILUS HOFFMEI.
TUBIFEX TUSIFEX
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA
DATE
3A-2
125
125
3B-1
42
42
42
42
42
167
3 B-2
333
333
3C-1
42
42
83
375
458
A4-37
42
42
125
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. ETER
15 JULY 1981 3C-1 (CONT.)
CHAOBORJS PUNCTIPEN. 208
TOTAL ORGANISMS 333
3C-2
LIINODRILUS HOFFMEI. 42
TUBIFEX TUBIFEX 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 125
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 292
CHIRONONUS 42
PARAWHIRONOMUS 42
PSEUDOCHIONOnUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOBIDAE 125
TOTAL ORGANISMS 542
30-1
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPSN. 625
TOTAL ORGANISMS 625
33-1
NAIDIDAE 42
STYLARIA LACUSTRIS 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 83
HEXAGENIA 93
COELOTANYPUS 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOAIDAE 125
TOTAL ORGANISMS 292
A4-38
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FRO1 BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ, METER
15 JULY 1981 (CONT.)
3F-1
NAIDIDAE 375
DERO DIGITATA 917
PARANAIS FRICI 208
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1500
CRICOTOPUS 42
HYDROBAENUS 42
CHIRONOMUS 167
DICROTENDIPES 42
PARACHIRONOMUS 83
PARATANYTARSUS 292
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIPONOMIDAE 750
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2250
3G-1
NAIDIDAE 83
STYLARIA LACUSTRIS 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 125
CHIRONOMUS 208
DICROTENDIPES 42
ENDOCHIRONOtUS 42
PARACHIRONOMUS 83
PARATANYTARSUS 125
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 500
TOTAL ORGANISMS 625
4A-1
CRYPTOCHIRONONUS 125
PSEUDOCHIRONOMUS 125
CLADOTANYTARSUS 625
TOTAL CHIPONOMIDAE 1167
TOTAL ORGANISNS 1167
A4-39
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. aETER
15 JULY 1981 (CONT.)
4A-2
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
CRYPTOTENDIPES 208
POLYPEDILU1 125
POLYPEDILUM 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOIDAZ 375
TOTAL ORGANISMS 417
4 B-1
POLYPEDILUJM 125
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 208
TOTAL ORGANISMS 208
4B-2
GOMPHUS 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
TOTAL ORGANISMS 83
4C-1
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 83
PROCLADITS 42
MICROCHIRONOIUS '42
PSEUDOCHIRONOMUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 1167
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1458
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1542
A4-40
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. MET!R
15 JULY 1981 (CONT.)
aC-2
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 417
TOTAL CHIPONOMIDAZ 417
TOTAL ORGANISMS 500
4D-1
NAIDIDAE 167
DERO DIGITATA 333
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 500
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 625
PROCLADIUS 42
CHIPONOMUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 125
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1250
4D-2
CHAOBORUS ?UNCTIPEN. 208
CHIRONOM1S 83
PSEUDOCHIRONOMUS 42
STICTOCHIRONOMUS 42
TOTAL CHIPONOMIDAE 208
TOTAL ORGANISMS 417
45-I
DERO DIGITATA 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
PROCLADIUS 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMJS 42
POLYPEDILOUM 42
A4-41
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISIS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROH 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON 0O. PER
SQ. METER
15 JULY 1981 4E-1 (CO.NT.)
CLADOTANYTARSUS 167
TOTAL CHIRONOSIDAE 417
TOTAL ORGANISMS 458
4 E-2
ORTHOCLADIINAE 42
CHIRONOUS '42
POLYPEDILUM 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 292
TOTAL CHIRONONIDAE 458
TOTAL ORGANISMS 458
A4-42
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF SENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1982 1A-1
PARANAIS FRICI 125
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
CAENIS 458
HEXAGENIA - 42
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 292
CHIRONOKUS 83
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
PARATENDIPES 42
POLYPEDILUM 125
CLADOTANYTARSUS 583
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1250
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1917
1A-2
HYDRA 83
NAIDIDAE 83
DERO DIGITATA 42
PARANAIS FRICI 4875
UNIDENTIFIED IMIIAT. 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 5042
HEXAGENTA 83
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 83
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 83
CHIRONOMUS 83
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 125
PARATENDIPES 42
POLYPEDILUM 542
CLADOTANYTARSUS 292
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1292
TOTAL ORGANISMS 6583
A4-43
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ASUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROI BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROE 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1982 (CONT.)
1B-1
NAIDIDAE 42
DERO DIGITATA 125
PARANAIS FRICI 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 208
HEXAG3NIA 83
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 83
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 208
PROCLADIUS 500
CHIRONOMUS 250
CRIPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
PARATENDIPES 125
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 917
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1500
1B-2
NAIDIDAE 125
PARANAIS FRICI 250
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 375
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 3750
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 250
PROCLADIUS 125
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 83
CHIRONOMUS 1083
PARATENDIPES 750
POLYPEDILUM 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 2083
TOTAL ORGANISMS 6458
1C-1
NEMATODA 167
NAIS COMMUNIS 125
ENCHYTRAEIDAE 42
A4-44
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISaS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROB 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1982 1C-1 (CONT.)
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
CAENIS 93
HEXAGENIA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 917
PALPOIYIA CONPLEX 83
PROCLADIUS 1583
ORTHOCLADIINAE 125
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 42
CHIRONOnUS 917
CLADOPELMA 625
DICROTENDIPES 42
GLYPTOTENDIPES 42
MICROCHIRONONUS 42
PARATENDIPES 1708
POLYPEDILUM 83
CLADOTANYTARSUS 333
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 5708
TOTAL ORGANISMS 7167
1C-2
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 1083
CHIRONOMUS 292
DICROTENDIPES 42
PARATENDIPES 125
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 500
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1583
1D-1
BRYOZOA 42
NAIDIDAE 250
PARANAIS FRICI 458
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 708
A4-45
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROS BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1982 1D-1 (CONT.)
CAENIS 2
CHIRONOMUS 125
CRYPTOCHIRONO9US 83
DICROTENDIPES 83
PARATENDIPES 167
POLYPEDILUM 167
CLADOTANYTARSUS 2000
TOTAL CHIRONO&IDAE 2875
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3667
1E-1
BRYOZOA 42
NEMATODA 83
AULODRILUS PIGUETT 208
NAIS CO1aUNIS 958
PARANAIS FRICI 458
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1625
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 42
CHIRONOMUS 208
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
HARNISCHIA '2
CLADOTANYTARSUS 3083
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 3792
TOTAL ORGANISaS 5542
1F-1
NEIATODA 42
AULODRILOS PIGUETI 42
NAIDIDAE 500
NAIS CO1MUNIS 42
PARANAIS FRICI 1792
A4-46
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISIS
COLLECTED FBRO BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PERSQ. METER
15 APRIL 1982 1F-1 (CONT.)
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 2375
PROCLADIUS 417
CHIRONOMUS 167
CLADOPEL5A 125
CRYPTOCHIRONOIUS -125
DICROTENDIPES 83
HARNISCHIA 42
MICROCHIRONOlMUS 42
PARATENDIPES 83
POLYPEDILUa 292
CLADOTANTTARSUS 375
TANYTARSOS 167
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 2042
TOTAL ORGANISMS 4458
1G-1
HYDRA 83
NEMATODA 375
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 2417
NAIDIDAE 583
DERO DIGITATA 83
NAIS COMMUNIS 42
NAIS PARDALIS 667
PARANAIS FRICI 750
ENCHYTRAZIDAE 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 4583
CAENIS 42
OECETIS 42
PALPOIYIA COMPLEX 42
PROCLADITJS 125
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 42
CHIRONOMUS 500
CLADOPELMA 42
CRYPTOCHIRONO MS 125
DICROTENDIPES 125
GLYPTOTENDIPES 42
A4-47
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISIS
COLLECTED FROB BRAIDWOOD COOLING OOND FROPI 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1982 1G-1 (CONT.)
MICROCHIRONOMUS 42
PARATENDIPES 83
POLYPEDILU 1417
PSEUDOCHIRONOMUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 2000
TANYTARSUS 167
TOTAL CHIRONOBIDAE 5083
TOTAL ORGANISMS 10250
2A-1
LINNODRILUS CLAPARE. 83
PARANAIS FRICI 167
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 250
CAENIS 125
HEXAGENIA 83
ARGIA 42
PROCLADIUS 42
CBYPTOCHIRONOaUS 83
DICROTENDIPES 42
POLYPEDILUM 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 500
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 750
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1250
2A-2
NEMATODA 42
LIaNODRILUS HOF??EI. 42
NAIDIDAE 83
NAIS 42
PARANAIS FRICI 6625
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 6792
CAENIS 125
A4-48
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF 2BNTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. sETER
15 APRIL 1982 2A-2 (CONT.)
HEXAGENIA 42
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 42
PROCLADIUS 167
CHIRONOMUS 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOUS 83
DICROTENDIPES 83
ENDOCHIRONOMUS NIGR. 42
PARATENDIPES 42
POLYPEDILUM 42
PARALAUTERBORNIELLA 42
STICTOCHIRONOMUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 708
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1333
TOTAL ORGANISMS 8375
2B-1
LIMNODRILUS CLAPARE. 125
NAIDIDAE 167
PARANAIS FRICI 125
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 542
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 958
HEXAGENIA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 250
CHIRONOMUS 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 42
TANYTARSINI 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 125
TOTAL CHiRONOMIDAE 333
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1625
A4-49
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1982 (CONT.)
2B-2
BBYOZOA 42
LINNODRILUS HOFFMEI. 42
LIZNODRILUS CLAPARE. 458
DERO 42
NAIS COMMUNIS 208
PARANAIS FRICI 42
UNIDENTIFIED IBMAT. 1208
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 2000
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 1083
PALPORTIA COMPLEX 42
PROCLADIUS 458
CHIRONOMUS - 542
CLADOPELKA 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
PARATENDIPES 167
CLADOTANYTARSUS '42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1333
TOTAL ORGANISMS 4500
2C-1
HYDRA 42
NAIDIDAE 333
DERO DIGITATA 125
NAIS 208
NAIS COMIUN~S 250
NAIS VARIABILIS 42
PARANAIS FRICI 7750
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 8750
CAENIS 292
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 958
PBOCLADIUS 208
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 42
CHIRONOMUS 542
CLADOPELMA 42
A4-50
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANC3 OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. *ETER
15 APRIL 1982 2C-1 (CONT.)
PARATENDIPES 958
PSEUDOCHIRONOOUS 42
STICTOCHIRONO US 42
PARATANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 2125
TOTAL ORGANISMS 12167
2C-2
NAIDIDAE 83
PARANAIS FRICI 292
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 417
CAENIS 42
HEXAGENIA 42
PROCLADIUS 292
PAR AKIEFFERISLLA 42
CHIRONOUS 917
CLADOPELMA 42
PARATENDIPES 333
TOTAL CHIRONOaIDAE 1667
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2167
2D-1
HYDRA 42
NErATODA 83
NAIDIDAE 708
DERO DIGITATA 125
NAIS COMMUNIS 83
NAIS VARIABILIS 125
PARANAIS PRICI 3667
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 4738
CAENIS 42
POLYCENTROPUS CINERE 83
A4-51
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTIIC ORGANIS1S
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1982 2D-1 (CONT.)
ABLABESMYIA 83
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 208
DICROTENDIPES 125
GLYPTOTENDIPES 83
PARATENDIPES 250
POLYPEDILUM 83
CLADOTANYTARSUS 1292
PARATANYTARSUS 83
TANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 2625
TOTAL ORGANISMS 7583
2E-1
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 125
LIMNODRILUS BOFFMEI. 42
LIMNODRILUS CZRVIX 42
NAIDIDAE 83
NAIS COMMUNIS 42
PARANAIS FRICI 333
UNIDENTIFIED INMAT. 833
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1500
CLADOP3ELA ,42
PARATENDIPES 167
CLADOTANYTABRSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOAIDAE 250
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1750
2F-1
HYDRA 125
NEMATODA 42
AULODPILUS PIGUETI 83
LIMNODRILUS HOFFMEI. 167
NAIDIDAE 292
A4-52
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FRO4 BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1982 2F-1 (CONT.)
PARANAIS FRICI 125
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 417
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1083
PROCLADIUS 42
CHIRBONOUS 417
CHIRONOMINI 42
CLADOPELMA 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
GLYPTOTENDIPES 42
PARATENDIPES 83
CLADOTANYTARSUS 1125
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 2042
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3292
2G-1
LINNODRILUS HOFFMEI. 42
NAIDIDAE 42
NAIS 42
UNIDENTIFIED IM1AT. 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
PROCLADIUS 83
CHIRONOMUS 500
CLADOPELMA 42
PARATENDIPES 125
CLADOTANYTARSTUS 208
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOHIDAE 1000
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1208
A4-53
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCZ OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROB 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. P•E
SQ. 3ETER
15 APRIL 1982 (CONT.)
3A-I
BRYOZOA 42
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 167
LIMNODRILUS BOFFMEI. 83
DERO DIGITATA 42
PARANAIS FRICI 125
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 417
CAENIS 458
CULICOIDES 42
PALPO•YIA COMPLEX 208
PROCLADIUS 42
CHIRONOMUS 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
PARATENDIPES 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 167
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1333
3A-2
PARANAIS FRICI 125
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 125
CAENIS 83
HEXAGENIA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 250
PROCLADIUS 208
CHIRONOMUS 42
GLIPTOTENDIPES 42
PARATENDIPES 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 417
TOTAL ORGANISMS 958
A4-54
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983-o
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1982 (CONT.)
38-1
TUBIFEX TUBIFEX 83
NAIS COMIUNIS 125
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 375
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 583
CAENIS 250
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 917
PROCLADIUS 292
PARAKIEFERIELLA 125
DICROTENDIPES 42
ENDOCHIRONOMUS NIGR. 42
GLYPTOTENDIPES 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 542
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2292
3B-2
HYDRA 83
TUBIFEX TUBIFEX 42
NAIDIDAE 42
NAIS COMMUNIS 125
PARANAIS FRICI 42
ENCHYTRAEIDAE 83
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 208
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 542
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 5333
PROCLADIUS 167
CHIRONOMUS 167
DICROTENDIPES 42
PARATENDIPES 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 417
TOTAL ORGANISMS 6375
A4-55
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. 0ETER
15 APRIL 1982 (CONT.)
3C-1
BRYOZOA 42
NEMATODA 42
MAIDIDAE 208
NAIS COMMUNIS 500
NAIS VARIABILIS 42
PARANAIS FRICI 458
UNIDENTIFIED I¶MAT. 125
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1333
CAENIS 83
HEXAGENIA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 250
PROCLADIUS 500
ORTHOCLADIINAE 42
CLADOPELMA 167
DICROTENDIPES 42
GLYPTOTENDIPES 42
HARNISCHIA 42
PARATENDIPES 167
TOTAL CHIRONOSIDAE 1208
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3000
3C-2
BRYOZOA 42
NAIS COaMUNIS 375
PARANAIS FRICI 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 458
CAENIS 42
H.EXAGENIA 42
PALPO-IYIA COMPLEX 167
PROCLADIUS 250
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
ENDOCHIRONOMUS 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 42
PARATENDIPES 42
STICTOCHIRONOMaUS 42
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROn 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1982 3C-2 (CONT.)
TANYTARSINI 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 500
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1250
3D-1
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 42
NAIS COMMUNIS 750
PARANAIS FRICI 42
ENCHYTRAEIDAE 125
UNIDENTIFIED I3MAT. 125
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1042
CAENIS 333
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 125
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 83
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 125
DICROTENDIPES 167
POLYPEDILUM 500
CLADOTANITARSUS 250
TANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1333
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2917
3E-1
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 42
LIMNODRILUS CLAPARE. 83
NAIDIDAE 208
NAIS PARDALIS 42
PARANAIS FRICI 3292
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 3625
CAENIS 833
OECETIS 42
A4-57
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
,`OLLZCTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DAT2 STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. aETER
15 APRIL 1982 3E-1 (CONT.)
PALPO3YIA COMPLEX 83
PROCLADIUS 83
PARAKIEFFER IELLA 42
PARATENDIPES 208
POLYPEDILUM 125
CLADOTANYTARSUS 2125
TANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 2958
TOTAL ORGANISMS 7625
3F-1
BRY2OOA 42
NAIDIDAE 42
NAIS COMMUNIS 167
PARANAIS FRICI 1000
STYLARIA LACUSTRIS 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1250
PLANORBIDAE 125
CAENIS 42
PROCLADIUS 42
PARATANYTARSUS 292
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 500
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2042
3G-1
BRYOZOA 42
NAIDIDAE 42
DE!O DIGITATA 42
NAIS COMMUNIS 2458
NAIS PARDALIS 1417
STYLARIA LACUSTRIS 208
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 4167
HYALELLA AZTECA 125
A4-58
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. MET2R
15 APRIL 1982 3G-1 (CONT.)
CAENIS 625
HYDROPTILA 42
ORTHOTRICHIA 42
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 42
CORYNONEURA 42
CRICOTOPUS 167
ENDOCHIRONOMUS 42
PARATANYTARSUS 375
TANYTARSUS 458
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1375
TOTAL ORGANISMS 6458
4A-1I
NEMATODA 83
NAIDIDAE 42
PARANAIS FRICI 125
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 208
CRYPTOCHIRONORUS 42
PARATENDIPES 42
POLYPEDILUM 42
PSEUDOCHIRONOUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 292
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 708
TOTAL ORGANISMS 958
4A-2
CHAETOGASTER DIAPHA. 42
NAIS CO;MUNIS * 83
PARANAIS FRICI 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
HEXAGENIA 167
A4-59
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROI 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1982 4A-2 (CONT.)
PXLPOMYIA COMPLEX 208
CRICOTOPUS 42
PARATENDIPES 42
POLYPEDILUM 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOaIDAZ 208
TOTAL ORGANISMS 750
4 B- 1
HYDRA 83
NERATODA 2583
LINNODRILUS CLAPARE. 42
NAIDIDA3 42
PARANAIS FRICI 42
ENCHYTRAEIDAE 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
COELOTANYPUS 125
PROCLADIUS 42
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 42
CHIRONOMUS 83
CBYPTOCHIBONOMUS 42
Pr.RATENDIPES 917
CLADOTANYTABSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOIDAE 1500
TOTAL ORGANISMS 4333
44B-2
PALPOMTIA COMPLEX 42
COELOTANYPUS 42
PROCLADIUS 42
PARATENDIPES 292
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 375
TOTAL ORGANISMS 417
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANIS¶S
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 APRIL 1982 (CONT.)
4C-1
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 125
NEMATODA 333
PARANAIS FRICI 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
CA!NIS 83
PALPOMYIA COMPLZX 125
PROCLADIUS 83
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 42
CHIRONOmUS 83
CRIPTOCHIRONOMUS 83
PARACHIRONOMUS 42
PARATENDIPES .417
POLYPEDILUM 583
CLADOTANYTARSUS 292
TOTAL CHIRONOaIDAE 1792
TOTAL ORGANISIS 2542
4C-2
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 83
NEMATODA 708
LIMNODRILUS HOFFMEI. 42
NAIS 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 83
CAENIS 83
PALPOMYTA COMPLEX 208
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 42
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1250
A4-61
APPENDI. 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PERSQ. ETER
15 APRIL 1982 (CONT.)
4D-1
NEIATODA 83
PARANAIS FRICI 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 83
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 125
COELOTANTPUS 42
PROCLADIUS 458
PARATENDIPES 417
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1042
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1250
4D-2
NEMATODA 292
NAIDIDAE 125
PARANAIS FRICI 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 167
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 42
COELOTANYPUS 250
PROCLADIUS 750
CHIRONOaUS 125
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS '42
DICROTENDIPES 42
PARATENDIPES 1417
POLYPEDILUM 83
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 2958
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3625
4E-1
NAIDIDAE 42
PARANAIS FRICI 83
A4-62
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISdS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. 3ETER
15 APRIL 1982 4E-1 (CONT.)
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
PALPOITIA COMPLEX 125
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 625
CHIRONOMUS 42
DICROTENDIPES 250
PARACHIRONOMUS 83
PARATENDIPES 958
POLYPEDILUM 208
CLADOTANYTARSUS 417
TOTAL CHIRONOfIDAE 2833
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3125
4E--2
BRYOZOA 42
NEMATODA 83
PARANAIS PRICI 3500
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 3500
CAENIS 292
HEXAGENIA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 1083
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 167
PROCLADIUS 42
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 625
CHIRONOMUS 125
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
PARACHIRONOMUS 42
PARATENDIPES 292
POLYPEDILU1M 458
PSEUDOCHIRONOMUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 542
PARATANYTARSUS 42
TANYTARSUTJS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 2542
TOTAL ORGANISMS 7750
A4-63
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISIS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. HETER
14 JULY 1982 1A-1
NEMATODA 167
NAIDIDAE 42
PARANAIS FRICI 42
ENCHYTRAEIDAE 42
UNIDENTIFIED InMAT. 167
TOTAL OLIGOCHA.TA 292
CAERIS 250
HEXAGENIA 83
POLYCENTROPUS CINERE 83
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 42
ABLABESMYIA 42
PROCLADIUS 42
TANYPUS 42
CLADOPELMA 42
CBYPTOCHIRONONUS 125
CRYPTOTENDIPES 42
DICROTENDIPES 208
HARNISCHIA 167
NICROCHIRONO01US 42
POLYPEDILUO 458
CLADOTANYTABSUS 375
TANYTARSUS 208
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1792
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2708
1A-2
NEMATODA 42
PARANAIS FRICI 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 83
POLYCENTROPUS CINERE 42
PALPOIYIA COMPLEX 42
PROCLADIUS 83
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 125
CRYPTOTENDIPES 42
POLYPEDILUE 458
CLADOTANYTARSUS 208
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APPENDIX 4C-1 SELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANIS3S
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TXXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
14 JULY 1982 1A-2 (CONT.)
TANYTARSLS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOIDAE 1042
TOTAL ORGANISIS 1250
1B-1
'CAENIS 125
HYDROPTILIDAE 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 167
POLIPEDILUa 83
CLADOTANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 167
TOTAL ORGANISaS 500
1B-2
NEMATODA 83
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 375
ORTHOCLADIINAE 42
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 42
CLADOPELMA 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 167
TOTAL ORGANIS3S 625
1C-1
NEMATODA 208
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 208
PROCLADIUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 83
TOTAL ORGANISaS 500
A4-65
APPENDIX 4IC-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
14 JULY 1982 (CONT.)
1C-2
BRYOZOA 42
NEHATODA 167
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 292
CLADOPELMA 42
TOTAL CHIRONOsIDAE 42
TOTAL ORGANIS MS 708
1D-1
BRYOZOA 42
NAIDIDAE 42
NAIS PARDALIS 83
PARANAIS FRICI 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
POLYPEDILUM 167
CLADOTANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 375
TOTAL ORGANISMS 583
1E-1
NAIDIDAE 208
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 208
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
PROCLADIUS 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 125
POLYPEDILUM 167
CLADOTANYTARSUS 708
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1083
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1333
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF 32NTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FREO 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. 3ETER
14 JULY 1982 (CONT.)
1P-1
BRYOZOA 42
NEIATODA 83
AGLODRILUS PIGUETI 292
NAIDIDAE 42
NAIS PARDALIS 125
PARANAIS FRICI 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 500
PROCLADIUS 125
MICROCHIRONOSUS '458
POLYPEDILUM 458
TANYTARSINI 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 1542
TANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAZ 2708
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3333
1G-1
CHIRONOMUS 42
POLYPEDILUM 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 167
TOTAL ORGANISMS 167
2A-1
NENATODA 125
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 250
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 250
DASYHELIA 42
PROCLADIUS 167
CHIRONONDS 42
aICROCHIRONOaoS 333
POLYPEDILUM 500
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. BETER
14 JULY 1982 2A-1 (CONT.)
TANYTARSUS 125
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1208
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1625
2A-2
BRYOZOA 42
NEMATODA 83
PARANAIS FRICI 42
UNIDENTIFIED INMAT. 1167
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1208
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 83
PROCLADIUS 667
CLADOPEL A 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 125
GLYPTOTENDIPES 42
HARNISCHIA 83
MICROCHIRONOMUS 500
POLYPEDILUM 125
STICTOCHIRONOMUS 42
TANYTARSUS 125
TOTAL CHIBONOMIDAE 1875
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3250
2B-1
PARANAIS FRICI 83
ENCHYTRAEIDAE 42i
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 4458
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 4583
CRYPTOCHIRONOMlUS 83
4ICROCHIRONO0US 333
POLTPEDILUM 83
CLADOTANYTARSUOS 83
TANYTARSUS 42
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDSOOD COOLING POND PROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
14 JULY 1982 2B-1 (CONT.)
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 667
TOTAL ORGANISMS 5250
2B-2
NEMATODA 42
NAIDIDAE 42-
UEIDENTIPIED IMMAT. 792
TOTAL OLIGOCHASTA 833
HEXAGENIA 42
PROCLADIUS 42
CHIRONOMUS 42
CHIRONOMINAE 42
CLADOPELMA 42
CBYPTOCHIRONOMUS 83
HARNISCHIA 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 458
PARACHIRONOMUS 42
POLYPEDILUM 375
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAZ 1208
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2125
2C-1
NAIDIDAZ 167
DERO DIGITATA 42
PARANAIS FRICI 292
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 500
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 292
PROCIADIUS 42
GLYPTOTENDIPES 42
1ICROCHIRONOMUS 83
TOTAL CHIBONOMIDA2 167
TOTAL ORGANISMS 958
A4-69
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROI BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PE3
SQ. METER
14 JULY 1982 (CONT.)
2C-2
NERATODA 125
NAIS COMMUNIS 42
PARANAIS FRICI 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 125
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 750
COELOTANYPUS 42
PROCLADIUS 142
CHIRONOMUS 208
PARATANYTARSUS 42
TANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 417
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1417
2D-1
BRYOZOA 42
NAIDIDAE 125
NAIS 42
NAIS COM~UNIS 42
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 708
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 917
CAENIS 208
ABLABESMYIA 42
PROCLADIUS 42
DICROTENDIPES 83
MICROCHIRONOMUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 667
PARATANYTARSUS 42
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 958
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2125
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
14 JULY 1982 (CONT.)
22-1
BRYOZOA 42
NEMATODA 42
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 250
PARANAIS FRICI 83
UNIDENTIFIED IMSAT. 292
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 625
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
PROCLADIUS 125
CHIRONO'US 42
MICROCHIRONO•US 83
POLYPEDILOM 42
CLADOTANYTABSUS 292
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 583
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1333
2F-1
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 417
PROCLADIUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 83
TOTAL ORGANISMS 500
2G-1
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 83
CHIRONOMUS 125
POLYPEDILU 1 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 208
TOTAL ORGAMISIS 333
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISIS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
14 JULY 1982 (CONT.)
3A-1
BRYOZOA 42
AOLODRILES PIGUETI 125
NAIDIDAE 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
HEXAGENIA 83
SIALIS 83
PALPORYIA CO5PLEX 125
ABLABESMYIA 83
PROCLADIUtS 667
TANYPUS 583
EPOICOCLADIUS 42
CLADOPELMA 125
MICROCHIRONORUS 167
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1750
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2250
3A-2
HEXAGENIA 167
PALPOMYTA COMPLEX 42
ABLABESYTIA 42
PROCLADIUS 83
TANYPUS 167
EPOICOCLADIUS '42
CHIRONOMaS 42
CLADOPELMA 42
NICROCHIRONOMUS 250
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 667
TOTAL ORGANISMS 875
3B-1
NE1ATODA 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FRON BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. oETER
14 JULY 1982 3B-1 (CONT.)
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 500
TOTAL ORGANISMS 583
3B- 2
UNIDENTIFIED I.MBAT. 250
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 250
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 542
PROCLADIUS 42
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 42
CLADOPEL3A 42
POLYPEDILgOe 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 208
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1000
3C-1
NAIDIDAE 42
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 125
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
CAENIS 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 375
PROCLADIUS 125
HARNISCWIA 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 167
TOTAL ORGANISMS 750
3C-2
TUBIFEX TUBIFEX 42
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 208
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 250
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROI 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. ET'ER
14 JULY 1982 3C-2 (CONT.)
CAENIS 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 375
PSEUDOCHIRONOMUS 42
TOTAL CHISONOMIDAE 42
TOTAL ORGANISIS 708
3D-1
BRYOZOA 42
PALPOIITIA COMPLEX 125
PROCLADIUS 125
CRYPTOCHIRONORSUS 333
CRYPTOTENDIPES 375
HARNISCHIA 83
NICROCHIRONOMUS 83
POLYPEDILUI 1583
CLADOTANYTARSUS 500
TANYTARSUS 208
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 3583
TOTAL ORGANISIS 3750
BRYOZOA 42
NE5ATODA 250
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 125
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 292
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 417
CAENIS 125
DASYHELIA 42
PROCLADIUS 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 167
DICROTENDIPES 42
AICROCHIRONO aUS 208
POLYPEDILUM 292
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APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANIS1S
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
14 JULY 1982 3E-1 (CONT.)
CLADOTANYTARSUS 417
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1292
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2167
3- 1
BRYOZOA 42
NENATODA 667
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 208
CAENIS 42
PROCLADIUS 208
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 83
DICROTENDIPES 125
5ICROCHIROMNOUS 750
TANYTARSINI 42
CLADOTANYTABSUS 1667
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 2875
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3833
3G-1
PROCLADIUS 83
CHIRONOMUS 42
CLADOPELIA 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 208
CLADOTANYTARSUS 417
PARATANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 833
TOTAL ORGANISMS 833
4OA-1
BRYOZOA 42
A4-75
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO, PER
SQ. METER
14 JULY 1982 4A-1 (CONT.)
NEMATODA 375
NAIS PARDALIS 42
PARANAIS FRICI 125
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
PROCLADIUS 83
CRYPTOCHIRONOIUS 42
HARNISCHIA 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 83
POLYPEDILUM 250
CLADOTANTTARSUS 125
TANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 750
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1375
4A-2
MENATODA 833
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 42
NAIDIDAE 208
NAIS PARDALIS 250
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 667
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1167
HEXAGENIA 125
DASYHELIA 42
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 125
CRYPTOCHIRONO MUS 42
POLYPEDILUM 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 250
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 333
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2625
48-1
NEMATODA 2958
A4-76
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISAS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
14 JULY 1982 4B-1 (CONT.)
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
PROCLADIUS 167
TANYPUS 125
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
DICROTENDIPES 83
MICROCHIRONOMUS 167
POLYPEDILUM 83
TOTAL CHIRONO&IDAE 667
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3792
4B-2
BRYOZOA 42
NEHATODA 2250
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 83
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2375
4C-1
BRYOZOA 42
NEMATODA 375
PARANAIS FRICI 167
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 208
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 83
PROCLADIUS 42
CRYPTOCHIBONOMUS 42
HARNISCHIA 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 83
POLYPEDILUM 250
CLADOTANYTARSUS 500
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIBONOIDA2 1000
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1708
A4-77
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FOad BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROB 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. 3ETER
14 JULY 1982 (CONT.)
4C- 2
BRYOZOA 42
HE¶ATODA 2208
DERO DIGITATA 42
PARANAIS FRICI 417
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 458
HEXAGENIA 83
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
PROCLADIUS 42
CBYPTOCEIRONOMUS 83
nICROCHIRONOMUS 125
POLIPEDILUM 292
CLADOTANYTARSUS 1292
TANYTARSUS 125
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 2000
TOTAL ORGANISMS 4833
4D-1
BRYOZOA 42
NEMATODA 417
NAIDIDA3 125
PARANAIS FRICI 417
UNIDENTIFIED IMNAT. 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 583
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 208
PALPOMYTA COMPLEX 42
PROCLADIUS 208
CHIRONOMUS 42
MICROCHIRONOdUS 125
POLYPEDILUI 125
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 500
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1792
A4-78
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
14 JULY 1982 (CONT.)
4D-2
BRYOZOA 42
NEMATODA 3042
NAIS COMMUNIS 42
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 83
COELOTANYPUS 42
PROCLADIUS 208
MICROCHIRONOMUS 167
PARATENDIPES 42
POLYPEDILUM 42
TANTTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 542
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3708
4E-1
PARANAIS FRICI 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
PROCLADIUS 83
CRYPTOTENDIPES 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 292
POLYPEDILUM 333
CLADOTANYTARSUS 708
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1500
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1542
4E-2
BRYOZOA 42
NEMATODA 333
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 833
NAIDIDAE 42
PARANAIS FRICI 42
A4-79
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. 2ET3R
14 JULr 1982 4E-2 (CONT.)
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 125
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1042
CAENIS 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
CBYPTOCHIRONOMUS '42
3ICROCHIBRONOMUS 83
POLYPEDILUM 125
STICTOCHIRONOMUS (42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 500
TANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHISONOMIDAE 875
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2333
A4-80
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 1A-1
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 167
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 42
TUBIFEX TUBIFEX 42
PARANAIS FRICI 2167
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 2250
HEXAGENIA 167
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 250
TANYPODINAE 42
ABLABESMTIA 125
PROCLADIUS 83
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 42
CHIRONOMINI 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
CRYPTOTENDIPES 42
DICROTENDIPES 83
HARNISCHIA 42
PARATENDIPES 42
POLYPEDILUa 42
TANYTARSINI 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 125
PARATANYTARSUS 83
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1083
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3958
1A-2
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 333
NAIS PARDALIS 42
PARANAIS FRICI 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 125
CA ENS 125
HEXAGENIA 208
POLYCENTROPOS CINERE 83
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 1250
A4-81
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FOM5 BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. SETER
20 APRIL 1983 1A-2 (CONT.)
PROCLADIUS 42
CRYPTOCH.IRONOIUS 83
CRYPTOTENDIPES 42
POLYPEDILUM 83
PSEUDOCHIRONOnUS 42
TANYTARSINI 42
TANYTARSUS 125
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 458
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2625
1B-1
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 125
NAIDIDAE 42
PARANAIS FRICI 125
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 4000
PALP01YIA COMPLEX 417
PROCLADIUS 125
PARATENDIPES 708
TOTAL CHIRONOIDAE 833
TOTAL ORGANISMS 5583
1B-2
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 42
LIMNODRILUS 42
TOTAL OLIGOCBAETA 42
CAENIS 83
HEXAGNIA '42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 708
PALPOfYIA CO.PLEX 542
PROCLADIUS 167
A4-82
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISHS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FRON 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 18-2 (CONT.)
HARNISCHIA 42
PARATENDIPES 42
STICTOCHIRONOUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 375
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1875
1C-1
HYDRA 417
CAENIS 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 1333
CERATOPOGONIDAE 583
TANYPODINAE 83
PROCLADIUS 208
CHI•ONOMUS 42
CHIRONOMINI 42
PARACHIRONOMUS 42
PARATENDIPES 125
TANYTARSINI 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAS 667
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3083
.E+7 42
1C-2
BRYOZOA 42
CAENIS 125
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 83
PALPOIYIA CO1PLEX 375
PROCLADIUS 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOnMUS 125
PARATENDIPES 167
POLYPEDILUM 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 417
A4-83
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ, METER
20 APRIL 1983 10C-2 (CONT.)
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1042
1D-I
BRYOZOA 42
HTDRA 250
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 42
CHIRONORUS 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
PARATENDIPES 167
POLYPEDILUM 250
CLADOTANYTARSUS 83
PARATANTTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 792
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1125
1-1
BRYOZOA 42
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 250
NAIDIDAE 1417
CHABTOGASTER DIAPHA. 167
NAIS 750
NAIS COMMUNTIS 792
NAIS PARDALIS 833
PARANAIS FRICI 208
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 4417
CERATOPOGONIDAE 42
PROCLADIUS 42
CRYPTOCHIRONORUS 83
DICROTENDIPSS 83
PARATENDIPES 83
POLYPEDILUI 83
CLADOTANYTARSUS 417
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1042
A4-84
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 12-1 (CONT.)
TOTAL ORGANISMS 5542
1F-1
BRYOZOA 42
PARANAIS FRICI 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 83
CAENIS 83
PROCLADIUS 208
HTDROBAENUS 333
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 125
CRYPTOTENDIPES 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 167
POLYPEDILUM 1208
CLADOTANYTARSUS 3000
TANYTARSUS 542
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 5958
TOTAL ORGANISMS 6167
1G-1
BRYOZOA 42
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 250
NAIDIDAE 500
CHAETOGASTER 42
NAIS COMMUNIS 542
NAIS PARDALIS 1042
PARANAIS FRICI 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 2417
CAENIS 42
PALPOMYIA C01PLET 42
ABLABESMYIA 42
PROCLADIUS 208
HYDROBAENUS 167
A4-85
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PERSQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 1G-1 (CONT.)
CHIRONOMUS 42
CRIPTOCHIONO US 125
CRYPTOTENDIPES 83
DICROTENDIPES 83
HARNISCHIA 83
mICROCHIRONOmUS 208
PARATENDIPES 125
POLTPEDILUnM 792
TANYTARSINI 125
CLADOTANYTARSUS 458
TANYTARSUS 958
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDA3 3667
TOTAL ORGANISMS 6208
2A-1
BRYOZOA 42
NAIDIDAE 83
HAIS COMMUNIS 42
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
CAENTS 42
HEXAGENIA 167
POLICENTROPUS CINERE 42
PALPOTIA COMPLEX 83
PARAKIEFFESRILLA 167
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 167
PARATENDIPES 125
POLYPEDILUM 625
PSEODOCHIRONOaUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 458
TANYTARSUS 667
TOTAL CHIRONOŽID&E 2417
TOTAL ORGANISAS 2958
A4-86
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 (CONT.)
2A-2
BRYOZOA 42
NAIDIDAE 292
NAIS COMMUNIS 375
NAIS PARDALIS 42
PARANAIS FRICI 42
ENCHYTRAEIDAE 42
UNIDENTIFIED IIMAT. 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 875
CAENIS 42
HEXAGENIA 250
POLYCENTROPUS CINERE 125
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 83
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 250
PROCLADIUS 83
PARAKIEFFRIELLA 208
HYDROBAENUS 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOaUS 208
DICROTENDIPES 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 42
PARATENDIPES 208
POLYPEDILUM 500
PSEUDOCHIRONOiUS 83
CLADOTANYTARSUS 583
TANYTARSUS 1125
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 3250
TOTAL ORGANISMS 4792
2B-1
LIMNODRILUS CLAPARE. 42
NAIS COMMUNIS 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 83
CAENIS 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 125
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 208
PROCLADIUS 250
A4-87
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. oETER
20 APRIL 1983 2B-1 (CONT.)
CHIRONOSUS 125
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 83
3ICROCHIRONO MUS 125
PARATENDIPES 250
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 833
TOTAL ORGANISNS 1292
23-2
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 42
NAIS COMMUNIS 83
UNIDENTIPIED 12MAT. 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 208
PALPOTIA COMPLEX 375
CHIRONOMUS 42
HARNISCHIA 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 83
POLIPEDILUM 167
STICTOCHIRONOMUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 542
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1125
2C-1
PARANAIS FRICI 667
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 667
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 42
COELOTANYPUS 42
PROCLADI IS 250
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 83
CHIRONOaUS 42
PARATENDIPES 2292
TANYTARSUS 42
A4-88
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 2C-1 (CONT.)
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 2792
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3500
2C-2
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 208
LIANODRILUS CLAPARE. 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 292
OECETIS 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 125
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 42
PROCLADIUS 458
CHIRONOMtS 458
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 208
HARNISCHIA 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 292
PARATENDIPES 417
POLYPEDILUM 333
PSEUDOCHIRONO US 83
STICTOCHIRONOAUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 542
STEMPELLINA 167
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOSIDAE 3208
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3708
2D-1
BRYOZOA 42
NAIS ELINGUIS 42
PARANAIS FRICI 833
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 875
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
POLYPEDILU¶ 167
CLADOTANYTARSUS 250
A4-89
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROS BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 2D-1 (CONT.)
TOTAL CHIRONOaIDAE 500
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1458
2E-1
BRYOZOA 42
CAENIS 125
PROCLADIUS 333
CRICOTOPUS 42
CRYPTOTENDIPES 42
IICROCHIRONOMUS 42
PARATENDIPES 167
POLYPEDILUM 83
CLADOTANYTARSUS 750
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1542
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1708
2F-1
LINNODRILUS HOFFEBI. 42
NAIDIDAE 42
NAIS COHMUNIS 42
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 167
COELOTANYPUS 42
PROCLADIUS 250
PARAKIEFFERIXLLA 42
CHIRONOMUS 542
CHIRONO4MINI 83
MICROCHIRONOMJS 42
PARATENDIPES 125
CLADOTANYTABSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1167
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1500
A4-90
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PERSQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 (CONT.)
2G-1
BRBOZOA 42
AULODRIIUS PIGUETI 250
LIMNODRILUS 42
NAIS 42
NAIS COMMUNIS 167
PARANAIS FRICI 125
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 625
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
CLINOTANYPUS 42
PROCLADIUS 500
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 42
CHIRONOHJS 417
AICROCHIRONOMUS 250
PARATENDIPES 42
POLYPEDILJM 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 292
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1625
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2333
3A-1
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 83
PARANAIS FRICI 125
ENCHYTRAEIDAE 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
CAENIS 167
HEXAGENIA 42
ARGIA 42
PALPOYIA COMPLEX 333
ABLABESMYIA 83
PROCLADIUtS 42
DICROTENDIPES 83
GLYPTOTENDIPES 583
HARNISCHIA 125
PARACHIRONO'US 42
A4-91
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. a2TER
20 APRIL 1983 3A-1 (CONT.)
POLYPEDILUM 125
STICTOCHIRONOMUS 208
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1459
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2333
3A-2
BBYOZOA 42
HYDRA 333
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 583
LIMNODRILUS CLAPARE. 42
NAIDIDAE 167
PASANAIS FRICI 250
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1042
AQUATIC ACARI 42
HEXAGENIA 167
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 500
ABLABESMYIA 83
CLINOTANYPUS 42
PROCLADIUS 250
EPOICOCLADIUS 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
HARNISCHIA 167
MICROCHIRONOMUS 167
POLYPEDILUM 125
STICTOCHIRONOMUS 125
STEMPELLINA 42
TANYTARSIS 125
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1333
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3458
A4-92
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANIS1S
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 (CONT.)
3B- 1
BRYOZOA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 958
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 208
STICTOCHIRONOMUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 42
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1250
3B-2
BRIOZOA 42
HYDRA 208
CAENTS 42
CHAOBORtS PUNCTIPEN. 625
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 42
PROCLADIUS 42
CHIRONOMUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 125
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1083
3C- 1
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 83
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 708
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 417
PROCLADIUS 333
CHIRONOMUS 42
MICPOCHIRONOMUS 42
PARATENDIPES 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 500
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1708
A4-93
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
/
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 (CONT.)
3C-2
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 125
CHAOBOROS PONCTIPEN. 500
PALPOaYIA COMPLEX 583
PROCLADIUS 625
CHIRONOIUS 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
HARNISCHIA 42
MICROCHIRONOdUS 83
PARATENDIPES 8.3
POLYPEDILUM 42
TANYTARSINI 42
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1083
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2333
3D-1
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 833
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 250
PARANAIS FRICI 3500
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 3750
CAENIS 250
PALPOBYIA COMPLEX 83
PROCLADIUS 83
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 83
CBYPTOCHIRONOMUS 208
CRYPTOTENDIPES 83
DICROTENDIPES 42
PARATZNDIPES 42
POLYPEDILUI 208
STICTOCrIRONOMUS 42
TANYTARSINI 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 458
TANYTARSUS 542
A4-94
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 3D-1 (CONT.)
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1833
TOTAL ORGANISMS 6792
3E- 1
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 500
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 208
LIMNODRILUS CLAPARE. 83
NAIS 42
NAIS COMMUNIS 42
PARANAIS FRICI 167
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 167
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 708
CAENIS 42
HEXAGENIA 42
PALPOYTIA COMPLEX 83
PROCLADIEUS 167
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 167
CHIRONOMUS 208
CRYPTOCHIRONOSUS 83
CRYPTOTENDIPES 42
HARNISCHIA 42
PARATENDIPES 875
POLYPEDILUM 833
CLADOTANYTARSUS 1875
TANYTARSUS 458
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 4125
TOTAL ORGANISMS 5542
3F-1
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 542
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 292
A4-95
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 3F-1 (CONT.)
NAIS 167
NAIS COMMUNIS 1208
PARANAIS FRICI 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1708
FERRISSIA 42
CAENIS 292
COENAGRIONIDAE 83
PROCLADIUS 792
ORTHOCLADIINAE 42
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 167
CHIRONOMUS 83
CLADOPEL&A 83
CRYPTOCHIEONOmUS 208
CRYPTOTENDIPES 83
DICROTENDIPES 417
ENDOCHIRONOMUS 83
MICROCHIRONOMUS 333
PARATENDIPES 917
POLYPEDILUM 208
STICTOCHIRONOMUS 42
TANYTARSINI 250
CLADOTANYTARSUS 10375
PARATANYTARSUS 83
TANYTARSUS 792
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 15292
TOTAL URGANISmS 18000
3G-1
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 167
NAIDIDAE 500
NAIS CONiUNIS 208
PARANAIS FRICI 2000
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 2708
CAENIS 125
HEXAGENIA 125
A4-96
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLXCTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 3G-1 (CONT.)
PALPOIYIA COMPL3X 42
PROCLADIUS 125
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 93
CHIRONOMUS 33
PARATENDIPES 292
POLYPEDILUM 42
STICTOCHIRONOMUS 42
TANYTARSINI 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 708
PARATANYTARSUS 42
TANYTARSUS 167
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1625
TOTAL ORGANISMS 4833
4A-1
BRYOZOA 42
PARANAIS FRICI 1000
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1000
HEXAGENIA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 208
ABLABESHYIA 42
CLINOTAN TPUS 83
PROCLADIUS 83
PARAKIEFFERIZLLA 125
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
PARATENDIPES 917
CLADOTANYTABSUS 625
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1958
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3292
A4-97
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROa 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 (CONT.)
4A-2
BRYOZOA 42
NAIS COLSUNIS 42
PARANAIS FRICI 125
-UNID2NTIFIED I3MAT. 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 208
HEXAGENIA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 292
PROCLADIUS 208
CHIRONOUS '42
MICROCHIROHOMUS 208
PARATENDIPES 333
POLYPEDILUM 125
TANYTARSINI 42
TOTAL CH!RONOBIDAE 958
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1542
4B-1
HYDPA 93
PARANAIS FRICI 375
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 375
HEXAGENIA 42
CHAOBOBRS PUNCTIPEN. 42
PALPOTMYA COMPLEX 250
PROCLADIUS 167
HARNISCHIA 42
dICROTENDIPES 42
PARATENDIPES 2708
POLYPEDILUM 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 3125
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3917
A4-98
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAION NO. PER
SQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 (CONT.)
43-2
HYDRA 42
LIMNODRILUS HOFFMEI. 167
PARANAIS FRICI 3375
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 3542
HEXAGENIA 83
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 125
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 417
PROCLADIUS 125
EPOICOCLADITJS 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
MICROCHIRONORUS 83
PARATENDIPES 958
POLYPEDILUM 142
CLADOTANYTARSS 142
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1375
TOTAL ORGANISSS 5583
4C-1
BRYOZOA 42
PARANAIS FRICI 542
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 542
CAENIS 42
CRYPTOTENDIPES 142
DICROTENDIPES 42
PARATENDIPES 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 167
TOTAL ORGANISMS 792
4C-2
HYDRA 42
LIMNODRILUS 42
A4-99
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDAUCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 4C-2 (CONT.)
LINNODRILUS CLAPARE. 167
PARANAIS FRICI 4042
UNIDENTIFIED IBMAT. 167
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 4417
PALPOaTIA COMPLEX 42
ABLAB3SMYIA 42
PROCLADIUS 125
MICROCHIRONOMUS 125
PARACHIRONOMUS 42
PARATENDIPES 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 458
TOTAL ORGANISMS 4958
4D-1
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 42
NAIDIDAE 42
NAIS COoMUNIS 83
NAIS PARDALIS 42
PARANAIS FRTCI 583
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 750
CHAOBORUS PUJCTIPEN. 292
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 83
ABLABESNYIA 42
COELOTANTYPS 208
PROCLADIUS 250
CRICOTOPUS 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
PARATENDIPES 750
POLYPEDILUM 167
PARATANYTARSUS 42
TANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1750
A4- 100
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF 3ENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 4D-1 (CONT.)
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2958
4D-2
HYDRA 292
NAIS COMMUNIS 83
PARANAIS FRICI 1333
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1417
HEXAGENIA 42
CHAOBORUS P!NCTIPEN. 42
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 417
COELOTANYPUS 125
PROCLADIUS 167
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 208
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 208
CRYPTOTENDIPES 83
PARATENDIPES 583
POLYPEDILUM 250
CLADOTANYTARSUS 292
PARATANYTARSUS 125
TOTAL CHIRONOaIDAE 2042
TOTAL ORGANISMS 4250
4E-1
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 958
NAIS 125
NAIS COMMUNIS 458
NAIS PARDALIS 375
PARANAIS FRICI 1625
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 2583
HEXAGENIA 42
PALPOYTIA COMPLEX 83
PROCLADIUS 167
A4- 101
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM B)RIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON N0, PER
SQ. METER
20 APRIL 1983 4E-1 (CONT.)
ORTHOCLADITNAE 250
CRYPTOCHIRONOtUS 42
DICROTENDIPES 42
PARATENDIPES 250
POLIPEDILUM 167
TANYTARSINI 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 250
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1250
TOTAL ORGANISMS 4958
4E-2
BRYOZOA 42
HYDRA 500
NAIS 208
PARANAIS FRICI 1167
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1458
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
PALPONYIA COMPLEX 83
PROCLADIUS 42
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 375
PARATENDIPES 708
POLYPEDILU M 250
CLADOTANYTARSUS 292
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1750
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3875
15 JULY 1983 1A-I
PARANAIS FRICI 250
UNIDENTIFIED IMfAT. 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 333
PROCLADIUS 83
A4-102
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 JULY 1983 1A-1 (CONT.)
CRYPTOCHIRONOnUS 83
DICROTENDIPES 83
BICROCHIRONOcUS 42
POLYPEDILUI 125
PSEUDOCHIRONO3US 42
CLADOTANYTABSUS 83
TANYTARSUS 250
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 792
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1125
1A-2
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
CHAOBORTJS PUNCTIPEN. 42
COELOTANYPUS 83
tICROCHIRONOMUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 208
TOTAL ORGANISMS 292
1B-1
BRYOZOA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 542
TOTAL ORGANISMS 583
1 B-2
BRYOZOA 42
UNIDENTIFIED IIMMAT. 208
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 208
CHAOBORBS PJNCTIPEN. 417
PROCLADIUS 42
A4-103
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 JULY 1983 1B-2 (CONT.)
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 83
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 83
DICROTENDIPES 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 292
TOTAL ORGANISAS 958
IC-1
BRYOZOA 42
AOLODRILUS PIGUETI 542
LIMNODRILUS HOFF!EI. 42
NAIDIDAE 83
DERO DIGITATA 167
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 417
TOTAL OLIGCCHAETA 1250
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 1583
PROCLADIUS 167
CHIRONOMUS 333
MICROCHIRONOMUS 250
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 750
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3625
1C-2
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 292
PROCLADIUS 208
CHI•ONOMOuS 125
CLADOPELMA 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 83
aICROCHIRONOMUS 417
POLYPEDILUM 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1000
A4-104
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANIS3S
COLLECTED FRO& BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. *ETER
15 JULY 1983 1C-2 (CONT.)
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1417
1D-1
BRYOZ0 A 42
AgLODRILUS PIGUETI 167
SAIDIDAE 83
DERO DIGITATA 167
NAIS VARIABILIS 83
NAIS PARDALIS 208
PARANAIS FRICI 83
OPHIDOMAIS SERPENTI. 125
ENCHYTRAEIDAE 42
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 125
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1083
DECAPODA 42
CAENIS 167
ABLABESSYIA 42
PROCLADIUS 125
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 42
CHIRONOaUS 42
CHIRONONINI 42
CLADOPELMA 42
DICROTENDIPES 83
POLYPEDILUd 42
TANYTARSINI 42
PARATANYTARSUS 83
TANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 667
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2000
1-1
CAENIS 83
PROCLADIUS 417
A4-105
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED PROa BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PEP
SQ. METER
15 JULY 1983 1E-1 (CONT.)
TANYPUS 125
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
DICROTENDIPES 83
MICROCHIRONOlUS 333
PARACHIRONOMUS 42
POLYPEDILUM 542
TANYTARSINI 167
PARATAKYTARSUS 125
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1958
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2042
S1 F-1
NEMATODA 42
NAIDIDAE 125
NAIS VARIABILIS 333
OPHIDONAIS SERPENTI. 167
STYLARIA LACUSTRIS 167
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 792
CAENIS 42
ABLABESMYIA 42
TANYPOS 42
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 125
CHIRONMOUS 167
DICROTENDIPES 83
POLYPEDILU1 42
PSEUDOCHIRONOEUS 42
CLADOTANYTAESUS 125
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 667
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1542
1G-1
NEfATODA 125
A4-106
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLZCTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND ?ROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 JULY 1983 1G-1 (CONT.)
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 500
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 500
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 83
PROCLADIUS 167
HYDROBAENUS 167
CHIRONOMINI 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOM•US 750
MICROCHIRONOaUS 292
POLYPEDILUM 2917
CLADOTANTTARSUS 125
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 4458
TOTAL ORGANISMS 5167
2A-1
BRYOZOA 42
NAIS 42
UNIDENTIFIED I.MAT. 250
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 292
CAENITS 83
POLYCENTROPUS CINERE 250
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 42
PROCLADIUS 42
ORTHOCLADIINAE 42
PARAKI3FFERIZLLA 42
CHIRONOMINI 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 93
DICROTENDIPES 625
PARACHIRONOMUS 42
POLYPEDILUM 42
CLADOTAMYTARSUS 125
TANYTARSUS 417
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1542
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2250
A4-107
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PERSQ. 3ETER
15 JULY 1983 (CONT.)
2 A-2
BRYOZOA 42
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 208
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 208
CAENIS 250
PALPOfYIA COMPLEX 125
ABLABESMYIA 83
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 125
CRYPTOCHIRONO IUS 417
POLYPEDILtU 250
PSEUDOCHIRONOaUS 250
STICTOCHIRONOUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 250
TAHYTARSUS 375
TOTAL CHIRON03IDAE 2000
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2625
2B-1
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 375
PARANAIS FRICI 42
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 1042
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1458
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 542
ABLABESMYIA 42
COELOTANYPUS 42
PROCLADIIS 125
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 42
CHIRONOMUS 375
POLYPEDILUM 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 42
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 750
TOTAL ORGANISaS 2750
A4-108
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION ,TAXON NO. PER
SQ. M.ETER
15 JULY 1983 (CONT.)
2B-2
NENATODA 42
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 125
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 375
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 500
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 667
PROCLADIUS 167
TANYPUS 83
CHIRONOMUS 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 42
TOTAL CHIRON01IDAE 333
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1542
2C-1
LIMNODRILUS CLAPARE. 42
UNIDENTIFIED IMaAT. 2167
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 2208
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 750
PROCLADIUS 42
TANYPUS 42
CHIRONOMUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOIDAE 125
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3083
2C-2
NEMATODA 42
NAIDIDAE 42
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 1500
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1542
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 167
TANYPUS 83
CHIRONOMUS 42
POLYPEDILUM 42
A4-109
.PPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 JULY 1983 2C-2 (CONT.)
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 167
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1917
2D-1
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 83
NAIDIDAE 333
DERO DIGITATA 125
PARANAIS FRICI 83
UNIDENTIFIED IMBAT. 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 708
CHAOBORUS: PUNCTIPEN. 42
PROCLADI.S 208
CLADOPELMA 42
CaYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
MICROCHIRONOaUS 542
POLYPEDILUM 292
CLADOTANYTARSUS 208
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1375
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2125
2E- 1
AULODRILtJS PIGUETI 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
CHEUMATOPSYCHE 83
TOTAL ORGANISMS 125
2F-1
NEMATODA 83
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
A4-110
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISaS
COLLECTED FRO? BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROI 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. *ETER
15 JULY 1983 27-1 (CONT.)
PROCLADIUS 33
POLYPEDILUM 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 125
TOTAL ORGANISMS 250
2G-1
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 83
PROCLADIUS 83
CHIRONOMUS 125
lICROCHIRONOMUS 375
POLYPEDILUM 208
CLADOTANYTARSUS 208
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1000
TOTAL ORGANISnS 1083
3A-1
UNIDENTIFIED IBMAT. 83
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 83
HEXAGENIA 208
SIALIS 142
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 292
PALPOMYIA COMPLEX 83
ABLABESMYIA 83
PROCLADIUS 83
TANYPUS 83
EPOICOCLADIUS 42
CLADOPELHA 42
AICROCHIRONOMUS 167
POLYPEDILUM 167
TOTAL CHIRONO¶IDAE 667
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1375
A4-111
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FRO3 BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROI 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PERSQ. *ETER
15 JULY 1983 (CONT.)
3A-2
NAIDIDAE 83
DERO DIGITATA 42
UNIDENTIFIED I4MMAT. 333
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 458
AQUATIC ACARI 42
HEXAGENIA 42
PALPONYIA COMPLEX 42
PROCLADIUS 167
HARNISCHIA 42
IC"ROCHIRONOMUS 83
PABACHIRONOMUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOIDAlE 375
TOTAL ORGANISIS 958
3B-1
BRYOZOA 42
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 125
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 125
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 625
TOTAL ORGANISMS 792
3B-2
TUBIFEX TUBIF2X 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 750
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 83
TOTAL ORGANISMS 875
A4-112
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISES
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON O. PER
SQ. METER
15 JULY 1983 (CONT.)
3C-1
UNIDENTIFIED I MAT. 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIEN. 1708
PROCLADIUS 42
STICTOCHIRONOMUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 83
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1833
3C-2
UNIDENTIFIED INMAT. 167
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 1083
TANYPUS 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 83
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1333
3D-1
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
PROCLADIUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 83
TOTAL ORGANISMS 125
3E-1
BRYOZOA 42
CHAOBORJUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 125
POLYPEDILUM 42
A4-113
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. SETER
15 JULY 1983 3E-1 (CONT.)
CLADOTANYTARSUS 958
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1250
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1333
3F-1
AULODBILUS PIGUETI 167
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 167
TANYPUS 42
CHIRONOMUS 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 333
POLYPEDILUM 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 167
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 667
TOTAL ORGANISIS 833
3G-1
AULODRILUS PIGUETI 250
NAIDIDAE 42
DERO DIGITATA 42
PARANAIS FRICI 33
UNIDENTIFIED ISMAT. 167
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 583
ORTHOCLADIINAE 167
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 42
iICROCHTRONO IUS 375
CLADOTANYTARSUS 3208
TOTAL CHIPONOSIDAE 3833
TOTAL ORGANISMS 4417
A4-114
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND PROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. IETER
15 JULY 1983 (CONT.)
4A-1
BYOZOA 42
NEMATODA 917
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 792
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 792
PROCLADIUS 167
CRYPTOCHIRONOM US 83
HARNISCHIA 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 417
POLIPEDILUM 375
CLADOTANYTARSUS 667
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1833
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3583
4A-2
BRYOZOA 42
NEMATODA 708
UNIDENTIFIED IMMAT. 1583
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 1583
COELOTANYPUS 42
PROCLADIUS 167
CRYPTOCHIRONOIUS 167
3ICROCHIRONOMUS 83
POLYPEDILaM 208
CLADOTANYTARSUS 167
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 833
TOTAL ORGANISMS 3167
4B-1
8RYOZOA 42
NEMATODA 500
NAIDIDAE 125
A4-115
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. AETER
15 JULY 1983 4BB-1 (CONT.)
DERO DIGITATA 83
PARANAIS FRICI 167
UNIDENTIFIED I .MAT. 125
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 500
HEXAGENIA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 208
PROCLADIUS 333
TANYPUS 83
PARAKIEFFERIELLA 42
MICROCHIRONO otUS 125
POLTPEDILUd 417
CLADOTANYTARSUS 417
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1500
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2792
4B-2
BRYOZOA 42
PARANAIS FRICI 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
PROCLADIUS 83
HARNISCHIA 42
MICROCHIRONOMUS 333
POLYPEDILUN 167
CLADOTANYTARSUS 458
TOTAL CHTRONOMIDAE 1125
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1250
4C-1
BRYOZOA 42
NEMATODA 1000
CAENIS 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 42
A4-116
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 JULY 1983 4C-1 (CONT.)
CLINOTANYPUS 42
COELOTANYPUS 83
PROCLADIUS 167
TANYPUS 125
PA RAKIEFFERIELLA 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 125
MICROCHIRONOMUS 292
POLYPEDILUM 833
PSEUDOCHIRONOMUS 42
CLADOTANYTARSUS 1375
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 3125
TOTAL ORGANISMS 4250
4C-2
BRYOZOA 42
NEMATODA 1458
PROCLADIUS 42
TANYPUS 42
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 33
MICROCHIRONOMUS 167
POLYPEDILOM 458
CLADOTANYTARSUS 250
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1042
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2542
4D-1
BRYOZOA 42
NEMATODA 33
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 292
CLINOTANYPUS 42.
PROCLADIUS 83
TANYPUS 83
TOTAL CHIONOMIDAE 208
A4-117
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISAS
COLLECTED FROM BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROM 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. IETER
15 JULT 1983 4D-1 (CONT.)
TOTAL ORGANISMS 625
4D-2
PARANAIS FRICI 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
CHAOBORUS PUNCTIPEN. 458
TANYPUS 83
HARNISCHIA 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 125
TOTAL ORGANISMS 625
4E-1
BRYOZOA 42
NE!ATODA 917
NAIS COnMUNIS 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 42
CAENIS 42
PROCLADIUS 83
CRYPTOCHIRONOMUS 167
DICROTENDIPES 83
MICROCHIRONOMUS 125
PARATENDIPES 42
POLYPEDILUM 458
PSEUDOCHIRONOaUS 125
CLADOTANYTARSUS 500
TANYTARSUS 42
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1625
TOTAL ORGANISMS 2667
A4-118
APPENDIX 4C-1 RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS
COLLECTED FROB BRAIDWOOD COOLING POND FROI 1981 - 1983.
DATE STATION TAXON NO. PER
SQ. METER
15 JULY 1983 (CONT.)
4E-2
BRYOZOA 42
NAIS VARIABILIS 42
PARANAIS FRICI 42
TOTAL OLIGOCHAETA 83
CAENIS 42
PROCLADIUS 208
CEYPTOCHIRONOSUS 125
DICROTENDIPES 167
SICROCHIRONOMuS 125
POLYPEDILUM 208
CLADOTANYTARSUS 417
TANYTARSUS 83
TOTAL CHIRONOMIDAE 1333
TOTAL ORGANISMS 1500
A4-119
Appendix 5A. Ancillary measurements taken during
electrofishing collections on Braidwood Cooling Pond in
September 1983.
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Appendix 5B-1. Fish caught in Braidwood Cooling Pond
by electrofishing during September 1983.
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Appendix SB-2. Fish caught in Braidwood Cooling Pond
by seine during September 1983.
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Appendix 5B-3. Fish caught in Braidwood Cooling Pond
by gill net during September 1983.
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